








Keyboard 

Program management 

q Program designation and call 

q Clear (erase] program 
% Call program Athin another program 

Workpiece contour entry 

0 Line (linear interpolatian)/Chamfer 

B Rolinding corner/Tangential contour approach and departure 

q Circle tangentially adjoinIng previous contour (end position oniy) 

8 Circle CentrelPole 

D Circle (with centie and end position) 

q Circle (with radius and end position/ 

Programming and editing 

q External data transfer 

3 Touch-probe functions 

q Delete block 

q Transfer/enter actual position 

q Enter data 

q fl q Q 0 Search and edit functions 

a Programmed stop. terminate 

@J q Define and call canned cycles 

q q Define and tail program sections and subroutines 

q No data enrry. skip dialogue prompts 

e q Define and call tool and tooi compensation 

q @ Radius compensation 

Graphics (TNC 155 only) 

q Graphics modes 

q Define workpiece blank. reset to blank 

q Magnify 

63 Start Qraphics 

Entry values and axis selection 

B q B @f X Y 2 IV axis address keys 

5 Clear (delete) previous entry 

% Terminate block entry 

Parameter programming 

5 Set parameter 

fl Define parameter 

Operating modes 

q Manual operation (TNC functions as position indicator) 

•! Positioning via manual data input ipositioning block is run. but 

nor saved) 

q Program run - single block {program is executed block-by-block) 

Q Program run -full sequence (continuous program execution) 

q Programming and editing jenter program manually or via data 

interface) 

q Electronic handwheel 

5 Test run @heck pi0QK3m without machine movement) 

0 Supplementary operating modes (vacant blocks - mm/inch - 

position-display size - actual positlonlnominal position/distance 

to go/trailing error/distance to reference point baud rate - axis 

software limits - user parameters - code number - NCIPLC 

software number - V.24 interface COnfiguratiOn 

For IS0 programming: block number increment 

Polar coordinate~;/lncremental dimensions 

E Enter position value in polar coordinates 

m Enter position value in incremental dimensions 
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Control system in brief 
TNC 151/TNC 155 

The HEIDENHAIN TNC 151flNC 155 is a 4-axis 
contouring control system. Axes X. Y and Z are 
linear axes: the fourth axis is provided for the 
attachment of an optional rotary table or use as 
an additional linear axis. The fourth axis can be 
connected or disconnected as required. 

The four-axis contouring control permits: 
l linear interpolation of any 3 axes. 
l circular interpolation of two linear axes: 
Complex contours can also be produced with the 
aid of parameter programming. 
The TNC 15VTNC 155 can be equipped with an 
optional 5’” axis for spindle orientation. This fea- 
ture allows accurate positioning of the spindle, 
when using the TS 51O/TS 511 infrared probing 
system. for example, or for certain tool change 
systems. 

Programs may be entered either 
l in HEIDENHAIN plain-language interactive 

dialogue 
or 

. in standard IS0 6983 format. 

All interactive dialogue prompts, input values. 
machining programs and error messages are dis- 
played on the control Screen. The program 
memory can accommodate up to 32 programs 
with a total of 3,100 blocks. The imachining pio- 
gram can be either keyed in or entered “electro- 
nically” via the data interface. In “Transfer block- 
wise- mode. machining programs can be trans- 
ferred from an external storage medium and run 
simultaneously. 
The TNC 151flNC 155 allows you to enter or edit 
a program while another program is running. 

HEIDENHAIN provides the ME lOl/ME 102 mag- 
netic tape unit and the FE 401 floppy disk unit for 
external storage of programs. The magnetic tape 
units use mini:cassettes for data storage; the 
floppy disk unit uses 3 112” diskettes. Each unit is 
equipped with two interfaces. making it possible 
to connect a peripheral device, such as a printer. 
in addition to the TNC. 
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Control system in brief 
TNC 151/TNC 155 

Program test In “Test run- mode. the TNC checks machining 
programs without moving the machine slides. 
Any errors in the program are displayed in the 
form of plan-language m~x+ages. 
Graphic program simulation provides another 
option for testing the program. Machining proce- 
dures can be simulated on the three main axes 
wtth a constant tool axis using a cylindrical end 
mill. 

Upward 
compatibility 

Programs created on the TNC 145 or TNC 150 
can also be run on the TI\lC 151/TNC 155. The 
control system adapts the input later 10 the TNC 
151lTNC 155. 
Thus an existing TNC 145,‘TNC 150 program 
library can also be used for the TNC 1511 
TNC 155. 

Changing 
buffer batteries 

The buffer battery is the voltage swrce for the 
memow containlnq the machine warameters and 
for the control s&m program n&wry in case 
the external voltage supply IS switched off. It is 
located beneath the cover on the front panel of 
the control unit 

= EXCHANGE BUFFER BA-ITERY = 
is displayed. (Memory contents will be maintaned 
for at least one week after this message appears.) 
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Switching on the control unit 
Traversing refeirence points 

Switch-on Switch on power. 

MkMORYTEST 

The control checks the internal control elec- 
tronics. Display is cleared automatically 

7- 

/ POWER WTERRUPTED Clear error message. 

RELAY EX@‘. DC VOLTAGE IWISS~G Switch on control voltage. 

- 

1! - 

PASS OVER Z-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER X-AXIS REFEFIENCE~POINT 
PASS OVER Y-AXIS REFEFIENCE POINT 
PASS OVER qTH AXIS REFERENCE POINT 

Pass over the reference point of 
each axis. 
Restart each axis individually 

Tie axis sequence is determined by 
machine parameters set by the 
machine manufacturer. 

In the case of linear measuring sys- 
tems with interval-coded refe-ence 
marks, the traverse of each a:<is is 
reduced to max, 20 mm (0.713 in). 

J 

-- 

tvlAIWAlOPERATON 

I 
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Switching on the control unit 
Traversing reference points 

I PASS OVER Z-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER X-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER Y-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER 4-AXl:S REFERENCE POINT 

,m Select supplementary made. 

- 

Select MOD function -C’sde number”. 

Enter code number 841!59. 

Press “ENTER-. 

I 

7 

f 

CAUTION: SOFTWARE LIMITS INACTIVE 
CODE NUMBER = 84159 
PASS OVER Z-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER X-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER Y-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 
PASS OVER 4= AXIS REFERENCE POINT 

i 
m Pass over X-axis reference point. 

@ Pass over Y-axis refererce point. 

@ Pass over Z-axis reference point. 

5 Pass over 4’” axis reference point. 

Reference points can be traversed manually, 
using the axis direction buttons. in any desired 
sequence. or via the external START button. 
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Switching on the control unit 
Traversing reference points 

Machines with If  position measurement on your machine is per- 
rotary encoders formed by rotary encoders, and no additional 

cam is available for the reference pulse inhibitor, 
observe the following procedure after switching 
on the unit when traversing the reference points: 

Procedure If an axis, e.g. the X-axis, has reached the *Refer- 
ence limit” cam. the message 

PASS OVER X-AXIS REFERENCE POINT 

is hiGhlighted on the screen. 
The axis must be moved free of the cam before 
traversing the reference point. To do so. press the 
external START button. 
If  more than one axis has reached the cam press 

the external START button sili 
Q 

repeatedly. All 

axes must be cleared before the reference points 
can be traversed in the usual manner. 
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Notes: 
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ManLlal 
operation 

Electronic 
handwheel 

Operating modes and 
screen displays 

- 

0 @ 

L 

Positioning - 
manual data input 

Ll Ei9 

Operating mode. erra 

Dialogue line - 

Position display - 

Status displays - 

Operating mode. erra 

Interpolation factor fol 
electronic handwheel 

Position display- 

Status displays- 

Operating mode. error messages 

Dialogue line 

Position display 

Status displays 
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Operating rnodes and 
screen displays 

Program run - 
full seq”ence 
(HEIDENHAIN 
dialogue) 

Program run - 
full sequence 
(IS0 format) 

0 

+ 
3 

Programming 
and editing 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Introduction In addition to the main operating modes, the 
TNC 151flNC 155 provides a number of supple- 
mentary operating modes, 01’ MOD* functions. 
The supplementary modes are :%&acted by pres- 

sing the MOD key. When this key is pressed, the cl 
first MOD function “Vacant blocks* is displayed 

t:i!a:ifs::;e’~ m key!; to page forward 

and backward through the MOC function menu. 

You can page forward with the m key. 

Exit the supplementary mode fwction bv pres- 

sing the @ key. 

* MOD is a shortened form of the word “mode”. 

Restrictions While a proaram is runnina in modes @ 01 n a;- _ - only the following supplementary operating 

L MOD 

modes can be selected: 
l position display size (large or small characters) 
. vacant blocks 

The following supplementary operating modes 
can be selected while the message 
= POWER INTERRUPTED = 
is displayed on the screen: 
l code number 
l user parameters 
. NC software number 
l PLC software number 

Vacant blocks The MOD function “Vacant blocks” indicates the 
number of blocks still available in program 
rne.rnOrv 

Sample display: 

When programming in IS0 forrriat, the number of 
available characters (bytes) is displayed. 
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Supplementary operating modes 
How to select and exit MOD functions 

Select function Operating mode 

initiate dialogue __ 

VACANT BLOCKS = 1974 

Select MOD functions ‘~a editing keys 

! by paging (forward onl,y) wth the MOD key, 

Exit function 

LIMIT X+ = X+ 35WOO Exit supplementary mode. 
/ 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Changeover 
mm/inch 

You can use the MOD function “mm/inch* to 
determine whether the control system displays 
position data in millimetres or ilxhes. Press the 

k3 
ENI key to change from inch tl3 mm and vice 

versa. When this key is pressed. the control sys 
tern switches to the alternate measuring unit. 

Position 
data display 

You can recognize whether the current display is 
in mm or inches by noting the number of decimal 
places following the decimal point: 
x 15.789 mm display 
X 0.6216 inch display 

The type of position data displayed on the screen 
can be selected via the MOD function “position 
display*: 
l current actual position display: ACTL 
l distance from reference point,% REF 
l difference between current nominal and actual 

positions (trailing error or lag): LAG 
l Current nominal position calculated by control 

system: NOML 

. Display of distance to go to nominal position 
(difference between programmed nominal and 
current actual position): DIST 

Beginning with software version 03. jammed axes 
are indicated on the screen by a decimal point 
behind the axis designation. 

X 15,789 

I ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,--x 

0 10 20 30 mm 

~ X 0.6216 
I 

1 I I , / / I -- x 

0 0.5 1 
inch 
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Supplementary operating miodes 

Changeover 
mm/inch 

Position 
display 

Select MOD function. 

The control displays position data in mm. you 
want to change to inch: Changeover, 

Change from inch to metric in the same way, 

PROGRAM RUN/SING,LE BLOCK 
POSITION DISPLAY 

NOML X... Y 

To change the display back to ‘actllal posi- Changeover. 
(Press repeatedly until ACTL appears.] 

PROGRAM RUN/SINGLE BLOCK 
POSITION DISPLAY 

ACTL X Y 

To change the display back 10 “nominal posi- 
,m 

Changeover. 
tlon”: (Press repeatedly until NClML appears~) 

Fohv the same procedure lo change the posi 
tion data display to REF. L~AG and DIST. 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Position display You can change the height of the characters in 
large/small 

the position display on the screen in ro 

In the case of small-character clisplay, the screen 
displays four program blocks (preceding. current. 
next and block after next): with large-character 
display, only the current block i:j shown. 

Block number 
increment 

If  you are programming in IS0 .format, you can 
determine the interval between block numbers 
via the MOD function “Block number increment? 
If the increment is 10. for example. blocks will 
automatically be numbered as follows: 
N10 
N20 
N30 
etc. 
Block increments may lie within a range of 
0 - 99. 

Baud rate The MOD function “Baud rate” is used to deter- 
mine the data transmission speed for the inter- 
face (see “Baud rate entry”). 

V.24. The interFace can be switched tc the follow&g 
operating modes via the MOD flJnction “V.24 
interface*: 
l magnetic tape operation (ME) 
. floppy disk operation (FE) 
l EXT-operation with other external devices. 
(see “V.24 interface - definition”). 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Position display ~ 
large/small Select MOD function “Position display large: 

1 small”: 

To switch position display to large: 

PiiOGRAM RUIVSINGLE BLOCK 
POSITION DISPLAY LLARGEISMALL 

17L X...Y 
18 L X~~. Yap. 
19 cc x... Y 
20 c x... Ye.. 

ACTL X ,. Y 
z ,., c,.. 

)@ - 

PROGRAM RUN/SINGLE BLOCK 

18 L X... Y... 

ACTL X... 
Y... 

z 

C... 

)llow the same procedure IO switch from 
rge to small display. 

BLOCK NO. INCREMENT= ,c Enter increment for block numbers. ’ 

I 

Transfer enty 10 memory. 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Software limits Using the MOD function “Limits”, you can confine 
tool traverse to specified limits, to prevent colli- 
sions with certain workpieces. for example. 
Maximum traverse ranges are defined by sott- 
ware limit switches. Traverse range limits are 
determined on each axis consecutively in + and 
- directions. based on the reference point. For 
this reason. the posltlon display must be 
switched to REF when defining the limiting posi- 
mns. 
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Supplementary operating modes 

Setting the 
software limits 

Operating mode ~ 

Switch position displa!i to REF to set traverse 
range limits. 

Select MOD function -Limits”. ,fig 9; I 
! 

-- 

~ UMlTX+=+3OOOOBOO 

Use the external axis direction buttons or the 
! electronic handwheel to move 10 the limiting 

position. 

I Program position indicated, e.g. -10.000 ,Q Enter X-valw 

Transfer to memory, 

FV 

UMlTX+=-10.000 

Select next MOD function ‘Limits-: 

! LIMIT X- = -3OooO..ooO 

Use the external axis direction buttons or the 
electronic handwheel to move to the limiting 
position. 

Program position indicated. e.g. -70.000 

Transfer to memory~ 

UMIT X- = -7OLOW 

Follow the same procedure to limit remaining 
tia”ErSe ranges. 
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Supplementary operating modes 

NC software This MOD function displays the sotiare number 
number of the TNC control system. 

PLC software 
number 

This MOD function displays the software number 
of the integrated PLC. Sample display: 

USC3 

parameters 
This MOD function provides the user with ackss 
to up to 16 machine parameter:s. User paramerers 
are defined by the machine manufacturer, who 
can also provide you with further information. 

Code number With this MOD function. code numbers can be 
used to select a special procedure for “reference 
point approach” or to cancel the “edit/erase pro- 
tection” for programs (see appropriate chapter). 
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Supplementary operating modes 

USW 

parameters Select MOD :unction “User parameters”. 

IIV 

USER PARAMEIERS 

-7 

)@ Transfer MOD function. 

I 

__- 

USERPA5..1=0’ )[:-;r- 13C Sel t dewed user pararnetei. 

‘” Tie dialogue text is cleterm~ned by the 

’ 
machine manufacturer. The above message 

7 
Change parameter if required. 

is displayed if no dialogue texl has been 
defined. 

Transfer entry 10 memory, 

Exit user 
parameter 
function 

To exit the MOD function “User parametersn: Exit MOD function. 
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Jog mode 

Continuous 
operation 

Feed rate 

Spindle 
swed 

Miscellaneous 
functions 

Manual operation 
Operating mode: “Manual operation” 

In manual operat~on~ m’xde 0 the machine il ~ - 
axes can be moved via the external axis direction 

buttons :x, pj @ @ 

Tine machine axis is moved as long as the appro- 
prlate external axis direction button is pressed. 

~ 

The machine axis stows immediatelv when the 
axis direction button is r&as& 
Multiple axes may be traversed simult 
log modes 

i / 

I f  an axis direction button and the external 
start button are pressed at the .same time, the 
selected machine axis WIII continue to move after 
the button is released. Movement can be 
stopped by pressing the external stop button. 

override, or Internal I 
l via the machine’s external feed rate override 

(depending on the specified machine parame- 
ters). 

The specified feed rate is dIsplayed on the 
Screen. 

feed rate 1 
(override) 
potentiometer 

Spindle speed can be adjusted via the cA.LL key IF5 
(see “TOOL CALL-), 
With analogue output. the programmed spindle 
speed can be altered via the spindle override 
function while the program is running, 

Yoil can enter miscellaneous functions via the 

B key (see “Program stop”), 

External 
feed rate 

L 

S 

M ’ Cl STOP 

N 



Manual operation 
Operating mode: “Electronic handwheel” 

Versions The control unit can be equipped with an elec- 
tronic handwheel that can be used for machine 
set-up. for example. 
The electronic handwheel is available in three 
“erslons: 
l HR 150: 1 handwheel for integration in 

machine control panel. 

HR 150 HR 250 

l HR 250: 1 handwheel in portable unit, 
l HE 310: 2 handwheels in portable unit with 

axis keys and supplementary emer- 
~enc” SOP bu?ton. 

HE 310 

Interpolation 
factor 

The interpolation factor determines the distance 
traversed per handwheel revolution (see chart at 
right). 

Operation Versions HR 150 and HR 250: 
I 

Use the Fj m m p] axis keys of the 

control unit to select machine axes for the 

M2 

handwheel. 
Version HE 310 with two handwheels: the 

handwheel unit is equipped witbl additional q 
B] m m axis ,keyS. They can be used to 

assign one handwheel to either the X- or IV-axis 
and the other handwheel to the Y-or Z-axis. 
The axis being controlled by the electronic 
handwheel is highlighted on the screen. 



Operation 
HR 150/ 
HR 250 

Operation 
HE 310 

Manual operation 
Operation mode: “Electronic handwheel” 

Operating mode and dialogue initiation __ 
@ 

INTERFQWTION FACTOR: 4 

Press ENTER keys 

INTERFOlAllON FACTOR: 6 
Select first traversing axis on ha& 

! 

The to0 can be moved in positive or negative Z- 
directlon via the first handwheel. in positive or 
negative X-directIon “18 the second handwheel. 
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Manual Operation 
Step Positioning 

step 
Positioning 

Beginning with software version 03: 
The step positioning can be activated via the 
integrated PLC. This makes it possible to enter a 
supplementary step measure in the operation 
mode “electronic handwheel”. When an axis direc- 
tion key is pressed the corresponding axis moves 
by the distance that was entered. 
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Manual Operation 
Step measure entry 

step measure 
entry 

Operation mode and Dialog initiation 

SUBDIVISION FACTOR: 3 

1r 

move bright field one line downward 

RED: l.ooo L enter desired feed e.g. 2 
imaximum entry value: 10 mm) 

transfer entry to memOly 

b i@)@@@ 

Press external axis key. 
The chosen axis moves by the 
distance entered. 
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Coordinate system and dimensioning 

Introduction AC NC machine cannot process a workgiece 
automatically unless all the machining operations 
are completely defined by the NC programs The 
nominal positions of the 1:ool. relative to the work- 
piece. must be defined irl the NC program A 
reference system. a system of coordinates, is 
requred to define the naninal tool positiow The 
TNC allows you to use either rectangular or polar 
coordinates. depending cn how the workpiece IS 
dimensioned, 

Rectangular 
or 
Cartesian * 
coordinate 
system 

A rectangular coordinate sysrem is formed by 
two axes in the plane and by three axes in space. 
These axes intersect at a single point and are 
perpendicular to one anoi:her. The point where 
the axes intersect is called the origin or zero 
point of the coordinate system, The axes are 
identified by the letters X. Y and 2. 
Imaginary scales, the zerc, points of which coin- 
cide with the zero point of the coordinate system. 
are located on the axes. l-he arrow indicates the 
positive direction of the scales. 

* Named for the French mathematician Ren& 
Descartes. referred to in Latin as Renarus 
Cartesius (1596 - 1650:~ 

Example Any point on a workpiece can be described with 
the aid of the Cartesian coordinate sysrem by 
indicating the appropriate X. Y and Z coordinates: 

PI x=20 \ 
Y = 0 
z= 0 ! 

abbreviated: PI (20: 0: 0) 

P2 (20: 35: 0) 
P3 140: 35: -10) 
P4 (40: 0: -20) 

-1 
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Coordinate system and dimensioning 

Coordinate 
data 

The Cartwan coordinare s)/s:em is parwularly 
suitable of the production drawang is dimersioned 
“rectanguiarly”~ 
In the case of workpiece with circular elements 
or angular dimensions. it is often more conve”~ 
ient ?o define positions i” polar ccord~nates 

Polar 
coordinates 

The polar coordinate system is used 10 define 
points in a plane~ The point of reference is the 
pole (the zero point of the coordinate system) 
and one direction [reference axis for the specific 
angle). 

Points are described as follows: 
By indicating :he wolar coordinate radius PR [dis- 
iance between pole and point PI) and by the 
angle PA formed between the reference direction 
(in the illustration. the + X-axis) and the connecr- 
ing line pole-to-point PI. 

Input range 

A is the abbreviation for angle. 

The polar coordinate angle PA is entered in 
degrees (‘1, (decimal notation). 
Input range for linear interpolation: 
absolute or incremental -360’ to +360” 

Input range for circular interpolation: 
absolute or incremental -5400° to +5400° 

PA positive: angle specified counterclockwise 
PA negative: angle specified clockwise 

I 

Angular 
reference axis 

The angular reference axis (O’~ax~s) is 
the -X-axis in the X. Y plane. 
the -Y-axis in the Y. Z plane. 
the -Z-axis in the Z. X plane. 

The prefix sign for the angle PA can be deter- 
mined with the ad of tie illustration at the right 
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Coordinate system and dimensioning 

Example 

The polar coordinate system is particularly suits 
able for describing point:; 3n a workpiece if the 
production drawing contBins primarily angles. as 
shown in the example at right. 

Relative When machining a workpiece. it makes no differ- 
tool movement exe whether the tool moves on a stationary 

workpiece. or whether the workpiece moves 
while the tool remains stationary. 
Only the relative toollwoi-kpiece movement is 
important when creating a program. 
This means. for example: 
If  the worktable of the milling machine, together 
with the clamped workpi’sce. moves IO the left, 
the movement of the too, relative to the work- 
piece. is to the rights If  the table moves upward. 
the relative tool movement is down The tool 
actually moves only when the headstock moves: 
thus machine movement always corresponds to 
the relative tool moveme~? 

Correlation 
of machine slide 
movement and 
the coordinate 
system 

The three 
.n.Gn axes 

Two factors must be determined before the con- 
trol system can properly interpret workpiece 
coordinates in the machining program: 
l which slide will move parallel to which coordin- 

ate axis (correlation of machine axis and coor- 
dinate axis) 

l what relationship exists between the position of 
the machine sltdes and the coordinate data in 
the program, 

The alloca?ion of the three \,vorkpiece coordinate 
axes to the machine axes has been defined by 
the IS0 841 standard ior various machine tools 
The directIon of traverse can be easily noted by 
applying the ‘right-hand ~rule-~ 

Programmed 
relative 
VlO”KFKd 
of tool to right 

Movement I 

of table 
to left I 
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Coordinate system and dimensioning 

The fourth 
axis 

If  a fourth 8x1s IS used. the machine manufacturer 
WIII determine whether it controls a rotary table 
or an additional linear axis (e, g. a controlled 
quill) and how the axis is identiiied on the screen. 
An additional linear axis moving parallel to the X-. 
Y- or Z-axis is referred to as the U-. V- or W-axis, 

When programming the movement of a rotary 
table, the angle of table rotation on the A-. B- or 
C-axis is indicated in degrees loI1 (decimal nota- 
tion). 
In this case, we refer to an A-, B- or C-axis move- 
ment. meaning a rotation about ,the X-, Y- or 
Z-axis. 
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Allocation 
of the 
coordinate 
system 

Coordinate system and dimensioning 

The position of the machine caord~nate system is 
determined as follows: 
The machine slide is moved over a defined posi- 
tion. the reference pos~lio” (also called the refer- 
ence point). When this iSoint IS traversed. the 
transducer issues an electrical signal. the refer- 
ence signal. to the control syslem. Once this sig- 
nal is received. the control system assigns a 
g,ven coordinate value 10 the reference po,nT. The 
procedure is repeated for all machine slides in 
order to define the position of the machine’s 
coordinate sys~m. 

The reference points must be traversed after 
every Interruption of the ~power supply, which 
causes the correlation between the coordinate 
system and the machine slide position to be lost. 
All operating options are disabled until the refer- 
ence po,nts are lraversecl~ 
Once the reference points have been traversed. 
the control system “recognizes” the previous 
workpiece datum (see next chapter) and the soft- 
ware limit switches again. 

Reference point e.g. 425.385 

I 

Linear lrwsducer 

MachIne slide moved to refererce poinr 



Coordinate system and dimensioning 
Setting the workpiece datum 

Setting the 
workpiece 
datum 

To avoid unnecessary calculating eflorr. the work- 
piece datum is located at thar point on the works 
piece on whictl workplece dimensions are based, 
For reasons of safety the workplcce datum IS 
almost alwavs located a: the -highest- pant of 
the workpIece on the tool axis 

Setting the 
workpiece 
datum in the 
machining 
plane with 
an optical 
cOnto”r 
scanner 

Approach the desired workpiece datum and reset 
the indicator for both axes of the machining 
plane to zeKl 

I 

/ Symbol for workpiece datum 

With a Move to a known positIon. e g. to the centre of a 
centring device hole. with the aid of the centring device. Then 

enter the coordinates of the hole centre NW the 
control system (in this case X = 40 mm. Y = 
40 rnrnl~ This defines the location of the work- 
piece d&m ! 

/ 

/ 
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With edge 
finder or tool 

Setting the Move the rerang tool to the workpiece surface. 
workpiece When the tool conlacts the surface. set the 
datum on the actual value display for tie tool axis to zero. 
tool axis by If contact with the workpiece surface is not de- 
tooi contact wed. place a thin piece of sheet metal of known 
with the thickness (approx. 0.1 mm) between the tool top 
workpiece and the workpiece~ Enter the thickness of the 
surface sheet metal (Ed go Z = 0~1 mm) Instead of zero 

Coordinate system and dimensioning 
Setting the ,workpiece datum 

Move the taol to the workpIece reference sur- 
faces When the tool cor:tacts the surface. set the 
Move the taol to the workpIece reference sur- 

-~~ 

faces When the tool cor:tacts the surface. set the 
actual value dlspiay for the corresponding axis to 
!he value of the tool radius. with a “egawe prefix 
s,gn [in this case e.g. X = -5 mm Y = -5 mm)~ 

With 
preset tools 

If  preset tools are used. i.e~ if tool iengths are 
known in advance, probe the workpiece surface 
with any of the tools To assign the value “0” to 
the surface, specify the length L of the t@ol. with 
a positive prefix sign, as actual value of the tool 
axis. I f  the workpiece surface has a value other 
than zero. enter :he folloiniing actual valu? 

(actual value 2) = (tool length L) + (position 
of surface) 

Example: 
Tool ler:gth L = 100 mm 
PositIon of workplece suri~ace = + 50 mm 
Actual value Z = 100 mm -~ 50 mm = 150 mm 



Coordinate system and dimensioning 
Setting the workpiece datum 

REF.values In setting the workpiece datum. defined numeri- 
cal values. called “REF~values”. are assigned to 
the reference points, These valises are automati- 
callv saved bv the control svstem, This makes it t 
possible to find the previou& defined workpiece 1 

datum after an interruption of power, by simply 
traversing the reference points, 

~ 
Reference point e.g. 

I I 

-pj ~ 

Machine slide moved to reference point 



Coordinate system and dimensioning 
Setting the workpiece datum 

Setting the 
workpiece 
datum 

Operating mode __ .~~~ 
s 

,,,. 

The workpiece datum ~cannot be Se! qnless 
the act&ii posiiion is cii@aye@. 
Select this display via the :M#@, functicin ii 
required., 

- 

Dialogue initiation 
y 

1 DATUMSETX= 

Dialogue initiation 
ry 
h 

/ DATUMSETY= 

Dialogue initiation 0 

( DATUMSETZ= )S 

Specify vaiue ior X-axis 

Press ENTER. 

Specify value for Y-axis. 

Press ENTER. 

Specify value for Z-axis. 

Press ENTER, 
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Coordinate system and dimensioning 
Absolute/incremental dimensions 

Dimensioning Dimensions in workpiece drawi?gs are indicated 
either rn absolute or in incremental (chain) dimen 
SlOllS, 

Absolute 
dimensions 

Incremental 
dimensions 

Absolute dimensions in the machining program 
are based on a fixed. absolute point, e.g. the zero 
pant of the coordinate system (corresponds to 
the workpiece datum). 

Incremental dimensions in the machining pro- 
gram are based on the previous programmed 
nominal wosition of the tools 

KlO 



Programming 
Introduction 

Introduction OS r the case of conventional, manually operar- 

ed machine tools. a work plan. called an “opera- 

tion layout” 1s required for operations with a CNC 
machine tool, The operating sequence IS the 

same I” both cases~ 

While. in the case of the convent~onai machine, 

the indwdual steps are performed by the opera- 

tor, the electronic control system 01 the CNC 
machine calculates the tool path, coordinates the 

feed motions of the machine slides and monitors 

spindle speed. The control system receives the 

data requred ‘io carry out these tasks from a 

program which has been entered in advances 

Program The program is nothing more than a set of in- 

structlons. like the operation layout. compiled in a 

language that the control system can understand. 

Programming Programming is therefore the creation and entry 

of an operation layout in a language that can be 

understood by the control system. 

Programming 
language 

In the machining programm. each NC program 

block corresponds to one srep I” the operation 

layouts A block is made up of individual com- 
mands. 

Examples 

Programmed Meaning 

command ~ 

Pl 



Programming 
Program 

Program 
structure 

A program for producing a workpiece can be 
divided into the following sections: 

l Approach tool change position, 

. Insert tool. 

l Approach workpiece coniow 

. MachIne workpwx conlo”i, 

. Depart from workpiece contour. 

l Approach tool change position, 

Each program section is composed of individual 
program blocks. 

Block number The control system automat!cally ass,g”s a block 
number to each block. The block number identi~ 
fies the program block within the machining pro- 
gram. 

The block number IS maintained when a block is 
erased: the subsequent block takes the place 
(and the number) of the erased one. 

Dialogue 
prompting 

Programming is dialogue-prompted, meaning that 
rhe control system asks for the required informa- 
tion in plain language during program entry 
The appropriate dialogue sequence for each pro- 
gram block is initiated via the dialogue-Initiation 

key, Ed g. m (the control system prompts the 

cperator for the tool number then for the tool 
length etc.]. 

Errors made while entering a program are also 
displayed in plain language. Incorrect entices can 
be corrected immediately. during program entry 

Program 

7 

8 

~8 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 
15 

16~ 

L 2-20.000 

L X-l 2~000 

L x+20.000 

RND R-5.000 

L x+50.000 

cc X-l 0.000 
C X+70.000 

DR; 
cc x+1 50.000 
C x+30.000 

DR+ 
L x+ 120.000 

- 

RO F9999 MO3 
Y160.000 
RO F9999 M 
Y+60~000 
RR F40 M 

F20 
Y+20,000 
RR F40 M 
Yi80.000 
y+51.715 
RR F40 M 
Y+80.000 
Ys2o.ooo 
RR F40 M 
Y+20.000 
RR F40 M 

Initiate 
dialogue 

First dialogue 

prompt displayed 
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Programming 
Responding to dialogue prompts 

Responding ivery dialogue pronpt requres a response, The 
to response IS displayed in the highlighted field on 
dialogue prompts the screen. Foilawing the response to the dialo- 

gue prompi. ?he entry is transferred to the prop 

gram by pressing the @ key. 

The control system then ,ssues the next dlalosue 
prompt, 

“ENT- is an abbreviation for “ENTER 

Skipping Certain entries do not change from block to 
dialogue prompts block, e. g. feed rate or spindle speed. The corre- 

sponding dialogue prompt does not require a 
response !n this case and may be “skipped” by 

pressing m Entries already displayed in the 

highlighted field will be deleted and the next 
prompt will appear on screens The values pro- 
grammed previously at the corresponding ad- 
dress will be valid when the program is run. 

Terminating 
a block 
prematurely 

By pressing them key, the programming of 

positioning blocks, tool calls a ihe cycles ‘“datum 
shift” and “mirror image” can be terminated pie- 

maturely. Following the last prompt. the q 
E 

/ key 

can be used much in the same way as the a 

key to transfer data. or immediately following the 

next PrOmpt. in the same way ~35 lENTi 
r2l 

The values programmed prev~ous;y at :he corre- 
spending address will be valid when the program 
IS rsn. 

. I 

NO 
ENT ~ 

r 

END 
cl 
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Programming 
Entering numerical values 

Entering Nxnerical values are entered from the numeric 
numerical values keypad. which also features decimal poinr and 

prefix sign keys. Leading zeros I” iron: of the 
decimal point may be omItted (the dec:mal point 
may be shown on the screen as a decimal 
comma), 

Prefix signs may be entered before. during and 
after numerical entries~ 

Incorrectly entered numbers can be deleted by 

pressing the CE key before transferring them. 0 
and then w-entered correcily 
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Program management 

Entering a 
new 
program 

The coniroi system can save ard store up IO 32 
programs with a total cf 3.100 program blocks, A 
machining program can contain up to 999 
blocks, 
To dis;ingulsh the “ar~ous programs. each 
machining program must be identified by a pro- 
gram numer. 

Erase/edit Programs can be protected from direct access 
protection (e g, erasure or edlung). 

Directory The dialogue for entering or calling up a program 

number is initiated by pressing mu 

A table, 07 directory, showing the programs 
stored in the TNC’s memory is displayed on the 
SUW”~ 

The length of the program is Indicated following 
the program number. In HEIDENHAIN plain-langu- 
age format, this display shows the number of 
program blocks: in IS0 formal. the number of 
characters (bytes) is displayed. 

The directory can be exited with q or By 

Calling an 
existing 
program 

Programs that have already been entered are 
called via the program number. There are two 
ways of doing this: 

. The programs stored I” the control sysrem are 
listed on the screen. by their program numbers. 
The most recently entered or called number is 
highlighted. The highlighted field, also called a 
cursor, can be moved around in the directory to 
the desired program number by means of the 

editing keys 7 7 ‘z’ [A The pro- 

gram is called by pressinga 

l A program can also be called by typing the 

proc~ram number and pressing the m key. 

PGM Ll NR 
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Program management 

Entering a 
new 
program 
number 

Sample display 

Selecting an 
existing 
program 
number 

Operating mode ___ 

: MM=ENT/lNCH=NOENT 
! 

for dimensions in mm 

for dimensions in inches 

The program number IS 12345678; 31mensions 

0 BEGIN FGM 12346678 MM are in millimetres. 
When programming, the program is inserted be- 

1 END PGM 12346678 MM tween the BEGIN-block and the ENDblock. 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

I 

: PBOGBAMSELECTION 

~ PROGRAM NUMBER = Place cursor 

: Select the program number using the 
highlighted cursor. 

Or enter the program number. Enter number. 

v  

Press ENT 

Sample display 1 The beginning of the selected program IS 

i 0 BEGIN PGM 8324 MM / displayed on screen. 
I 
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Program management 
Edit-protected programs 

Erase/edit 
protection 

After a program is compiled. it can be protected 
against erasure and editing. Eraseiedlt-protected 
programs are iden;ified at the beginning and end 
by a “p”~ 

A protected program cannot be erased or 
changed unless the erase/edit protection IS 
removed. This is done by selecting the program 
and enter,ng the code number 86 357. 
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Program management 
Edit-protected programs 

Entering 
erase/edit 
protection 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

PROGRAM SELECTION 

PROGRAM NUMBER = 
,E tected, 

Enter number of progrxn to be pro- 

Press ENT 

0 BEGIN PGM 22 MM Press key until dialogue prompr PGM 
protection IS displayed, 

i 

-- 

PGMPROTECTION 

0 BEGIN PGM 22 MM 

j grammed, 

Sample display 

0 BEGIN PGM 22 MM 

“P* appears at end cf line to ldentiiy erase/edit 

P prOtectIon. 
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Program management 
Edit-protected programs 

Cancelling 
erase/edit 
protection 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

PROGFIAM SELECI-ION 

PROGRAM NUMBER = 

Enter number of program from 
which protection is to be cancelled~ 

Press ENT. 

I 
1 OBEGINPGM22MM 
/ 

P )@ Select supplementary mode. 

VACANT BLOCK8 2851 )a 
Select MOD function 
“Code number”. 

CODE NUMBER = Enter code number 86 3,57~ 

Erase/edit protection is cancelled. 

Sample display The *P” identifying the erase/edit protection 

OBEGINPGM22MM disappears from displays 

I 
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Programming the workpiece contour 

Tool definition To enable the control system to calculate the tool 
-~ 

TOOL DEF path from the programmed workpiece cowxr, I 
tool lenght and radius must be specified~ These 
data are programmed in the TOOL DEFINITION 
feature 

Tool number The compensation [or offset) values always refer 
to a certain tool, which is identified by a number. 
The possible entry values for the tool number 
depend on how the machine is equipped. 

with automatic too! changer: 1- 99 
(see “central tool memory”) 

without automatic tool changer: l- 254. 

Tool length The offset value for tool length can be deter 
mined on the machine or on a tool presetter. 

I f  the length compensation value is determined 

on the machine, the workpiece datum 
9 

should 

be defined first. The tool used to set the datum 
has a compensation value of -0” and is called the 
zero tool. 

The differences in length of the remaining 
clamped tools. relative to the zero tool, are pro 
grammed as tool length compensations. 

Prefix signs If a tool IS shorter than the zero tool, the diffw 
ence IS entered as a negative tool length com- 
pensatlon, 

If  a tool is longer than the zero tool, the differ- 
ence IS entered as a positive tool length compen- 
SatIOn. 

If  a tool presetter 1s used. all tooI lengths are 
already known, The compensat,on values are 
entered from a list. together with the correct pre- 
iiXf?S~ 



Programming tool compewation 

Tool radius The tool radius is aivvays entered as a positive rp 
vaiue. except in the case oi radius compensation 
for playback programming 

When using drilling and baring tools. the va!ue 
“0” can be entered for the tool radius. 

Possible input range: ? 30000,000~ 
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Programming tool compensation 

Central tool 

Tool changer 
with 
random-select 
feature 

Transfer 
blockwise 

Central tool memory 

In the TNC 151 B/Q and TNC 155 B/Q control 
systems. a central tool memory can be activated 
VIE machrve parameters. I 

The central tool memory IS selected via program 
number ‘0” and modified. printed out and loaded 

in @]“Programming and edltlng” mode, Data for 

up to 99 tools can be stored. The to0 number, 
length. radius and location of each tool is 
entered. 

When using a tool changer with random select 
(variable tool location coding), the control system 
handles tool location management. The random 
select feature works like this: While one tool is 
being used for machining, the control system pie. 
selects the next tool to be used and exchanges 
the two tools at the programmed tool change. 
The control system records which tool number is 
stored at which location. The preselected tool is 

programmed via oiF [Length and radius can 
•I 

only be entered in program 0). 
Tools which due to their size require three loca- 
tions may be defined as “special tools” A special 
tool is always deposited at the same defined 
location. A special tool is programmed by placing 
the cursor on the dialogue prompt 
SPECIAL TOOL? 

and pressing q 
For special tools, the previous and subsequenr 
place numbers should be cancelled for safety 

reasons by sening the cursor and pressing the 

ia key. 

Beginning with software version 03: 
A cancelled place number is replaced by an 
asterisk. 7 for special tool and “V for place 
number is only displayed if this function was 
selected via machine parameter (entry value 3 in 
machine parameter Gl). 

In “Transfer blockwise” mode. compensation 
values can be called up from the central tool 
m?rnOry 

‘.- ~. 
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Programming tool compensation 
Tool definition 

r- 
Entering a tool Operating mode 

I- 3 2 
compensation c 

Dialogue initiation 

1 
TOOL NUMBER ? Enter tool number. 

! 

Press ENT 

~ TOOLLENGTHL? 

If tool length is known: 
bLl 

m Enter compensation value or differs 

3 

ence in length from zero tool. 

with correct prefix. 

& 
Press ENT. 

/ I f  tool length is determined on machire: 
K 

Transfer difference r length from 
zero tool. 

Press ENT. 

TOOLRADIUSR? Enter tool radius. 

Press ENT. 

Sample display ~ Tool No. 28 has the compensation value 15.780 

i 15TOOLDEF28 L + 15.780 / for length and 20.000 for the radius 

R+2WDO 
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Programming tool compensation 
Tool call 

TOOL CALL TOOL CALL IS used to access a new tool and rhe 
corresponding compensation values for length 
and radius. 

In additlo” to the tool number, the control 
tern must also know the spindle axis. in order to 

r ,, 
penorm iengin compensarlo” on ine correct ax,s. 
or radius compensation 1” the proper plane. 

The spindle speed is entered Immediately fol- 
lowing the spindle axis. I f  the specified speed is 
outside the range permitted for the machine. the 
error message = WRONG RPM = is displayed. 

A TOOL-CALL block ends the linear and radius 
compensallon. 
Beginning with software version 3: 
If  during a TOOL-CALL block only the spindle 
speed is changed, then the TNC continues to 
execute the linear and radius compensation. 

Tool change Tool change occurs at a predefined tool 
change position. Thus the control system must 
move the tool to the uncompensated nominal 
values for the tool change positions. To do this, 
the compensation data for the tool currently in 
use must be cancelled. 

This is done via the TOOL CALL 0 function: 
The moves to the desired uncompensated nomi- 
nal position are programmed in the next block. 
The tool change position can also be approached 
with MSl. MS2 (see “Auxiliary functions M) or via 
PLC positioning. 
Contact your machine manufacturer or supplier 
for information. 

Program 
structure 

Because the program run must be interrupted for 
a manual tool change, a program STOP com- 
mand must be entered before TOOL CALL. The 
program run is then interrupted until the external 
start button is pressed. 

The program STOP can be omitted only if a tool 
call is programmed merely for the purpose of 
changing slewing speed. 

No programm STOP is required for an automat- 
ic tool change. The program run is resumed 
when the tool change is completed. 

MANUAL TOOL CHANGE 
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Programming tool compensation 
Tool call/Program STOP 

Entering a Operating mode 
$y 

tool call 
command Dialogue initiation 

3 
L 

TOOL NUMBER ? 
‘Q 

Enter tool number. 

B Press ENT. 

Sample display 

- 
! 

! SPINDLE AXIS PARALLEL XNiZ ? Enter spindle axis, eggs :Z 

Spindle axis is X/Y/Z or IV axis If  IV 
8x1s IS designated as U/V or WI 

SPINDLESPEEDSINRPM? 
Enter spindle speed 
(see chart next page). 

Press ENT. 

TOOLcALL 2 

s l25.aoo 

Tool No. 5 is called. The spindle a):+ operates in 
the direction of the Z-axis. SpIndIe speed is 125 

Entering a 
programmed 
STOP 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

AUXILIARY FUNCTlOiU M 7 

If auxiliary function is desired: Enter auxiliary function 

m Press ENT. 

I 
No auxiiiary function desired: Press NO EN1 

Sample display 

Prcgram run Interrupted in block 10 

r.1 No auxiI,ary f#ncIion. 
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Tool call 
Spindle speeds 

spiidle speeds 
(for coded 
output) 

Sinrpm S in rpm 

10 
11.2 

For coded output. splndle speeds must be within 
the range of standard values. if required. the con- 
trol system will round off to the next higher 
standard value. 

Programmable 
spindle speeds 
(for analogue 
output) 

Programmed spindle speeds need not corre- 
spend to the values indicated in the table, Any 
desired spindle speed can be programmed, pro 
vlded that it is not below the minimum speed 
and does not exceed the maximum speed of 
30.000 ipm. 
With the “Spindle override” potentiometer, the 
programmed speed can be increased or de- 
creased by the set %-value. 

S in rpm 

-- 
s in rpm 

Beginning with software version 03: 
With analog output of the spindle stewing 
speed the maximal spindle slewing speed is 
99.999.99s rpm. 



Programming workpiece contours 
Contour 

The workpiece 
contour 

Workpiece cor~~ours programmed with the 
TNC 15lVTNC 155 consist of the contour elements 
straight lines and arcs. 

Generating a 
workpiece 
contour 

Programming 
coordinates 

Incremental/ 
absolute 
dimensions 

To generate a contow the control system has to 
know the type and location of the individual con- 
tour elements. Because the next machining step 
IS defined in each program black. it is sufficient 
to 

l enter the coordinates of the next target posi- 
tion and 

. specify what type of path (straight line, arc or 
spiral) the tool will follow to the target point. 

The path to a given target point must be speci- 
fied before the coordinates of the paint can be 
programmed. 

The path is programmed with one of the con- 
touring keys (see next page). These keys also 
lnltiate the input dialogue at the same time. 

To enter the coordinates of a pant in incremen- 

tal dimensions, first press the 1 key. The red 
c 

signal lamp indicates that the entry is being 1 
accepted as an incremental Dimensions 0 

The E key acts as a “latch- switch: pressing it 

again svwtches back to absolute dimensions 
and the red signal lamp goes out. 

P, Actual position 

Y 
I - _--- s 

I 

~- 

4 
- 

Pl 
- 

I - 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Contouring keys/Cartesian coordinates 

Contouring keys :A Linear interDolation L I 
L (“Line”): 

The 1001 moves along a straight path, The 
end posItion of the straight line IS pro- 
grammed. 

m Circular interpolation C 
LL (“Circle”): 

The tool moves along a Circular path, or arcs 
The end position oi the arc is programmed. 

polar 

Used for programming the circle centie for 
circular interpolation or the pole for entering 
polar coordinates. 

Rounding comers FIND 
(“Rounding”): 
The tool inserts an arc with tangential tran- 
sitions between two conIours. The radius of 
the arc and the contour elements of the 
comer to be rounded must be programmed. 

q $;“e’:;gg#,): 
The tool inserts an arc with a tangential 
transition onto the preceding contour ele- 
ment. Only the end position of the arc need 
be programmed. 

q ;kcrc;r h;;:o;ytion CR 

The tool moves along a circular path. The 
circle radius and the end position of the arc 
are programmed. 

Cartesian 
coordinates 

A maximum of three axes can be programmed 
with linear interpolation and two axes with circu- 
lar interpolation. using the CorrespondinQ numeri- 
cal values. If  the fourth axes is used for a rotary 
table axis (A-. B- or C-axis) the control system 
bases the entered value on ““’ (degrees). 



Programming workpiece contours 
Cartesian coordinates 

Entering Dialogue prompt: 
Cartesian 
coordinates r ~__~- 

COORDltWiiES? ~. Select axis. e.g. x 

E Incremental absolute:’ 

Type numerical value, 

Enter next coordinate. ~~9 Y. 
and third coordinate. if required 
lmax~ 3 axesi~ 

When all coordinates have been entered: Press ENT. 
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Pole cc 

P22 

Programming workpiece contours 
Polar coordinaites/PoIe 

In the polar coordinate swtem. the reference ! 

potnt for the polar coord\nates !s the pole, 
The pole masI be defined before entering the 
polar coordinates. 

There are three ways to define rhe pole: 
l The pole IS redefined by Cartesian coordinates, 

A CC block IS programmed with the coordl- 
nates of the machining plane. 

l The last nomlnal position is used as the pole 
A blank CC block is programmed, The most re- 
cently programmed coordinates of the program 
are then used to define the pole. 

Yl 

l The pole has the coordinates programmed 
in the last CC block. 
The CC block ma” be omitted 



Programming workpiece contours 
Polar coordinates/Pole 

POk 

Dialogue initiation 

COORDINATES 7 

Entering the Operating mode 

i if only one coordtnate of the previous nomi- 
nal wsition changes, the remaining coordi- 
nate need not be entered. 

Incremental - absolute? 

Select second axis. e.g. ‘i 

Incremental absolute? 

Type numerical value. 

Sample display 1 1 

~ 27CCX+10.000 lY+45OIX3 

The pole has the absolute X-coordinate 10.000 
the nxmental Y-coordinate 45000, 

Sample display 2 / The pole in block 93 has the coordiwtes 

92L x+20.500 Y+33.ocO X 20.500 and Y 33,000. 

R F 

~ 93cc 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Polar coordinates 

PC+3 
coordinates 

If desired. points can also be defined by polar 
coordinates (polar coordinate radius PR. polar 
coordinate angle PA). 
Polar coordinates are always based OR a given 
pole cc. 

Incremental 
input 

In the case of incremental data entry the polar 
coordinate radius increases by the programmed 
value. An incremental polar coordinate angle PA 
is based on the side of the last angle entered. 

Example: The polar coordinates of point PI are 
PRI (absolute) and PA1 (absolute). 

The polar coordinates of point P2 are PR2 (incre- 
mental) and PA2 (incremental). Only the change 
in radius for PR2 and the change in angle for 
PA2 are entered as numerical values. 

Thus point P2 has the absolute values 
PR = (PRl + PR2) and PA = (PA1 + PA2) 

P(PR.PA) ’ 

P ~ 

- 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Polar coordinates 

Initiating 
the dialog 

key must be pressed before the 

contour keys are pressed. 

Entering 
p&r 

Dialogue prompt: 

6 Press ENT 

POLAR COORDINATE ANGLE PA ? u? Incremental - absolute? 

iL, Enter angle PA to referewe axis. 

Press ENT. 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Radius compensation - Tool path compensation 

Tool radius 
compensation 

For a~tomaw compensation of tool length and 
radius - as entered in the TOOL DEF blocks - 
the control system has to know whether the tool 
will be located to the ieft or right of the con!our. 
or directly on the contour, based on the direction 
of feeds 

Tool path 
compensation 

If the tool moves with path compensation. i Ed if 
the cutter axis moves with the programmed tool 
radius taken into account. it follows a path run- 
ning parallel to and at a distance from the con- 
tour equal to the tool radius (equidistant), 

Programming 
tool radius 
compensation 

The radius compensation is programmed via the 

two-way svwtches q and q The red signal 

lame beneath each kev indicates how the tool 
radius is offset by the control system 

RO 

RR 

RL 

If the tool is to move along the programmed con- 
tour, no radius compensation should be active in 
the positioning block. 

The red signal lamps under the R+ D andm 

keys must be off. The RO entry is made with 

the q key. 

If  the tool is to move to the right of the pro- 
grammed contour, offset at a distance equal to 

the radius. press the key. The red signal 

lamp shows that the m function is active. 

The RR enlry is then made with the a key. 

If  the tool is to move to the MI of the pro- 
grammed contour, offset at a distance equal to 

q the r&us. press the & key. The red signal 

lamp shows that the B function is active. 

The RL entry is then made with the B key, 

J 

, Programmed contc~ur 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Radius compensation 

Programming 
the radius 
compensation 

Dialog prompt: 

TOOL RADHJS COMP.: RuRR/No COMP. ? 

~ The tool should travel on the left of the 
~ programmed contour. 

~ The tool should travel on the right of the 
programmed contour. 

Select RR. 

transfer to memory 

The tool should travel on the proQra”7”Ed 
contour. 

The radius compensation should be taken 
over from the previous block. 

Confirm I3 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Tool path compensation 

Path After radius compensation IS activated. the cgn- 
compensation on trol syslem automatically cornpues on internal 
internal corners corners the intersection S of the contour-parall 

lel (ewdistant) path of the cutter, 
This prevents back-cutting on the contour on 
miernal corners. and resulting damage to :he 
workpIece, 

Path If radius compensation has been programmed, 
compensation on the control sysrer? inserts a transition arc 
external corners (blend) on external corners. which allows the tool 

to “rolln around the corner point. 

In most cases. this guides the tool around the 
comer at a comtant tool path feed rate. If  the 
programmed feed rate is too high for the transi- 
tion arc. the iool path feed rate is reduced (result- 
ing in a more precise contour). The limit value is 
permanently programmed in the control system 

The automatic feed rale reduction can be dis- 
abled. f  required. by programming the auxiliary 
function M90 (see -Feed rate”) 

contour 
intersection 
compensation 
M97 

P28 

If the tool radius is larger than the contour 
shoulder, the transition arc on external comers 
can cause damage to the contour. In this case 
the error message 
= TOOL RADIUS TOO LARGE = 
is displayed and the corresponding positioning 
block is not executed. Programming the auxiliary 
functio? M97 prevents the inseition of a transi- 
tion arc, The control syslem computes an additi- 
onal contour intersection S and guides the tool 
over this point without damaging the contour. 

Transition arc 

/ 

Error message: 
TOOL RADIUS TOO LARGE 

Program 
COntOUr 

X 



Special case* 
with M! 17 

Programming workpiece contours 
Tool path compensation 

Under some circumstances e.g. the intersection 
of a circle with a straight line. the control system 
is unable to find a contour intersection with too 
path compensation using M97. The error mnes- 
sage 
= TOOL RADIUS TOO LARGE = 
is displayed when the program is run. 

Remedy 

Example 

An auxiliarv ~os~tioniw block is inserted in the ! 

program that extends ;he end point of the arc by 
the iength “0”. The control system then performs 
a linear interpolation. resulting in the calculation 
of the intersection S. 

16 CC Circle centre 
17 C Arc end point 

18 LlXO.000 N0.000 
RF M97 

19 L Straight line 

A straight element with length “0” was pro- 
grammed in block 18 
Or: 

18 L lXO.001 
RF M97 

Y 

t 

l- 

L IX 0,000 lY0.000 

X 

A straight element of length 0,001 was pro- 
grammed in block 18. 

Constant feed 
rate on Corners 
M90 

For external corners the TNC normally reduces the 
feed rate. for internal corners the tool stops. 
The reduction of the feed rate on corners can be 
cancelled with the auxiliary function M90. which. 
however. can cause a slight disrortion of the 
contour. Increased ax&ration can also occur. I Ed 
the maximum acceleration defined in the machine 
parameters can be exceeded. 
This auxiliary function depends on the stored 
machine parameters (operation with trailing error). 
Contact your machine manufacturer to determine 
whether your control system operates in this way. 

Without 
\ MS0 

f  
i 

\ 

With 
M90 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Tool path compensation 

Terminating 
tool path 
compensation 

Tool path compensation can be ended with 
. TOOL CALL 
. STOP 
. M98 
The auxiliary function M98 in the positioning block 
for the last point on the conto”r causes the 
respective cc~ntour element to be completely 
machined. If  an additional contour has been pro- 
grammed. as shown in the example at the right. 
M98 will cause the tool to approach the first 
point on the contour with radius compensation 
and this contour will also be completely 
machined (see ‘Departure command”). 

Line milling 
with M98 

Example 

Another potential application for M98: line milling 
with downfeed on Z. 

L x+zo.m Y-l o.alo 

RR F15999 M 

L z-lO.ow 

R F M 

L Y+1lo.ooo 

RFZO M98 

L Z-20.000 

R F15999 M 

L v+11o.ooo 

Without M98 With M98 

RLFZO M 

L Y-lOJIo0 

R F MS9 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Feed rate F/Auxiliary function M 

Feed rate The feed rate F, i,e. the traversing speed of the - 
tool aiong its path, is programmed in mmimin or 
0 1 inch/min. If  a rotary table IS used (A-. 3. or C- 
axis) the value is entered in degrees 1”) per 
mnute / 

The feed rate override, located on the front 
panel of the control unit. can be used to vary the 

I 

feed rate wlthin a ra"Qe of 0 to 150% 
1 

The maximum input values (rapid traverse) !or 
the feed rate are’ 
l 15.999 mmlmin or 
l 6.299/10 inchlmin, 

The maximum feed rate of the individual machine 
axes is determined by the machine manufacturer 
WI the machlne parameters. 

Auxiliary function You can program auxiliary (miscellaneous) func- 
tions that control special machine functions (e,g. 
‘“Spindle ON”) and influence tool contouring chat 
acteristics~ The auxiliary functions consist of the 
address M and a code number. 

When programming these functions. it should be 
noted that certain M functions are active at the 
beginring of a block (q M03: “Spindle ON 
clockwise). while others (e.g. M05: “Spindle 
STOP”) are active at the end of a block 

All wallable M functions are listed on the follow 
‘“g pages. 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Enterina the feed rate 
Enterin; an auxiliary function 

Entering Dialogue prompt: 
the feed rate 

I 

FEEDRATE?F= 

Press ENT, 

Entering Dialogue prompt: 
an auxiliary 
function 

I 
AUXIUARY FUNCTION M ? L 

Type code. 

Press ENT. 
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Auxiliary functions M 

M functions 
affecting 
program run 

M 

Moo 

MO2 

MO3 

‘,M99 

Function 

stop program run 
Soindle STOP 
Chant OFF 

- stop pmgfam run 
Spindle STOP 
Coolant OFF 
Return to’ block 1 
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Auxiliary functions M 

Variable au 
functions 

diary Variable auxiliary functions are defined by the 
machine manufacturer and explaned in the 
machine Operating Manuai~ 

M 

MO1 

MO7 

M70 

Ml1 

Ml2 

Ml5 
Ml6 
Ml7 
Ml8 
Ml9 
,M20 
M21 
,M22 
M23 
M?4 
M25 
M26 
,&@ 

X,M28 
‘M29, 

- 

: M31 

Function Active a& M 
Biock Block 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Straight lines 

Paraxial 
mO”eme”t 

If  the too! moves. relative to the workpIece. along 
a stra ght path. parallel 10 a machine axis, the I 
movement is referred TO as paraxial plsitloning 
or macillrmy. 

f  PARAXIAL 

2D linear If  the tool moves along a straight path in one of I 
interpolation the main planes IXY. YZ. ZX). the movement 1s ) Z 

referred to as 2D linear interpolation. 
I 

2D LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
I 

3D linear 
interpolation 

If the tool moves relative to the workpiece along 
a straight path, with simultaneous movement of 
all three machine axes, the movement is 
referred to as 3D linear interpolation. 

I, 

I 
3D LINEAR INTERPOMTION 

I 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Linear interpolation with a 4th axis 

4’” axis = 
linear axis 

1’1 the case of linear ~nttrpolation “s~wj the 4” 

axis as a linear axis, the axis. wagether vwth the 

correspondrng coordinate data. must be pro- 

grammed r each NC block This aiso applies 

even in cases where the coordinate does not 

change from one block to the other. If no a’, axis 

IS specliied. the control system will traverse the 

main axes of the machlnng plane. 

Example: linear interpolation with X and V. 

tool axis z, 

~-~~. ~~- - 

= CORRECT = 

11 L x+o.wo v+o.cK)o ’ 

RR FIOO M 

12 L x+1oo.oLm v+o.cKK) 

R F M 

13 L x+1!so.om v+7o~.oGu 

R F M 

J 

= INCORRECT = 

11 .L x+o.ow v+o.ooll 

RR FlOO M 

12 L x+1oaoGu 

R F M 

13 L x+15am v+7oJow 

R F M 

4’” axis = 
angular axis 

In the case of linear interpolation using one linear I 

and one angular axis, the TNC interprets the pro- 

grammed feed rate as the tool path feed rates In 

this case. the feed rate is based on the relative 

speed between the workpIece and the tools Thus ~ \ 
the control system compures a feed rate value 

for the linear axis F (L) and a feed rate value for 

the angular axis F (WI. for each point on the 

path: 

FjL) =F’AL 

v’ (A L)’ + (A WI- 

F V’J) - 
F-AW 

v’ (A L)~ T (A WI- 

Key: 
F = programmed iced rate 

F (Lj = linear component of feed rate 

(machine slide) 

F (W) = angular component (rSary table) 

AL = distance traversed by linear axis 
A W = distance traversed by angular axis 

- 



Programming workpiece contours 
Straight lines 

Straight line L To move the tool along a straight path from the 
starting position Pl to the target position P2: 
Program the targe; position P2 inominal position) 
of the straight liner 

The nominal pos~tiol? P2 can be programmed in 
either Cartesian or polar coordinates 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Linear interpolation/Cartesian coordinates 

Make sure the red signal lamp below rhe “P” 
key is off. Press T key ro titch off ii 
“WeSSLiry 

Entering 
data in 
Cartesian 
coordinates 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

- 

pJ incremental - absolute? 

i Type numerical value. 

Enter next coordinate. e,g Y and 
third coordinate if required 
(max. 3 axes). 

When all coordinates of the target position 
/ have been entered: 

Press EN1 

REDRATE?F= Enter feed rate If required. 
! 

Press ENT, 

The tool moves to position X 20.000 (absolute) 
and Y 49.800 (incremental). with a radius offset 
to the left of the programmed corwur. at a feed 
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Notes: 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Linear interpolation/Polar coordinates 

Entering data Operating mode 
in polar 

@ 

coordinates Dialogue initiation _. m 

! 
/ POIAFI COORDINATES RADIUS PR ? 

‘9 

Incremental absolute? 

Enter polar coordinate radius PR for 
/ 

Y 
end position of stralghr liner 

@I 
d Press ENT. 

F’OIAR COORDINATE ANGLE PA ? 

‘S 

Incremental absolute; 

Enter polar coordinate angle PA for 
end position of straight line. 

Press ENT~ 

TOOL RADIUS COMP.: RURWNOCAMP. ? compensation if 
/ 

Press ENT 

FEEDRATE?F= 
Kl Enter feed rate if required. 

Press ENT, 

/ AUXILIARY FUNCRON M ? 
I 

Enter auxiliary function if required. 

1 Press ENT. 

39 LP PR+35.000 PA+45.000 

R F M 

The tool moves along a straight path to a position 
35.000 from the previously defineri pole CC: the 
polar angle IS 45’ (absolute)~ 
Radius compensation and feed rate are deter- 
mined by the most recently programmed values 
No auxiliary function 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Chamfers - 

Chamfers Contour comers produced by the intersection of r 
two straight lines can be provided with chamfers. 
The angle between the two lines is variable. 

i 
/ 

Entry The chamfer is programmed with the y  key 
by specifying the chamfer length L. 0 

Program Chamfers can be inserted only in a main plane 
(XY. YZ. ZX). i.e. the positioning block preceding 
and following the “chamfer” block must contain 
the two coordinates of the machining plane. If  the 
machining plane is nof clearly deftned (e.g. posi- 
tioning block with X Y Z .), the error me=- 
sage 
= PLANE INCORRECTLY DEFINED = 
is displayed. 
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Entry Operating mode 

Programming workpiece contours 
Chamfers 

Dialogue initiation 

1 
1 cooFlDlNATE87 
I 

Enter chamfer length L. 

Press ENT, 

Sample display 

88~ L 7.500 

A chamfer with side iength L = 7.500 is inserted 
between the conoa~r elements programmed I” 
the preceding and subsequenl blocks. 
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Circular 
interpolation 

Circle 
centre cc 

Circular path C 

Direction of 
rotation 

P44 

Programming workpiece contours 
Circular interpolation/Circular path C 

The conw system controis two axes simulta~ 
neously in such a way that the tool. relative to 
the \wrkp~ece. iollows the path of a circle or an 
arcs 

Witi- the TNC 15liTNC 155. an arc can be pro. 
gramrxd in iour ways 
l w the circle centre and end position using 

the 1: and [@keys, 

l VIZ !ik (:ircle radius and end positIon using 

the s key, 
2 

l for arcs w!th tangential transitions at both ends, 

“la the circle radius only. using the D & key. 
m 

l for arcs joined tangentially to the p&&ding 
contour “18 the end positron only, using * 

the [z key 

Y 

The ci,-cle centie CC must be programmed 
before the circular interpolation if the latter is pro- 

grammed with the $” key, 
0 

Two programming options are available: 

. The circle centre CC is redefined by Cartestan 
coordinates. 

. The coordinates programmed in the previous 
CC block are applied to the circle centre. 

The input dialogue for the circle centre is initiated 
vwth the E key (see “Pole”). 

To move the tool from the actual position PI 
along z circular path to the target position P2: 
program only PZ. 
The position P2 can be specified in either Cartes- 
fan or xlar coordinates, 

The direction of rotation DR for the circular 
path rwst be defined. The direction of rotation 
can be either positive DR+ (counterclockwIse) or 
negative DR- (clockwise). 

A cc~mpensated contour cannot b+ started 
with a &rcular path, Enor message: 
= PATH OFFSET INCORRECTLY STARTEQ F 

I ?,,, m o( I 



Entry Dialogue prompt: 

Programming workpiece contours 
Direction of rotation 

( FKlTAlWN CLocK\MSE: DR- ? 

’ For clockwise mtat~on: 

( 

Specify direction of roIat~on j-) 

Press EN;. 

For counterclockwse rotation: 

Press ENT. 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path C/Cartesian coordinates 

Programming 
a circular path 
in Cartesian 
coordinates 

Wher programming in Cartesian coordinates. 
make sure that starting position and target posi 
tlon (new nominal posItion) are located on the 
same circular path, i.e that they are the same 
distance from the circle centre CC~ 
Otheraise. the error message 
= CIRCLE END POST INCORRECT = 
will be displayed. 



Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path C/Cartesian coordinates 

Make sure the red signai lamp beneath the 
“P” key is off. Press “P” to switch off if neces- 

=n/ 

Input in 
Cartesian 
coordinates 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

Sample display 

After all coordinates of the circle end 
point have been entered: 

Incremental absolute? 

Enter next coordinate. a.‘~. Y, 

Press ENT. 

ROTAnON CLOCKWISE: DR- ? Specify direction of rotations 

@ Press ENT. L 
L 

I 

TOOL RADIUS COMP.: RURWNO C6MP. I 
R Specify radius compensation if 

) El m required, 
! 

Press ENT~ 

FEEDRATE?F= )a Specify feed rate if required. 

E Press ENT. 

AUXILIARY IUNCTION M ? Specify auxiliary functior if required. 

Press ENT. 

The tool moves along a circular bath. r a posi- 
tive direction of rotation (counterclockwisei. with 
radius offset to the right of the contour. 70 pow 
tion X 30.000 and Y 48.000. 
The feed rate is defined by the most recently pro- 
grammed value. No auxiliary functicn. 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path C/Polar coordinates 

Programming 
a circular path 
in polar 
coordinates 

If the target posItion on the arc IS programmed in 
polar coordinates. only the polar angle PA (abso- 
lute or incrementalj IS required to define the end 
pos~t~in, The radius is already defined by the 
pos!t~cn of the tool and programmed circle centre 
cc, 

If  the tool IS located at the pole or circle centre 
before circular interpolation begins, the error 
message 
= ANGLE REFERENCE MISSING = 
IS disp ayed. 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path C/Polar coordinates 

Make sure the red signal lamp beneath the 
“P” key is on. Press “P” to switch on if neces- 
saiy 

r;- 
lmut in Ooeratina mode -3 

p&r 
- 

coordinates Dialogue initiation FT. 

~ AUXILIARY FUNCTlON M ? Elter aux~ :arv fJnc:,on i: rsq~ rtc 

Press ENT 

Sample display i The tool moves aisy a C:rCUldr pa:+ ,n :ac3: \‘e 

17 CP PA+60.000 directior (clockwisej, v~,!i/itb radius ,c’fset. -c--e 
left of the proqramm?d .clt:~~r: ?he 301% a-c e 
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Circular path CR 

End position 

Radius 

Direction of 
rotation 

Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path CR 

I f  the centre point of a circular path is not known. 
but the radius IS specified. the circular wath can 1 Y 

be cleftned wth the a”! T key via 
- 

The end positlon can be proarammed in Cartes- 
~a” Icoordinates only. 

Two geometrical solutions are available for the 
circular path described above (see illustration), 
These solutions depend on the size of the central 
angle p: 
the smaller arc 1 has a central angie p < 180”. 
the larger arc 2 has a central angle B > 180’. 

To program the smaller arc (p ‘C 1807 enter a 
positive radius (the prefix + can be omitted). 

To program the larger arc (B > BOO). enter a 
negative radius. 

The direction of rotation DR indicates whether 
the circular path is concave or convex. 
In the illustration at the right. DR- produces a 
co”L’ex COrm”i element. DRY a concave cOntour 
elemem 
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Input 

Programming workpiece contours 
Circular path CR 

Operating mode ~ 

Dialogue initiation 

COORDINATES ? 

Incremental - absolute? 

Type numerical value. 

Incremental - absolute? 

Type numerical value. 

Press ENT, 

cm= RADIUS ? 

-7 

Specify circle radius. 

Press ENT. 

ROTAnON CLOCKWISE: WI- ? 

-7 

m Specify direction of iotatlon, 

E Press ENT, 

1 

TOOL RADIUS COMP.: RURWNOCOMP. 7 
compersE.tion if , 

Press ENT 

AUXILIARY FUNGI-ION M ? 

Specify feed rale if requi%d. 

& Press ENT. 

HI Specify auxiliary function if required, 

Press ENT. 
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Programmhg workpiece contours 
Circular path CR 

Sample display ~ ~~~7 The tool moves along a circular path wlTtl a 

1 87 CR X+30.000 Y+48.000 ! 
~ 

radius 01 10,000. in a positive d~rrctlon 01 rnta- 
t,on Icounlerclockwisel. w,th rad~u:; offsei ,L’ the 

R 10.000 DR+ RR F M right of the programmed conrour. (3 posit!cn X 
30~300 2nd Y 48 000 
The feed rate is defined by :he most recer:Iy ,,ro~ 
gra.mmed vale No auxiliary iwct13r~ 

Radii up to 99 m can be machined If the radius IS 
defined by Q-parameter programming (no entry 
“ia keyboard), 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Tangential arc 

Arc with 
tangential 
connection 

ProsrammIng a c~rculai path IS !amplified consid- 
erably If  the arc is connected :angenr!ally to the 
contour. Only the end position of the arc need 
be entered to dei~ne Ihe arc. 

Input 

Geometry 

The contour section to which the circular path is 
to be connected tangentially should be entered 
lmmed~arely before programming the tangential 
arc, ! f  the contour section is missino. the follow- 
lng error message will be displayed: 
= CIRCLE END POS. INCORREC’T = 

Both coordinates of the machining plane must be 
programmed in the positioning block preceding 
the tangential arc and in the positioning block ior 
the tangential arc. otherwise, the error message: 
= ANGLE REFERENCE MISSING = 
will be generated. 

The end positron of the circular path can be pro- 
grammed either in Cartesian coordinates or in 
polar coordinates. 
lnitlate the dialogue by pressing the 

In the case of tangential transition 10 rhe contour. 
an exact arc is defined by the end position of 
the circular path. I 
Because the arc has a definite radius. a definite 
dlrection of rotation and a definite centre point, it 
IS not necessary to program these data. 

centie point 
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Input 

Programming workpiece contours 
Tangential arc/Cartesian coordinates 

Make sure the red signal lamp beneath the 
“P” key is off. Press “P to switch off if neces- 
sary 

Operating mode ~~ 

Dialogue initiation ~~ ~~~__ p2 

COORDINATES ? kg Select axIs, e,g X~ 

g 
Incremental - absolute? 

Specify numerical values 

5 Enter next coordinate. e. 3~ Y. 

i? 
Incremental absolute? 

Specify numerical value, 

; TOOL RADIUS COMP.: RURWNO COMP. ? R Specify radius compens?~tion If ) p! m requ,;ed, 
I 

I 

Press ENT. 

REDRATE?F= 

Fir 

Specify feed rare if requi.ed 

Press ENT~ 

AUXlLlARY FUNCTION M ? Specify auxiliary function if required. 

Q Press ENT. 

Sample display 

RF M Y 3j,ooo 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Tangential arc/Polar coordinates 

Input in 

p0kH 

coordinates 

Indicating the target position in polar coordinates r 

simplifies the programming o! cams. for example. 
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Input Operating mode 

Programming workpiece contours 
Tangential arc/Polar coordinates 

Dialogue initiation _ 

POLAR COORDINATE RADIUS PR ? 

Press ENT. 

F’OLAR CODRDINKW ANGLE PA ? Incremental - absolute? 

Enter polar angle PA for the arc end 
POSltlOn. 

TOOL RADIUS COMP.: RUWNOCOMP. ? 
R Spectfy radius compensz~tion If 

) m [Kl requ,;ed, 

v  

a Press ENT 

Specify feed rate If requi-ed. 

Press ENT. 

AUXILIARY FLJNCTION M ? Specify auxiliary function if required~ 

Press ENT. 

Sample display 7 ! An xc is connected tangentially to the last prop 

30 CTP PR+35.000 PA+90.000 ~ 
) 

grammed conlour section. The end positIon oi 
the circular path IS 35.000 from the last defined 
pole CC: the polar coordinate angle is SO’ (abso- 

Too radius compensation and feed rate are 
defined by the previously programmed values No 
aux liarv functions 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Rounding corners 

Rounding corners Contour corners can be rounded by insertlng cil 
RND cular arcs. The arc blends tangentially into the 

preceding and subsequent contour segments~ 

A rounding radius can be rserted at any comer 
created by the intersection oi ths following ecu- 
tour elements: 

l straight line - straight line 
l straight line arc or arc strzlight I~ne 
. arc - arc 

Programming tip The rounding radius can only be inserted ir a 
main plane. For this reason. the machining 
plane must be the same in the positioning blocks 
preceding and following the RND block. Other- 
wise, the following error message will be gene- 
rated when the program is run: 
= PLANE INCORRECTLY DEFINED = 

Programming The rounding radius is programmed immediately 
foilowina contour Doint Pi. where the corner is 
located,- 
The rounding radius and, if required, a reduced 
feed rate F for mill~nq the rounded corner is 

:- -1 

--..1 
‘, cl L’ 1 

-1 
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Programming workpiece contours 
Rounding corners 

Contour elemetis that we located in the 
same machining plane must be programmed 
before and after an FiNI> block and must 
indude both coordinates of the machining 
plane. 

Operating mode ~ 

Dialogue initiation - 

InPut 

Sample display 

ROUNDING RADIUS R ? 
Specify radius of corner arc. 

Press ENT. 

FEEDRATE?F= Specify feed rate if required 

Press ENT. 

79 RND R 5.000 

F20 

A comer arc with radius R = 5~000 is inserted 
between the block programmed previously and 
the one programmed subsequently. The feed rate 
for milling the rounded comer is 2C mmlmin. 
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Pirogramming workpiece contours 
Helical interpolation 

Helix 

lnpllt The helix can be programmed only in polar cow 
data dinates. 

In the case of circular interpolalian. 1~0 axes are 
traversed simultaneously in such a way that a 
circle is described in a main plane IXY. YZ. ZX)~ If 
a lir~ear movement of the third axis (tool axis) is 
superimposed on this circular interpolation. the 
tool will follow a helical [spiral] path. 
Tool axis is X. Y. Z or IV axis if the IV axis is 
designated as U. V or W, 

Heli’zal interpolation can be usec, to produce 
large-diameter internal and external threads a 
lubrlcatlng grooves. 

As iI? the case of circular interpolation. the circle 
cemtre CC must be defined in advance. 
The total angle of rotation of the tool is indicated 
as tl?e polar angle PA in degrees: 

PA = number of rotations x 360° 
Enter PA in incremental dlmenslons if the angle 
of rotation is greater than 360°. 
Tota, height/depth is entered in response to the 
prompt COORDINATES?. The value depends on 
the desired pitch. 
H=PxA H = total height/depth 

P = pitch 
A = number of turns 

The total height/depth can also be entered r 
either absolute or incremental dimensions. 

Radius 
compensation 

The value entered for radius compensation 
depends on: 
. direction of rotation (CWICCW) 
l type of thread (internal:external) 
. machining direction (pos~lneg. axis direction) 
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Input 

Sample display 

Programming workpiece contours 
Helical interpolation 

! 
COORDINATES? 

j POLAR CDORDINATIE ANGLE PA ? 
/ 

ROTAllON CLDCKWISE: DR- ? 

- 

Select infeed axis. 

E Incremental absolute? 

v  

;rJ Speclf\i height or depth. 

v  

Press ENT~ 

Specify direction of rotal~~on. 

Press ENT, 



Contour approach and departure 
om an arc 

Approach and 
departure on 
an arc 

Approaching and departing the contwr along an 
arc-shaped path offers the advantage of a 
“smooth- tangential approach and departure, 
A slnooth approach is programmed with 

Departure 

The tool moves to the starting posItion PS and 
ther on to the location of the c”nt”ur to be 
mac:hined~ 

The positioning block for traverse t” point PS 
should not contain a radius compensation (Ike 
RO), 

The positioning block for traverse to the first con- 
tour position Pi must contain a :adlus compensa- 
tion (RR or RL). 

Based on the data in the RND block, which fol- 
lows the positioning block t” c”nt”ur positron Pl. 
the control system recognizes that a tangential 
appr~oach to the contour is requred, 

The tool reaches the last contour position P4 and 
then moves on to the end positi”n PE, 

1 

I 
The positioning block for traverse t” P4 must 
contain a radius compensation (RR or RL). 

The positioning block for traverse to point PE 
should not contain a radius compensation 
(i.e RO), 

Based on the data in the RND block, wh,ch folk 
IOWB the posltloning block to the final contour 
posi’t~on P4. the control system recognizes that a 
tangential departure from the contour is 
required. 
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Contour approach and departure 
on an arc 

\ 5PSIp. i 
\ , ,---+-\-- +--- -1 

Programming 
an approach 

20 L x+ 100.000 Y+60.000 

RO F 15999 

21 L X+65.000 Y+40.000 

RR F 50 

22 RND R 10.000 

F 

Pzitionlny block to startiog position PS witn RO. 

M 

Posl?loning block to first contour i;asition Pl with 
radius compensal~on RR. 

Ml3 

Circular path radius for tangenw approach, 

23 L X+65.000 Y+l;OO.OOO Positioning block 10 nex: contour pxition P2 

R F M 

Programming 
a departure 

30 L x+50.000 Y+65.000 

RRF50 

31 RND R 15.000 

Positioning block to last contour pcsition P with 
radius compe”saI~o” RR. 

PA 

Circular path radius for tangential departure. 

F 

32 L X+ 100.000 Y+65.000 

RO F 15999 

Positioning block or end position PI! with RO. 

MOO Caution when entering F 15999! Danger Of C,dli- 

SlOn! 
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Clontour approach and departure 
in a straight line 
Introduction 

Approach and 
departure in a 
straight line 

The tool is to approach the stai:,ng positian PS 
and then proceed to The contours Aiter machn 
mg. the tool IS to depari from the contwr and 
move to end position PE. 

Path angle a Approach and departure characteristics depend 
oi) the path angle a~ The path angle is the angle 
formed by the first or last contour element and 
the straight-line approach or depar?ure paths In 
general. three variations are possible: 

. Path angle a equals 180’ 

. Path angle a less than 180’ 

. Path angle a greater than 180° 
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Contour aplproach and departure 
in a straighit line 
Path angle a equals 180° 

Path angle 
a equals 1800 

I! path angle a is equal io 180’. the starting ax 
end positions are located on straghr l~rle exten- 
s,ons tangential :c the ill-st and lasi co”!oui dire< 
iions~ The starring and erld pos~t~or,s must be pry 
grammed with radius compensation (RL or 
RR!~ 

Departure 

The control system moes the tool in a straight 
line to the compensated posaon PSk of the ima- 
ginary coniour position PS and then hollows the 
compensated paih to position Plk~ 

The control system mo”t?s the tool from compen 
sated position P5k of contour position P5 to pas 
tion PEk. following the compensated paths 
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Clontour approach and departure 
in a straight line 
Path angle a greater than 180’ 

Path angle CI If  a is grearer than 180°. the starting and end 
greater than lSO” posIttons must be programmed with radius 

compensation [Kl or RR), The first and last con- 
IOU: POSITIONS are assumed to form an external 
comers The control system executes a path corn- 
pensat~or. on external coiners and ,“ssrts a van- 
sillon arc (blend), 

Approach The control system considers starting position PS 
to be the first contour posItion. The tool moves to 
PSk and then to position Plk. following the com- 
pensated path. 

The control system considers the end positron PE 
to bm? the final conlcwr position, The tool moves 
along the compensated path IO end position PEk, 
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Path angle 
o less than 180’ 

Approach 

b?p2lrtlNe 

Contour approach and departure 
in a straight line 
Path angle a less than 180” 

I f  a IS less than 180’. the staning and end posi- 
tions mxt be programnled without radius 
compensation. iLe. w!ttl 130~ PS and PE are 
approached without pall compensation. 

The control system rnovi?s the tool in a straight 
line to the compensated posItion Plk of CO~IIOUI 
position Ply 

The control system rnow?s the tool in a straight 
line from compensated position P5k of conIwr 
position P5 to uncomperlsated position PEG 
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Contour approach and departure 
in a straight line 
Approach command M96 for external corners 
Departure command M98 

Approach The contour will be damaged if position PS was 
command programmed without radius compensation and 
M96 for path angle (1 is greater than 1803. 
external cOrnerS Wit? auxiliary function M96. the staiting position 

PS is interpreted as a compensated contour posi- 
tion PSk. The tool moves along the compensated 
path to position Plk. 
The auxiliary function M96 is programmed if the 
approach angle a is greater than 180°. M96 is 
programmed in the positioning block for Pl 

Departure 
command 
M98 

Nl96 is always in effect if no path compensa- 
tion is active at the beginning of the program, 

Incomplete machining of the contour will 
result if M95 is programmed and path angie 
a is less than 1804,, ,,, 

I f  the end position was programi7ied with radius 
compensation and the departure angle CI is 
leas; than 1804 the contour will be incompletely 
machined. 

If  aLixiliary function M98 is programmed in the 
positioning block to P. the tool moves directly to 
point Pk and then to compensated point PEk. The 
direction PE - PEk equals the last executed 
radius compensation. in this case P - Pk. 

Terminating path If aclditional positions or contour points were pro- 
compensation grammed after PE. the required Iradius compensa- 
M98 tion direction depends on the direction of the 

next COntOUr Sectlo”. 

M98 programmed in the positioning block to the 
final point on the contour causes the relevant 
contour element to be completed and, as shown 
in~tbe example at the right, traverse with the last 
programmed radius compensation to the first 
point on the next contour, 

The auxiiiiry functior~M98~is effective onh/ .in 
thae block in whii ,&is programmed. in the 
subsequem positioning b@%. ,M98 prevents 
th,? insertion of transition aios ,on external 
corners and the calculation of path imerseo- 
tions 0” internal comers. 

I 

I J 
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Contour approach and departure 
in a straight line 
Tool at starting position 
Approach command M95 for internal corners 

Problems with At :ie begInnIng oi the program. the tooi hap- 
approach angles pens to be at the actual position PS and IS ia 
CI less than 180” mcve to the nom!nal pcsltion P? with radius corn- 

A ! In this case. the control sysrexl interprets the ran- 
dom pmmn PS as the compensated tool paw 
wr PSk oi an ~maglnary point on the contwr 
and point Plk cannot be approached due to the 
qath compensat;on 

Plk PI 

Approach 
command 
MS6 

The auxiliary function M95 cancels the path com- 
pensation for the first positioning block. The tool 
moves without path compensation from posltion 
PS to the compensated contour point Plk. 

Auxiliary function M95 is programmed if the 
approach axle a is less than 180’. M95 is pro- 
grammed in the positioning block for PI. 

!4 
A ! 

M95 is active only at the beginning of the 
machining program. 
Use the function M98 (see Terminating path 
compens&ion~) to @ncel path qmpensation 
within a machining program bloc&vise. 

If f-495 is piogrammed when the approach 
angle a is greater than 1809 the contour will 
be damaged. 



Labels 

Setting a 
label 
LBL SET 

Label number 

Calling up a 
label 
LBL CALL 

Label number You may call up label numbers from 1 to 254 

Program part 
repetition 
REP 

Subroutines and program part 
repetition 
Program markers (labels) 

Wien programming. labels (program markers) 
wIti a specified number can be set to mark the 
start of a given program part. such as a subrcu- 
tl”e. 

~ @)/ 

I YOLI can then jump 10 these proaram markers 
while a program is running ie.g,-to execute the 
subrourine in question)~ 

, 

A lebel is set by pressing the 5’7 keys a 

YOL may choose label numbers from 0 to 254. 
The label number 0 always marks the end of a 
subwxhne (see 3ubroutine”). and is therefore a 
return jump marker! 

I f  you enter a label number that has already been 
set somewhere else in the program. the following 
eiror message Will appear: 
= L4BEL NUMBER ALREADY ALLOCATED = 

Dialogue is initiated by presslng the & 
Using LBL CALL, 

q key, 

l subroutines can be called up. and 
l program part repetitions can be pro 

If you enter the number 0. the following error 
mesage will appear: 
= JIJMP TO LABEL 0 NOT PERMITTED = 

For program part repetition, respond to the 
question “REPEAT RET by entering the desired 
number of repetitions. 
For calling up a subroutine, respond to rke 

question REP by pressing the 
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Setting a 
label 

Operating mode ~~~~~~ 

Dialogue initiation 

~ LABEL NUMBER ? 

Sample display ~ 

~ 118 LBL 27 

Subroutines and program part 
repetition 
Labels 

___ ‘i!y 
br 
L:q 

by Specify label number. 

g 

! 

Press ENT~ 

1 

7 Label number 27 has been set in block 18, 

Calling up a Operating mode 3J 

label 
Dialogue initiation - 3 

Sample display 1 

Sample display 2 

REPEAT REP 7 

If you want to enter a program part repeti- 
tion: 

Specify the number of repetitions 

Press ENT. 

If  you wan1 to enter a subroutine call: Press NO ENT~ 

29 CALL LBL 5 REP Z/2 

A program part wili be repeated twice. The “urn- 
ber aiter the slash indicares the number of repeti- 
tions still to be executed in the program WC. It 
decreases by 1 after each repetitm 

~-.-__ 

218 CALL LBL 27 REP 

‘, The subprogram labelled 27 is called u? (machin- 
ing is continued at block 118. see abovel~ 
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Subroutines and program part 
repetition 
Program part repetition 

Program part 
repetition 

Program parts that have already been executed 

can be repeated upon completion of the pro- 

gram Thts is referred to as a program loop or 

program part repetition. 

The beginning of the program part which is to 

be repeated is marked with a label number. 
The end of the program part consists of a label 

number call LBL CALL and the programmed 

number of program part repetitions REP. 

A p:ogram part can be repeated up to 65,534 

times. 

Program run The control system executes the ma,” progiam r 

(together with the appropriate program part) up 

to the label number call. 

Thw it jumps to the specified program marker 

and the program part is repeated. 

On the display screen. the number of remaining 
repetltrons IS reduced by 1: REP 211. 

After another jump, the program par1 is repeated 

a second time. 

Once all programmed repetitions have been exe. 

cuted (display: REP 2/O). machining with the 

mairr program is resumed. 

Programming 
errors 

If no entry is made (If you press the I,“,“,1 key) in 
0 

response to REP (number of repetitions). you will 

create a loop: the label number call will be 

repeated 8 times. 

During the program run and in a test run. the fol- 

lowing error message will appear on the display 

screen after the ti” repetition: 

= EXCESSIVE SUBPROGRAMMING = 

PROGRAM 

PART 
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Subroutines 

Subroutine,s and program part 
repetition 
Subroutines 

I f  a program part is required again at other points 
in the machinina prowam. it can be marked as a 
subroutines - - 
The beginning of the subroutine IS marked with 
any desired label numb,er. The end of the sub- 
program is always designated by label number 0. 

If  Ihe:,end .& t@sybrqurine +?6t &&d bv :: 
,, i$L QI:‘$~itig ,up ti& sJbroutiiie can &&ilt iti 

eX*iv+ S$x&tine nesting., .(*e erw &$$- ‘: 
*: ;D(CESSIVE,SU~SROGRAMMING). ‘1 : 

,,,:, 

The subroutine is called up with LBL CALL, and 
can be c&d up at any location in the program. 
but not within the same subroutines 
After execution of the wbroutine. a return jump is 
made to :he jump location in the main program, 

Program run The control system executes the main program 
until a subroutine is called up (CALL LBL 27 
REP)~ 

Then it jumps to the program marker which has 
been called up. 

The subroutine is execut~sd up to label number 0 
(end of subroutine)~ 

Then a jump IS made bazk into the main pro- 
gram, 

The main program continues at the block follow- 
ing the subroutine call. 

0 0 ZLE -0 0 0 0 E o- LB1 0 B o 0 0 izix 0 0 
’ CALL LBL 27 REP’ 

oar-+0 
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Nesting 

Subroutines and program pat-t 
repetition 
Nesting 

An additional subroutine or an addItional program 
part repetition can be called up withIn a submum 
tine or a program part repetition. 
Th6 procedure is referred to as nestings 

Program parts and subroutines car be nested 
up to 8 times. that is. the nesting level is 8. 
I f  the nesting level is exceeded. the following 
em: message will appear: 
= EXCESSIVE SUBPROGRAMMING = I 

I I 
---OE LEL 15 zo-m 

0 0 

II 

OE - LBL 17 SO1 

0 0 

o CAlt LBL 17 REP 2/Z o - 11 
I 0 0 I 

CALL LBL 15 REP l/l 

Program run 
with 
repetition 

The main program is executed up 10 the jump to 1 
LBL 17. The program part is repeated twice. 

Then the control system continues executing the 
mw program up 70 the jump to LBL 15. The pro- 
gram part is repeated once up to CALL LBL 17 
REP 212: the nested program part is again run 
twice. Then. the previously programmed repeti- 
lion IS conttnued after CALL LBL 17, 

Program run 
with sub- 
routines 

The main program is executed until the jump 
command CALL LBL 17~ 

Ther. the subroutine IS executed from LBL 17 to 
the next subroutine call CALL LBL 53, etc. The 
subroutine nested at the lowest level is executed 
without interruption, 

Before the end (LBL 0) of the final subroutine. a 
jump is made back to each preceding subroutine 
until subsequently, the main program is reached. 
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Subroutines and program part 
repetition 
Nesting 

Subroutine 
within a 
subroutine 

A subroutine cannot be written into an existing 
subroutine. Therefore. eac:h subroutine in the 
example shown is only excuted up to the first 
label number 0~ 

In this case. subroutine 20 should be pro- 
grammed at the end of the machining program. It 
1s separated from the main program by STOP 
MOZ, 
Subroutine 20 is called up with CALL LBL 20 in 
subroutine 19. 

Repetition of 
subroutines 

It is possible to repera subroutines with the aid of 
“estlng~ 

A subroutine is called up ‘within a program part 
repetition. The subroutine call is the only block in 
the program part repetiiia-, 
It is important to note that in a program run. the 
subroutine will be executed once more than the 
number of programmed rspet~tions. 



Program Jump 

Jump to 
another main 
program 

The program management feature of the control 
system enables you to jump from one program to 
anothei 
Doing so enables: 
l fhe creation of certain machinng cycles (see 

“Cycle program calIw) in conjunction with para- 
nxter programrmng. 

l the saving of tool fiies~ 

Jumps are programmed with the 4 keys r”” 

I f  a program number is entered under which no 
program has been saved (e.g, CALL PGM 13). 
when you use the jump command to select the 
main program. the following error message will 
appear: - 
= PGM 13 UNAVAILABLE = 

For program calls. no more than four nesting 
levels are permitted: that is, the nesting level is 4, 

rrogram run / ne Control sysrem t?xecuieS program I “rlll me 
example program call CALL PGM 28. 

A jump is then made to program 28. MAIN PROGRAM 

Program 28 is executed from beginning to end. 
0 

A jump is then made back to program I, 
0 0 

Execution of program 1 is continued from the 0 0 
block following the program call, 0 cl 

,, ,,, ,,, 

MAIN PROGRAM 
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Input 

Program Jump 

Operating mode ____ @ 

Dialogue initiation _ q 

PROGRAM NUMBER ? Enter the number of the ,xogran to 
be called up. 

~ 

Press ENT. 

Sample display In block 87. program 28 is called up and 

Fp executed. 
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Parameters 

Parameters 

Setting 
parameters 

Parameter 
definition 

Parameter 
definition 
example 

Numerical values in a program [nominal positions. 
feerl rates. tool dimensions and entry data for 
cycles. software version 03 also tool numbers in 
the TOOL-CALL block. spindle slowing speeds and 
program marks (label numbers) with conditional 
jumipsl can be replaced during program entry by a 
variable parameter, that is. by a ‘marker” for 
numerical values that are to be entered later or 
calculated by the control system. 
During program execution. the control system 
ther. uses the numerical value provided by para- 
meter definition. 

Parameters are designated with the letter Q and 
a wmber between 0 and 99. Parameters can 
also be entered with a negative signs Positive 
signs do not have to be programmed. Parameters 

are entered (set) by pushing the Q key. 
0 

CerBin numerical values can be assigned to 
parameters either directly or using mathematical 
and logical functions. 

Parameter definition dialogue is initiated by pres- 

sing the DEF key The FN parameter functions 
PI 

in the chart are selected using the or the 

m key. 

By specifying parameters instead of coordinates 
in a linear interpolation. you can create contours. 
e.g. ellipses. that are defined by mathematical 
functions. The contour is formed by several indi- 
vidual linear sections (see “Ellipse programming 
%Wlplf2”]. 

- 

Q 

FN 0: ASSIGN 

FN 1: ADDITION 

FN 2: SUBTRACTION 

FN 3: MULTIPLICATION 

FN 4: DIVISION 

FN 5: SQUARE ROOT 

FN 6: SINE 

FN 7: COSINE 

FN 8: ROOT SUM OF SQUARES 

FN 9: IF EQUAL, JUMP 

FN 10: IF UNEQUAL, JUMP 

FN 11: IF GREATER THAN, JUMP 

FN 12: IF LESS THAN, JUMP 

FN 13: ANGLE 

FN 14: ERROR NUMBER 
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Parameters 

Setting a 
parameter 

Dialogue prompt, e. 9, 

7 

’ COORDINATES? b&l Seieci axis. erg X~ 

’ ‘r 
g Press parameter ke)!. 

E 
Enter paramerer numbw 

.y 

.‘/L; Enter sign if required. 

Press ENT, 

Sample display i 2arameter Q13 is the marker for tht? numerical 

27 L X+013 Y-Q2 value of the X-coordinate. Parameter Q2 IS the 
marker for the negative value of thi? Y-coordinate. 

RF M For example, 013 is assigned a value o! +%OOO 
and Q2 a value of 1-19.000 The tool WIII move to 

A position P (X+40.000/Y-19.000)~ 

Selecting a 
parameter 
function 

Operating mode __ 

Dialogue initiation _ 

RUO:ASSIGN? 

FN 9: IF EQUAL, JUMIP 

The first dialogue prompt appears in the dis- 
play (see corresponding function for response), 

Press ENT. 
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Parameters 
Parameter functions 

FN 0: 
ASSIGN 

FN 1: 
ADDITION 

FN 2: The function FN 2: “SUBTRACTION0 defines a 
SUBTRACTION certain parameter as the difference between two 

FN 3: 
MULTIPLICATION 

FN 4: 
DIVISION 

FN 5: 
SQUAREROOT 

The! function FN 0: “ASSIGN” assigns either a 
numerical value or another parameter to a 
cwtain parameier. Assignment IS designated by 
2” “=I’ sign 

Cl5 = 65.432 

Display: 

lSFNO:o5=+65.432 

The function FN 1: eADDITIONn defines certain I 
pawn&r as the sum of two parameters. two ) a17 = a2 + 5.000 

numerical values. or a parameter and a numerical 
valm Display: 

12FNl:a17=+02 

ai i = 5.000 - a34 

Display: 

84FN2:al1=+5.000 

The function FN 3: “MULTIPLICATION” defines a 
certain parameter as the product of two paw 
meters. two numerical values. or a parameter and 
a numerical value. 

The function FN 4: “DIVISION” defines a certain 
pammeter as the quotient of two parameters. 
two numerical values. or a parameter and a 
nunlerlcal value. 
(DIV: abbreviation for division). 

The function FN 5: “SQUARE ROOT” defines a 
ceitain parameter as the square root of a para- 
meter or a numerical value. 
(SORT: abbreviaton for square root), 

Display: 

a21 = al x 60.000 

* + 60.000 

ai2=a2162 

Display: 

73FN4:012=+aZ 

DIV + 62.000 

ass=& 

Display: 

69 FN~ 5: a98 = SaRT + 2.000 



Parameters 
Parameter ,functions 

Program 
input 
Example: FN 1 

Operating mode - ~___~- 

Dialogue initiation -~ 

i FNl:ADDlllON 

I 

-7 

PARAMtXER NUMBER FOR RESULT 7 KI 

! 

L- 

1- 

URSTVALUEIPARAMEI’ER ? 

If a value is assigned: 

i I f  a parameter is assigned: 

SECOND VALUE/PARAMETER ? 

If a value is assigned: 

If  a paramete, is assigned: 

Press ENT 

inter value. 

Press ENT, 

Enter qarameter number. 

- 

- 

Enter value. 

Press ENT. 

Enter paiameter numbe,. 
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Parameters 
Parameter functions 

Trigonometric 
functions 

Sin,: and cosine functions establish a mathemati- 
cal relationship between an angle and the side 
lengths of a right triangle, Trigonometric functions 
are programmed with 
FN 6: sine. and 
FN 7: cosines 
The parameter iunction FN13: “Angle” calculates 
the angle from sine and cosine values (see 
“Angle”), 

Defining sin a = 
trigonometric length of side opposite a 
functions length of hypotenuse (longest sIdei c 

cc.* a = 
length of side adjacent to b 

length of hypotenuse (longest side) c 

Trigonometric XP=Rxcosa 
functions 
in a right triangle YP-Rxsina 

FN 6: 
Sine 

FN 7: 
Cosine 

The function FN 6: “Sine” defines a certain para- 
rm%?r as the sine of an angle (in degrees (O)). 
The angle can be a numerical value or a para- 
meter. 

The function FN 7: “Cosine- defines a certain 
parameter as the cosine of an angie (in degrees 
(O))~ The angle can be a numerical value or a 
parameter. 

/ 

QlO=sinQ9 
I 

Display: 

113 FN 6: QlO = SIN + Q9 

081 = cos (- 055) I 

Display: 

911FN7:Q91=COS-Q55 



Parameters 
Parameter functions 

Length of a 
segment 

The parameter funcr~on FN 8: “Root sum of 
squares” IS used to calculate lengths of seg- 
ments [sides) in right triangies, 

According to rhe Pythagorean Theorem: 

y  --- 

FN 8: The furction FN 8: “Root sum of squares” defines j 
Root sum Of a certain parameter as the square root of the I 
squares sum of two squared valuizs or parameters. ! 

(LEN = abbreviation for kngth), 

I 

i 
03 = d30’ + Q4z7 

~ Dsplay: 

56 FN 8: Q3 = + 30.000 

I LEN + 045; 
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Parameters 
Parameter functions 

If-then 

iump 

Based on the result of this comparison. a jump 
iccr~dit~onal jump) can be made 10 certain prop 1 = equal 
gram marker (label) 

The equations (or wquations) are: 
. The first parameler IS equal to a value or to a unequal 

second parameter. e.g 01 = Q2 
I 

l The first parameter IS not equal to a value or to 
a second parameter. erg, Ql $ 02 > greater than 

l The first parameter is greater lhan a value or I 
thar a second parameter, e~g~ 01 > 02 

l The first paramerer is less than a value or 
than a second parameter. e, g. 01 < QZ 

I 
< less than 

I f  one oi these eauations IS satisfied. a iump is i 
made to a certain’ program marker, - 
I f  the equation .s not satisfied. the program conti- 
lies with the nexl block. 

( 

1 

16 . . . 
YES 

~ 

7132 LBL 30 I 

FN 9: 
If  equal, then 

jump I90 to) 

When programming the iunctlon FN 9: “If equal, 
jump”. a jump to a program marker IS only made 
tf a cerra,r piirarneIer IS equal to another :,ara- 
meter or to a numerical value. then jump to 
LBL 30! 

If: QZ = 360, 
Then jump to LBL 30! 
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( Display: 

47FN9:IF+QZ 

EQU + 360.000 GOT0 LBL 30 



Parameters 
Parameter -functions 

Input 
Example FN 9 

L- 

1 
; SECOND VALUE/PARAMErER ? 

Press ENT. 

.--A 

, 

I f  the parameter ser above is to be compared 
with a value. 

Enter numerical value. 

Press ENT. 

I 

I f  the parameter set above is 70 be compared 
with another parameter: 

Press parameter key, 

J 
Enter parameter numbe,. 

Press ENT. 

i-. 
~ 

LABEL NUMBER ? Enter jump marker numlxr~ 

Press ENT. 

The on-screen displays are illustrated on the iol- 
lowing page for the corn?sponding functions. 

- 
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Parameters 
Parameter functions 

FN 10: 
If  unequal, 

jump iso to) 

When programming the function FN 10: “If un- 
equal. jump”. a jump to a program marker is only 
ma& if a certain paramerer is unequal to an- 
other paramerer or to a numerical valw If Q3 + 010, 

then jump to LBL 2! 

(NE = abbreviation for not equal], 

Display: 

38 FN 10: IF + 03 

NE + QlO GOT0 LBL 2 

FN 11: 
If  greater than, 

jump (so to) 

When programming the function FN 11: “If greater 
than, jump”, a jump to a program marker is only 
made if a certain parameter is greater than an- 
other pammeTer or to a numerical value. If  08 > 360, 

then jump to label 17! 

(GT = abbreviation for greater than). 

Display: 

28 FN 11: IF + 08 

GT + 360.000 .GOTO LBL 17 

FN 12: 
If  less than, 

jump (90 to) 

When programming the function FN 12: “If less 
than. jump”. a jump to a program marker is only 
made if a certain parameter is less than another 
parameter or to a numerical value. 

(LT I= abbreviation for less than). 

Display: 

24 FN 12: IF + Q6 

LT + 05 GOT0 LBL 3 
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Parameters 
Parameter functions 

Angles from 
trigonometric 
functions 

If the value of the trigonometric function sin a is 
known. there are always IWO angles that can 
satisfy the comparison. 
Example: sin CI = 0.5 ai = 30” 

a,=150° 

Tine second trigonometric: function cos o IS need- 
ed to determine a. If  the value oi cos a is also 
known. then there is a plan sol&or for: 

sin cl = + 0.5 
cos a = + 0.866 

accordingly: 
a= i 30” 

sin 0 = i 0.5 
cm a = - 0.866 a = i 1500 

The control system calculates the angle c, using 
the tangent function 

3” cl 
tan a= __ 

cos a 
and therefore 

Angle of 
lines in a 
right 
triangle 

FN 13: 
Angle 

In place of the angle fun&xx sin (1 and cos a. 
the legs of a right triangle can also be used for 
angle determination. The legs of the right triangle 
correspond to the angle functions sin a and cos a 
multiplied with the length R of the hypotenuse. 

The function FN 13: “Angl’s” assigns an angle to 
a parameter using the vi~lues from the sine and 
cosine functions. 
In place of the angle functions the legs of a right 
triangle can also be entered. 



P(arameters 
Parameter programming 
(Example) 

Programming with parameters will be demon- 
strawd using an ellipse as an example. 

Geometry The ellipse IS described according !o the !ollow~ 
~ng shape (mathematical parameter shape of the 
apse): 

This means thai every angle o has both an X- 
coordinate and a Y-coordinates 
If you begin at a = 0’ and increase a in small 
incr’zments to 360”. you will get a large number 
of points on an ellipse. A closed contour is 
formed when these points are connected by 
straght lines. 

Parameter 
definition 

The program essentially consists of four parts: 
l parameter definition. 
l positioning (linear rxerpolation) for milling the 

dipSe. 

l wreas~ng the angular increment 
l parameter comparison and continued program 

execution until the ellipse is complete. 

x = a x co* a I 

y  = b x sin a 

a. b: semiaxes of the ellipses 

The following are defined as parameters: 
l Angular increment 020: the angle should 

increase in increments of 2’: Q20 = + 2.000 
l Starting angle Q21: the flrst point on the con- 

tour has an angle of 0’: 021 = 0.000 
l Semiaxis in X-direction Q23:Q23 = +50.000 
l Semiaxis in Y-direction QZ2:QZZ = i30.000 
l X-coordinate QZ5: the numerical value of the 

X~coordinate is asslgned to parameter 025. 
l Y-coordinate 024: the numerical value of the 

Y~coordinate is assigned to parameter Q24. 
Parameters 025 and Q24 are defined according 

I 
1 

to the above formula: 

(Xl Q25 = 023 * cos Q21: 
[Y) 024 = Q22 * sin 021~ I 

Both comparisons must be rewritten because 
they cannot be entered in this form, therefore: 

first: Ql4 = sin Q21 / 
015 = cos 021 

/ 

then: 024=014*Q22 
Q25=Qi5zicQ23 ! 
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Parameters 
Parameter programming 
(Example) 

Positioning block Milling of the eilipse is programmed in this bloci 
with linear interpolations 

increasing the New angle Q21 = 
angular increment previous angle Q21 + angular increment 020 

Parameter Program repetition requires that a jump marker 
comparison and (label) must be set prior to parameter definition 
pr0gElm for 014 and Q15: LBL 1. 
repetition 

The following requirements must be met for pro- 
gram repetition: 

If  the angle Q21 is less than 360.1° (the angle 
must be larger then 360°. but less than 360° + 
angular increment). then jump [GOTO) LBL 1. 

IF i Q21 
LT T 360.100 GOT0 LBL 1 

rzio = 7 2.000 
j 021 -= 0.000 g 1; ;;:a;; 
I.--. 

+ 

1 ;y&J4;; IT 
Q24= A 014 * - 022 
Q25 = + 015 * + Q23 / 

L x+025 y+Q24 
RR IF200 M 

/ Q20= + 2.000 
Q21 = + 0.000 
Q22 = + 30~000 

! 

Q23 = + 50~000 

Q15 = COS A 021 

1 Q20 = + 2.000 
i 021 = i 0.000 
/ Q22 = - 30.000 I 
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FN 14: 
Error 
number 

0108 
TOOI 
radius 

P#arameters 
Special functions 

The parameter function FN 14: “Error number- is 
used to call up error messages and dialogue 
from the PLC-Eprom. You call up by entwng an 
error number from 0 to 499. 
The messages are allocated as follows: 

Error On-screen display 
number 

~__~~ 

0 299 ERROR 0 ERROR 299 

300 399 PLC ERROR 01 ~. PLC ERROR 99 
(or dialogue specified by machine 
tool manufacturer) 

4OCl 499 Dialogue 0 99 for user cycles 

Display: 

28 FN 14: ERROR = 100 

The control system stores the radius of the most 
recently activated tool under parameter 0108, 112 TOOL DEF 31 L = 0.700 

The radius can then be used for paramek?r CalCu- 
lations and comparisons. 

R = 5.000 

113 TOOL CALL 31 2 

s + 112.000 

0109 
Tool axis 
(Beginning 
wirh software 
version 02) 

Various machines have the X-. Y- or Z-axis 
optionally as tool axis. With these machines It is 
adnntageous to be able to extract the current 
tool axis in the processing program: in this way. 
for example. program branches are possible with 
manufacturer cycles. 

The control sets the current tool axis under the 
paismeter a109. 

Gun-ent tool axis Parameter 

no tool axis is called QlO9 = -1 
. X-axis is called Q109= 0 

Y-a:& is called Q109= 1 
Z-axis is called Q109= 2 
IV-axis is called Q109= 3 



Parameters 
Special functions 

cl110 
Spindle on/off 
(Beginning 
with software 
“erslo” 03) 

The parameter QllO indicates the last M-function 
issued for the spindle direction of rotation. 

M-function Parameter 

no M-function QllO=-1 

MO3 
(spindle-on clockwise) QllO= 0 

MO4 
ispindle-on counterclockwise) QllO= 1 

M05. 
I” case MO3 was issued earlier QllO= 2 

M05. 
I” cake MO4 was issued earlier QllO= 3 

0111 
Coolant on/off 
(Beginning 
with software 
version 03) 

The parameter Qlll indicates whether the coolant 
has been switched on or off. 

It means: 

MO8 coolant switched on 0.111 =I 

MO9 coolant switched off 0111 =o 

0112 The program parameter Q112 contains the entry 
overlap factor value of the pocket milling overlap factor (machine 
(Beginning parameter 93). The overlap factor entered for 
with software pocket milling can be applied in Q parameter pro- 
version 03) grams. 

Q113 
mm/inch 
llX&S”WS 
(Beginning 
with software 
version 03) 

The parameter 0113 indicates whether the NC- 
program is I” mm or inches. 

It means: 

I” mm Q113=0 

in inches Qll3= 1 
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Parameters 
Special functions 

Transferring 
parameters to 
PLC-NC 

TNC 151 B/Q and TNC 155 B/Q control systems 
can transfer Q-parameter values from an integrat 
ed PLC to an NC program. Paramerers QlOO to 
Cl107 are used for transferring values. 

A possible application is compensating for the 
effects of temperature oil the machine. 

Compensating During periods of extended machine use. thermal 
for thermal disolacement of the machine and the workpiece 
displacement effkcts machining precision. Devices that r&s- 

ure thermal displacement transfer compensation 
values to the control system to remedy the situa. 
tion. These values can be used in a machining 
program. e.g. to shift the datum. This type of 
measurina device is available from Firma Testo- 
term in 7825 Lenzkirch/Schwarzwald in the Fed- 
eral Republic of Germany. 

Example Thermal expansion of the machine should be off- 
set witi a datum shift. 84 L 
Thermal compensation values for the machine 
axes are stored under parameter numbers QlOO 
(X-axis) and 0101 (Y-axis) and Q102 (Z-axis). The 

R F M70 

control system requests compensation values via 
an Nl-function determined bv the manufacturer 

85 CYCL DEF 7.0 DATUM 

(e.g. M70). 
88 CYCL DEF 7.1 X+ QlOO I 

Your machine tool manufacturer can tell you if 
your machine is capable of transferring parame- 
ters from an integrated PLC. 

87 CYCL DEF 7.2 Y + 0101 

88 CYCL DEF 7.3 2-b Q102 
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Parameters 
Special functions 

as of software version 07: 

FN 15: 
PRINT 

with the parameter function FN 15: PRINT current 
values of Q parameters can be output “,a the 
V.24 interface. A maximum of six parameters can 
be indicated depending on the PRINT command. 

Instead of Q-Parameters. numerical values be- 
tween 0 and 200 can also be entered 
These numbers call error messages and dialog 
texts that are stored in the PLC-EPROM or the 
ASCII sign ETX. The allocation of numerical values 
to the texts is as follows: 

Numerical value Output via the V.24 
interface 

0 .~. 99 stored error messages I” 
the PLC 

Display: 

29 FN 15: PRINT Ql/wQ3/a4/05/06 

Display: 

120 I+4 15: PRINT Wl8 S/4/10/55 

100 199 Texts/Dialogs for the user 
cvcles 

200 “Erx 

Parameters for 
programmable 
touch probe 
function: 
Q115 . Q118 

The parameters Q115 to 0118 contain the meas- 
ured values that have been determined via the 
programmable touch probe function “workpiece 
surface as reference surface”: 

Q115 measured value X axis 

0116 measured value Y axis 

Q117 measured value Z axis 

Q118 measured value 4’” axis 
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Canned cycles 
Introduction 

Canned cycles 

Cycle 

definition 

Available cvcles 

u 

Manufacturer’s 
CYCkS 

Cycle 

call 

In order to simplify anc speed up progiammi!;g. 
frequently re-occurring machlnlng procedures 
a”:1 certa” coordinate transformations can be 
preprogrammed in the form of fixed or “canned” 
cycies~ Examples are the milling of pockets or 
zero po,nt oftsets. 
Other programs can also be called up via cycles. 

ThrNwgh cycle definition. the control system 
iecc:~ves the datil necessary to execute the cycle. 
erg the side length of the pocket etc, 
The dialogue fcr cycle definiiion 1s initiated by 

pre:jsi”g this 
m, 
DE’, ney, The cycle is then selected 

with the 4 .iilc t keys. or (beginning with 

Cycles 1 to 6 and 14 to 16 are machining cy- 
cles, 1.e. they are used to carry ou’i machining 
procedures on a workpiece. Cycie 9 can be used 
to program a dwell time and cycle 12 fo call up a 
program, A speciiied spindle orientation can be 
programmed with cycle 13 (optional). The remain- 
ing cycles are used for various coordinate trans- 
formations. 

Additional cycles can be stored at cycle numbers 
68 lo 99. Contact your mach;ne-tool manufactur- 
er or supplier for informatio”~ 

A c@e call in a program causes the previously 
defi~wd machining cycle to be run. 
Coamrdinate transformations, dwell time and 
the contour cycle do not require a separately 
programmed cycle call. they are active immedia- 
iely iollowing cycle definltlon. 
Three programming options are available for cal- 
ling a cycle: 
. “~:i a CYCL CALL block, 
l viii auxiliary function M99. 
l vi8 auxiliary functlon M89 (depending on speci- 

fied machine parameters). 
A csll via MS9 is modal. meaning that the pre- 
viously defined machining cycle is called up in 
each subsequent positioning block. 
M89 is cancelled or deleted by entering M99 or 
by a CYCL CALL block. 

CYCL DEF 1 Peck drilling 
CYCL DEF 2 Tapping 

! 

CYCL DEF 3 Slot milling 
Machining i 

CYCL DEF 4 Pocket millina cycles 
/ CYCL DEF 5 Circular po&t \ 

CYCL DEF 7 Datum shift 
CYCL DEF 8 Mirror image I. Coordinsite 
CYCL DEF 10 Rotation I transforrnatlon 
CYCL DEF 11 Scaling factor 1 

CYCL DEF 9 Dwell 

I 

CYCL DEF 12 Program call 
CYCL DEF 13 Spindle orientation (optional) 

CYCL DEF 6 Roughing out 

1 

Cycles for 
CYCL DEF 14 Contour machinirig 
CYCL DEF 15 Pie-drilling 
CYCL DEF 16 Contour milling 1 ~~~~~~‘” j 
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Defining a 
cycle 

Calling 
a cycle 

Canned cycles 
Cycle definition 
Cycle call 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCL DEF 1 FECKING 

Look for cycle name 

: Select cycle w cycle number with GOT0 

Enter cvcle number. 

Transfer to memory 

If the desired cycle is in the display e.g 

ma DEF 4 mcxr MIU~NG )a transfer cycle 

The first dialog prompt for the cycle selected 
appears on the displays 
iFor the covect response see the cycle 

1 beflnitlon.) 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

j 
! 

AUXILIARY FUNCTION M 1 Specify auxiliay function if required. 
/ 

m 
( 

Press ENT. 

Sample display j 
~ 95 CYCL CALL The last defined cycle is called. 

MD3 The spindle rotates clockwise. 
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Canned cycles 
Machining cycles 
Preparations 

The following functions must be programmed 
before a cycle is called: 

s tool call: to define spindle axis and spindle 
sqeed. 

l auxiliary function: to indicate the direction 
01 spindle rotation, 

l positioning block for starting position: fol 
the machining cycle. 

3 

EWW 
messages 
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If no tool call is specified, the error message 
= TOOL CALL MISSING = 
is displayed. 

If  no spindle direction is specified. the error 
message 
= SPINDLE ROTATES MISSING = 
is displayed 



Canned cycles 
Coordinate transformation 

A coordinate transformation modifies the coor- ! 
dinare svstem defined bv the “Workpiece datum” 
functior: These cycles are active immediately 

i 

I ) 
after definition and do not have to be called 
separately. I 

GlXM?Wll 
information 

t 

- 

Candling a 
cycle 

Coordinate transformations remain in effect until 
cancelled. This is done by defining a new cycle. 

in which the original condition is programmed. by 
programming the auxiliary function M02. M30 or 
via the last block 
END PGM MM (depending on specified 
machine parameters). 



C’anned cycles 
Peck drilling 

Input data 

Procedure 

Advanced 
stop distance 

Set-up clearance: safety clearance between 
tool tip (at starting position) and workpiece sur- 
face, 
Prefix sign: 
. in positive axis direction i 
l In negative axix direction - 

Total hole depth: distance between workpiece 
surface and bottom of hole (tip of drill taper). 
See “Set-up clearance” for sign. 

Pecking depth: infeed per cut i.e. the amount 
by which the tool advances for each wt. 
See “Set-up clearance” for sign. 

Dwell time: amount of time the tool remains at 
the ,to:al hole depth for chip breaking. 

FeeId rate: traversing speed of tool during 
machining operations. 

Fro? its starting position, the tool penetrates 
the workpiece to the first pecking depth, 
advancing at the programmed feed rate. Upon 
reaching the first pecking depth, the tool is 
retracted at rapid rate to its starting position and 
again advanced to the first pecking depth, taking 
the advanced stop distance into accounts 

The tool then advances at the programmed feed 
rate tc the next pecking depth, returns to the 
stanlng position etc. 

The alternating drilling and retracting procedure 
is repeated until the programmed total hole 
depth is reached. At the end of the cycle. after 
the programmed dwell. the tool returns at rapid 
rate tc the starting position. 

The advanced stop distance t is computed auto 
matically by the control system: 
. At a total hole depth of up to 30 mm: 

I = 0.6 mm: 

l At a total hole depth exceeding 30 mm. the fol- 
IoGng equation applies: 
t = total hole depthl50: however. the maximum 
advanced stop distance is limited to 7 mm: 

Lax = 7 mm 
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Canned cycles 
Peck drilling 

CYCIE. 
definition 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCL DEF 1 PECKING 
I 

SET-UP aIARANcE Specify set-up clearancf~ 

5 with correct sign. 

Press ENT, 

TOTALHOLEDEFIH? 

I 

Specify hole depth. 

E with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

PECKING DEFIH ? ‘0 Specify infeed per cut, 

with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

DWELL TlME IN SECONDS ? )n Specify dwell at hole bo-nom. 

Press ENT. 

FEED RATE L ? F= Specify feed rate for pecking. 

Press ENT. 



. The total hole length can be programmed equal 
to the pecking depth. The tool then travels to 
the xogrammed depth in one operation (e.g. 
wl1erl centering). 

l Ti-ie total hole depth need not be a multiple of 
the pecking depth: in the final feed step only 
the remainder of the distance lo the total hole 
depth is machined. 

. The pecking depth can mistakenly (e.g. 
through a typing error] be entered as greater 
than the total hole depth. The control will in no 
case drill deeper than the programmed total 
hole depth. 
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Sample display 

Canned cycles 
Peck drilling 

- 

110 CYCL DEF 1.0 PECKING 

111 CYCL DEF 1.1 SETUP -2.000 

112 CycL DEF 12 DEPTH -3o.Orxl 

113 CYCL DEF 1.3 PECKG -12000 

114 CYCL DEF 1.4 DWELL l.C+ 

115 CYCL DEF 1.5 F SO 

1 Cycle definition “Pecking- occupies 6 program 
blocks. 

i Safety Clearance 

Total hoie depth 

Pecking depth 

DV& 
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C’anned cycles 
Tzlpping 

Cycle 

Input data 

A floating tap holder is required for tapping. It 
must be able to offset the tolerances between 
feed rate and spindle speed. as well as spindle 
deceleration once the posltion has been reached. 

Wh#% a cycle IS called. spindle speed override 
is inactive, the feed rate override is active only 
within a limited range. The limits are deter- 
mined by the machine parameters defined by the 
machine manufacturer. 

set-up clearance: (see Cycle 1) 
[guide value: approx. 4 x thread pitch) 

Total hole depth (= thread length): distance 
between workpiece surface and end of thread. 
See “Set-up clearance” for sign. 

Dwell time: period of time between reversal of 
spindle rotation and retraction of the tool. 

Feed rate: traversing speed of the tool for thread 
cutting. 

Procedure The thread is cut in a single operation. Once the 
tool reaches the total hole depth, spindle rota- 
tion is reversed after a period of time specified in 
the machine parameters. At the end of Ihe pro- 
grammed dwell time, the tool is retracted to the 
stamng position. 



Canned cycles 
Tapping 

CYCk 
definition 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

/ 

j CYCUDEFZTAPPING 

I 
Press ENT. 

SET-UP CWRANCE ? K Specify set-up clearance 

5 with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

TOTAlHOLEDEFlH? Specify thread depth. 

m with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

DWELL TIME IN SECONDS ? 
ho 

Specify dwell between spindle rever- 
sal and spindle retraction. 

Press ENT. 

FEEDRPXE?F= bU Enter calculated feed rate. 

Press ENT~ 

Sample display 
Cycle definition “Tapping- occupies 5 program 

84 CYCL DEF 2.4 F 180 Feed rate 
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Canned cycles 
Slot milling 

Cycle “Slot milling” is a combined roughing/finishing 
cycle. 
The slot is parallel to an axis of the current cow 
dinate system. The coordinate system may have 
to be rotated accordingly [see cycle 10: “Rotating 
the coordinate system”). 

Input data s&up clearance: see cycle 1. 
Milling depth (= slot depth): distance be- 
tween workpiece suriace and bottom of slot. 
See “Set-up clearance” for sign. 
Pecking depth: amount by which tool pene- 
trates workpiece. See ‘Set-up clearances for signs 
Fee~d rate for vertical feed: traversing speed of 
tool when penetrating workpiece. 

1” Side length: length of slot (finished size). 
The programmed sign musl correspond to the 
milli~lg direction: 
To mill from the starting position in the positive 
axis direction: positive sign. 
To mill from the starting position in the negative 
axis direction: negative sign. 
2”’ side length: width of slot (finished size). 
The sign is always positive. 

Feed rate: traversing speed of the tool in the 
machining plane. 

Starting position The starting position for the 7% milling” cycle 
must be approached accurately. taking the tool 
radius into account. 

Contour approach The slot contour is approached at right angles to 
with a linear the longitudiral, with radius compensation Fit/RR 
interpolation and auxiliary function M98. 
block 
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Canned cycles 
Slot milling 

contour approach 
with paraxial 
positioning 
blocks 

The slot contour is approached in the longitudinal 
direction with radius compensation R-/R+. 

Roughing: The cutter penetrates the workpiece 
from the starting position and mils the slot in 
the longitudinal direction. After vertical feed at 
the end of the slot. milling is resumed in the 
opposite direction. 
The procedure is repeated until the programmed 
milling depth is reached. 

Finishing: The control system advances the cut- 
ter laterally, at the bottom of the slot. by the 
amount of the remaining finishing cut and 
machines the contour with down-cut milling. 
The tool then ieturns at rapid rate to the set-up 
clearance. If  the number of infeeds was odd. the 
cutter moves along the slot to the starting posi- 
tion. maintaining the set-up clearances 

Finishing 
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Notes: 
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Canned cycles 
Slot milling 

cycle 
definition 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

!  

~ CYCL DEF 3 SLOT MILLING Press ENT. 

I 

SET-UP CWCE ? Specify set-up clearance 

with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

MILLING DEPTH ? Specify milling depth. 

with correcr sign. 

Press ENT. 

PECKING DEPTH ? Specify infeed per cut. 

@ with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

FEED RATE FOR PECKING ? Kl Specify feed rate for vertical feed. 

Press ENT. 

FIRST SIDE LENGTH ? Specify longitudinal axis af slot. ‘g e.9. x. 
Specify length of slot. 

z with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

J 
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Canned cycles 
Slot milling 

‘Enter set-up cleaiance.miliing depth and : 
infeed per,&t (pecking c&?pth) :with the ‘sane 
eign. 

100 CYCL DEF 3.0 SLOT MILLING 

101 CYCL DEF 3.1 SET-UP -2.000 

102 CYCL DEF 3.2 DEF’TH -40.000 

103 CYCL DEF 3.3 PECKING -20.000 

F 80 

104 CYCL DEF 3.4 X -120.000 

105 CYCL DEF 3.5 Y +21.000 

106 CYCL DEF 3.6 F 100 
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Canned cycles 
Pocket milling 

Cyde 

Input 
data 

The machining cycle “Pocket milling- is a rough- 
ing cycle. 
The sides of the pockets are parallel to the axes 
of the current coordinate system, The coordinates 
system may have to be rotated accordingly (see 
cycle 10: “Rotating the coordinate system”). 

set-up clearance: see cycle 1. 
Milling depth (= pocket depth): distance be- 
tween workpiece surface and pocket bottom. 
See %&up clearance* for sign. 

Pecking depth: infeed per wt. i.e amount by 
which tool penetrates workpiece. See “Setwp 
clearance” for sign. 
Feed rate for vertical feed: traversing speed of 
tool when penetrating workpiece. 
1” side length: length of pocket parallel to first 
main axis of machining plane. Sign is always 
positive. 
2”’ side length: width of pocket. The sign is 
also positive. 
Feed rate: traversing speed of .tooI in machining 
plEXle. 
Rotation: Direction of rotation of cutter path: 
DR+: positive rotation (counterclockwise), 

down-cut milling; 
DR-: negative rot&x (clockwise). up-cut 

milling 
Id 

Ii’ side length 

Start position The start position must be approached in a 
previous positioning block without radius compen- 
sation. 

Procedure The tool penetrates the workpieze from the 
starting position (pocket centre) and then fol- 
lows the path indicated. The starting direction of 
the cutter path is the positive axis direction of the 
longer side, i.e. if this side is parallel to the X-axis. 
the cutter starts off in the positive X-direction. 
When milling square pockets, the cutter will 
always start in the positive Y-direction. 
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stepover 

Canned cycles 
Pocket milling 

The direction of rotation depends on the pro- 
grammed rotation [in this case DR+)~ The maxi- 
mum stepover is k. 

The procedure is repeated until the programmed 
milling depth is reached: the tool then returns 
to the starting position. 

The control system calculates the stepover factor 
k according to the following equation: 

k=KxR 

k: stepover 
K: overlap factor determined by machine manu- 

facturer (depends on specified machine 
parameters) 

R: gutter radius 
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Canned cycles 
Pocket milling 

cycle 
definition 

Operating mode - 

Dialogue initiation - 

CYCL DEF 4 POCKJT MILLING )@ Press ENT to select cycie. 
! 
1 

SET-UP CLEARANCE: ? ‘Q Specify set-up ciearan’x 

- 
with correct sag”, 

MILLING DEPTH ? Specify milling depth. 

with ccnect sign. 

Press ENT. 

PECKING DEPTH ? Specify infeed per cut. 

‘g with correct sign. 

Ed Press ENT. ! 

FEED RATE FOR PECXING ? Specify rate of vertical feed. 

Press ENT. 

FIRST SIDE LENGTH ? Enter axis of side 1. e.g. X. 

Specify first side length ‘Nith positive 
sign 

Press ENT, 

SECOND SIDE LENGIH ? Enter axis of side 2. e.g. Y. 

a 
Specify second side length with 
positive sign. 

Press ENT. 
i 
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Canned cycles 
Pocket milling 

Sample display 

‘rr 
! 
i FEEDRATE?F= 

I 

Fllr 

Specify feed rate for mi ling pocket, 

Press ENT. 

ROTATION CLDCKWilSE: DR ? Specify rotation for cuttlzr patfi. 

Press ENT. 

250 CYCL DEF 4.0 POCKET MILLING 

251 CYCL DEF 4.1 SET-UP -2.000 

252 CYCL DEF 4.2 DEPTH -30.000 

253 CYCL DEF 4.3 PECKING -10.000 

F80 

254 CYCL DEF 4.4 X +80.000 

255 CYCL DEF 4.5 Y +40.000 

256 CYCL DEF 4.6 F 100 DR+ 

Cycle definition “Pocket milling” occupies 7 pro- 
gram blocks. 

set-up clearance 

Milling depth 

lnfeed per c”t 

Feed rate for vertical feed 

Length of 1” pocket side 

Length of 2”’ pocket side 

Feed rate and cutter path rotation 
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Cycle 

Input data 

Canned cycles 
Milling a circular pocket 

“Circular pocket” is a roughing cycle. 

Set-up clearance: see cycle 1, 
Milling depth (= pocket depth): distance be- 
tween workplece surface and pwket bottom. 
See ‘Set-up clearances for sign. 
Pecking depth: infeed per cut, i.e. amount by 
which tool penetrates workpiece, 
See ‘Set-up clearance0 for sign. 
Feed rate for vertical feed: traversing speed of 
tool when penetrating workpiece. 
Circle radius: radius of circular pocket. 
Feed rate: traversing speed of tool in machining 
plane. 
Rotation: Direction of rotation of cutter path: 

DR+: positive rotation (counterclockwise). down- 
cut milling; 

DR-: negative rotation (clockwise), up-cut milling 

Start position The start position must be approached in a 
previous positioning block without radius compen- 
samn. 

Procedure The tool penetrates the workpiece from the 
starting position (pocket centre). 

_ Rapid rate 

for v*rtical 
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Procedure 

Canned cycles 
Milling a circular pocket 

The cutter then follows the illustrated spiral paih: 
Its direction depends on the programmed rota- 
tion (in this case DR-). ‘The starting direction of 
the cutter is: 
l the Y+ direction for thm? X. Y plane. 
l the X+ direction for th,? 2. X plane. 
l the Zz direction for the Y. Z plane. 

The maximum stepover is the amount of k (see 
“Pocket milling” cycle). 

The procedure IS repeated until the programmed 
milling depth is reached 
The tool then returns to the start>ng position. 

Milling a If the TNC’s fourth axis controls an additional 
circular pocket linear axis U. V or W. the fourth axis can also be 
with the 4’” axis used to mill a circular pocka 

To do this. the fourth axis must be programmed 
before the cycle call in the last positioning blocky 

Example: 

15 ;L x+50.000 v+5cLooo 

RO F M 

16 CYCL CALL 

M 
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Canned cycles 
Milling a circular pocket 

Cy& 
definition 

Operating mode __ 

Dialogue initiation _ 

CYCL DEF 5 CRClJLAR KICK!3 )@j Press ENT. / 

7 

SET-UP a.EARANai ? Specify set-up clearance 

with correct sign. 

Press ENT 

MILLING DEPTH ? ,n Specify milling depth 
ru 

v 
E with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

F’ECKlNGDEPlH? HI2 
Specify infeed per wt. 

E with correct sign. 

Press ENT, 

1 FEED RATE FOR PECKlNG ? r b# ;I:;; of venical f,sed. ~ 

FV 

I 
arts maws ? HI 

Specify radius of circular pocket. ’ 

Press ENT. ~ 

2 

FEEDFlATE?F= )g 
Specify feed rate for milling circular 
pocket. 

Press ENT. 
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Canned cycles 
Milling a circular pocket 

ROTATION CLOCK’AIISE: DR- ? Specify rotation of cutter path. 

L 
Press ENT. 

Sample display 

40 CYCL DEF 5.0 C:IRCULAR POCKET 

41 CYCL DEF 5.1 SET-UP -2.000 

42 CYCL DEF 5.2 DlEPTH -60.000 

43 CYCL DEF 5.3 PECKING -20.000 

F80 

44 CYCL DEF 5.4 RADIUS 120.000 

46 CYCL DEF 5.5 PI00 DR- 

Cycle definition “Circular pocket- occupies 6 pro- 
gram blocks. 

set-up clearance 

Milling depth 

lnfeed per cut 

Feed rate for veitical feed 

Circle radius 

Feed rate and cutter path rotation 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

Introduction Four cycles are required for millina Dockets with I 
variable co”tours: 
l Cycle 14: CONTOUR GEOMETRY (list of sub- 

routines contan,“g subconto.rs) 
l Cycle 15: PILOT DRILL (rough drilling to 

pocket depth for all partial contours) 
l Cycle 6: ROUGH-OUT (rough-milling of con- 

tour and clearing of pocket) 
l Cycle 16: CONTOUR MILL (finish-milling of 

contour pocket). 

The contour consists of one or more pockets 
and islands within the pocket. A total of up to 12 
subcontours is possible. Each subcontour must 
be programmed as a closed loop of contour ele- 
ments. The following straight lines and arcs can 
be used as contour elements: 

•I 
Line. end position programmed in Car- 
teslan coordinates. 

Line end posItIon programmed in b% q pkr coordinates. 

q Circle (arc] defined by circle centre 

q 
and end positron: 
end position in Cartesian coordinates. 

q Circle (arc) defined by circle centre 
and end positron: 
end position programmed in polar 
coordinates. 
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Pocket Pockets can be defined r IWO ways: 

Island 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

I Y 

Option 1: 
l Clockwise sequence of contour elements 
l Radius compensation IRR 

Option 2: 
. ‘Counterclockwise sequence of contour ele 

merits 
l Radius comrxnsation RL. 

4 1 .-.---.*-.+-.-. 

gII3* 
; RR? 
\. -.-+.-+.-+.-./ 

CD 3 ;! X 

Y 
2 t 

,.-.-+.-+.- ____ 

)I3 
i,. 

\ 
RL 

c.--.+-.+-.-. i 

@ 3 
X 

4, 

Islands can also be defined in IWO ways: i y  

Option 1: 
l Clockwise sequence of contour elements 
l Radtus compensation RL 

Option 2: 
. Counterclockwise sequence of contour ele- 

ments 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

Superimposing 
pockets and 
islands 

Pockets and islands can be superimposed (over- 
laid) on one another. The TNC compures the 
resulting conrour automatically fl-om the starting 
poin1 of the first subcontour. 

Superimposing 
pockets 

For this reason. the starting point of the subcon- 
tour is the determining factor of the resulting con- 
tour pocket. 

The staiting point of pocket contour 1 is located 
outside the area of pocket 2. the areas of both 
pockets will be cleared, 

The starting point of pocket contour 1 is located 
within the area of pocket 2. only the common 
area of the two pockets will be cleared. 

-X 

1 + 4-b Pocket -Island 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

Superimposing The starting point of lslaind contour 1 is located 
islands outside the area of island 2. neither of the areas 

I 

of the two Islands will be cleared 

The starting point of island contour 1 is located 
within the area of island 2. only the common 
areas of the :wo islands will remain 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

Superimposing If pocket areas are reduced in size by super- 
pockets and imposed islands. the starting point of pocket 
islands amtour 1 must be located outside of island 1. 

An island can also reduce several pocket are.% 
The staning points of the pocket contours must all 
lie outside the island. 

If  island areas are reduced in size by super- 
imposed pockets. the Salting point of pocket 
contour 2 must be located outside of island 1. 

A pocket can also reduce several island areas. The 
starling point of the superimposing pocket must 
lie within the first island. 



Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 

Programming 
subcontours 

Partial contours are saved and stored in subrou- 
tines. The first point of the subcontour IS the 
starting position, where machining begins~ The 
starting position of the first subcontour is also the 
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Cycle 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 14: Contour geometry 

The iabel numbers (subroutines) of the subcon- 1 
tours are defined in cycle 14 “CONTOUR GEO- 
METRY” Up to 12 label numbers can be entered. 
The TNC computes the intersecting points of the 
resulting contour pocket from the programmed 

i 

Cycle 14 “CONTOUR GEOMETRY” is active 
immediately following definition: no separate 
cycle call is necessarv. 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 14: Contour geometry 

Definition Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCLE DEF 14 CONTOUR GEOM 

! 
.7 

LABEL NUMBERS FOR CONTOUR 7 Pi I Enter label number of first contour. _ 

E IoUr. 
Enter label number of second CY 

Press ENT. 

After entering final label number: Press ENT~ 

Press END fo transfer cycle definition. 

Sample display 
, 5 CYCL DEF 14.0 CONTOUR GEOM. 

~ Cycle definition ocwp~es up to 3 program blocks. 

1 6 CYCL DEF 14.1 CONTOUR LABEL : : Subroutines with label numbers 

I 

11.12 and 13 define the contour pocket 

11/12/13/ 
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C’anned cycles 
Variable-contour Dockets 
Cycle 15: Pilot dri’ll 

Cy& Cycle 15 is used to drill pilot holes at cutter 
infesd points. 
The positions of the infeed points are identical to 
the starting positions of the subcontours. In the 
case of closed loops of contour elements, pro- 
duced by superimposing several pockets and 
islands. the infeed point is the starting position of 
the first subcontoui 

Input data set-up clearance: see cycle 1. 
Total hole depth: distance between workpiece 
surface and bottom of pocket. See -Set-up clear- 
BilCB~ for sign. 
Pec,king depth: infeed per cut. i.e. the amount 
by which the tool penetrates the workpiece for 
each cut. See “Set-up clearance” for sign. 
Feed rate: traversing rate of tool when penetrat- 
ing workpiece. 
Contour mill allowance: allowance for the 
finislling procedure. 

The control system positions the tool above the 
first infeed point at the programmed set-up 
clearance, taking the programmed contour mill 
allowance into account. 
The tool. moving at the programmed feed rate, 
then penetrates to the first packing depth. After 
drilling to this depth, the tool returns at rapid rate 
to the star?ing position and then plunges back to 
the first depth. 
The tool then advances again at the programmed 
feed rate by the amount of the infeed increment, 
returns to the starting position and so on. 
The alternating drilling/retracting action is repeat- 
ed until the programmed total hole depth is 
reaclled. 
Finally, the control system positions the tool at 
the programmed set-up clearance above the 
seccsnd infeed point and repeats the drilling ope- 
ratIOn. 
The advanced halting distance corresponds to the 
set-UP clearance. 

Y 1” infeed point :< 

f  

2”’ infeed point Y 

7 

Rapid rate 
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Definition 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 15: Pilot drill 

Operating mode __ 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCL DEF k PILOT DRILL 

SET-UP (XEARANa 7 Specify set-up clearance 

E with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

~ TOT4LHOLEDEPlH? 
/ 

Specify total hole depth. bcl 

E with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

PECKING DEPTH ? Specify infeed per cut. 

with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

FEEDR&iE?F= 
I 

HE 
Specify feed rate for infeed 
(positive numerical value’i. 

Press ENT. 

-! 

Sample display 

CONTOUR MILLALLOVWNCE ? Enter finishing allowance 

q Press ENT. 

18 CYCL DEF 15.0 PILOT DRILL 

19 CYCl. DEF 15.1 !jET-UP -2.000 

DEPTH -20.000 

20 CYCL DEF 15.2 PECKG -10.000 

F40 ALLOW +1.000 

Cycle definition occupies up to 3 program blocks. 

Set-up clearance 

Total hole depth 

lnfeed per cut 

Rate of infeed and finishing allowance. 
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Cycle 

IllpUt 
data 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 6: Rough-out 

Cycle 6 defines the roughing procedure for clear- 
ing the pocket. 7- 

set:-up clearance: see cycle 1. 
Milling depth: distance between workpiece WI- 
face and pocket bottom. See “Set-up clearance” 
for sign. 
Pecking depth: infeed per cut, i.e. the amount 
by which the tool penetrates the workpiece for 
each cut, See *Set-up clearance” for sign. 
Feed rate for pecking: traversing rata of tool 
when penetrating workpiece. 
Contour mill allowance: allowance for the 
finishing procedure (positive numerical value). 
Rough-out angle: direction for clearing pocket, 
based on angular reference axis of machining 
plane. 
Feed rate: traversing speed of tool in machining 
pIarE 

Procedure The control system positions the tool automatically 
above the first infeed point, taking the pro- 
grammed contour mill allowance into account. 
Beware of danger of collision with chucking 
device. 
The tool then penetrates the workpiece. 
After reaching the first pecking depth, the tool 
mills the first subcontour at the programmed 
feed rate, takina the finishina allowance into 
aco,unt. - 
The direction of rotation for rough-milling is 
determined bv a machine parameter defined bv 
the machine manufacturers 

Y 

e Rapid rate 

- Zdfor 

n pecking 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 6: Rough-out 

Procedure At the infeed point. the control system advances 
the tool to the next pecking depth. The procedure 

/ 
Y is repeated until the programmed milling depth 

IS reached. 
The remaining subcontours are milled in the 
same manner. 

The pocket is then cleared. The direction of feed 
corresponds to the programmed rough-out 
angle. The stepover per cut corresponds to the 
cutter radius. 
The pocket can be cleared with multiple vertical 
feed motions. 
At the end of the cycle. the control system 
retracts the tool to the set-up clearance. 
When roughing out. islards are jumped over. For 
this, a minimum advanced halting distance is 
maintained. This halting distance corresponds to 
the maximum set-up clearance for the -Rough- 
out* and GxXour mill” cycles. 

stepover 
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Definition 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 6: Rough-out 
Operating mode B 

Dialogue initiation _ pjm ,r~q@ 

CYCL DEF 6 ROUGH.OlJr m Press ENT to select cycle. 

SET-UP cLEm/aNcE ? 

‘i 

Specify set-up clearance. 

q with correct sign. 

E Press ENT. 

MILLING DEPTH ? 
FO Specify milling depth. 

E with correct sign. 

E Press ENT. 

PECKINGDEPTH? b0 Specify infeed per wt. 

E with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

___ 

RED RATE FOR PECKING ? 

‘5 

Specify feed rate for vert:ical feed. 

q Press ENT. 

coNToUR MLLALL0IwuwE 1 HI 
Enter finishing allowance 

E 

(positiye numerical value). 

Press ENT. 

A 

ROUGl+OUT ANGLE ? )a Specify rough-out angle. 

E Press ENT. 

1 

~FEEDRATE?F= )D Specify feed iaIe for milling pocket. 

Press ENT, 
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Sample display 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour Dockets 
Cycle 6: Romugh-dut 

16 CYCL DEF 6.0 R’DUGH-OUT 

17 CYCL DEF 6.1 SET-UP -2.000 

DIEPT!4 -20.000 

18 CYCL DEF 8.2 PECKG -10.000 

F40 AILLOW +l.OOO 

19 CYCL DEF 6.3 ANGLE +O.OOO 

F60 

Cycle definition occupies 4 progw? blocks, 

set-up clearance 

Milling depth 

lnfeed per cut 

Feed rate for too1 infeed and finishing allowance 

Rough-out angle 

Feed rate in machining plane. 
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CYCII? 

Procedure 

Canned cycle 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 16: Contour mill 

CYC’E 16 “CONTOUR MILY is used to finish-mill 
the ‘contour pocket, 

I Set-up clearance I IStarting 
nncitinn 

Set4p clearance: see cycle 1. 
Milling depth: distance between workpiece sur- 
face and pocket bottom. See “Set-up clearance” 
for sign, 
Peclking depth: infeed per cut, i.e. the amount 
by which the tool penetrares the workpiece for 
each cut. See ‘Set-up clearance” for sign. 
Feed rate for pecking: traversing rate of tool 
when penetrating workpiece. 
Direction of rotation for contour milling: cut- 
ting direction along the pocket contour (island 
contours: opposite cuaing direction) 
DR+: positive rotation, 

down-cut milling for pocket and island 
DR-,: negative rotation, 

up-cut milling for pocket and island. 
Feed rate: traversing speed of tool in machining 
plaiE 

The control system positions the tool automatically 
above the first infeed point. Beware of danger of 
collision with chucking device. 
Moving at the programmed feed rate, the tool 
then penerrates to the first pecking depth. 
When this depth is reached. the tool mills the 
first contour, moving at the programmed feed 
rate and taking the specified direction of rota- 
tion into account. 
At the infeed point, the control system advances 
the tool to the next pecking depth, repeating the 
procedure until the programmed milling depth 
is reached. 
The remaining subcontours are milled in the 
Same manner. 

e Rapid rate 

Y Finishing 

t 

allowance Programmed 
from cycle 6 contour 
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Definition Operating mode ~ 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 16: Contour mill 

Dialogue initiation - 

CYCL DEF 16 CONTOIJR MILL )i$J Press ENT to select cycle 
1 

SET-UP CLEARANCE ? 
KI 

Specify set-up clearances 

E with correct s,gn. 

Press ENT. 

MILLING DEPTH ? Specify milling depth. 

fl with correct sign. 

Press ENT. 

PECKING DEPTH ? Specify infeed per cut. 

m with cowxt sign. 

Press ENT. 

RED RATE FOR PECXING 1 Specify feed rate for vertical feed. 

lE3 Press ENT. 

: 

cw/ccw PATH H)R CONTOUR MILL ? 

‘Q 

Specify cutting direction. 

q Press ENT. 

-i 

FEEDf%ATE?F= )D Specify feed rare for milling pocket. 

Press ENT. 
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Sample display 

Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Cycle 16: Contour mill 

25 CYCL DEF 16.0 CONTOUR MILL 

26 CYCL DEF 16.1 SET-UP -2.000 

DEPTH -20.000 

27 CYCL DEF 16.2 PECKG -10.000 

F40 DR- F60 

Cycle definition occupies 3 progwn blocks. 

Set-up clearance 

Milling depth 

lnfeed per cut 

Feed rate for venical feed, 
tuning direction and feed rate in machining 
PIXE 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Example 

Pocket contour The pocket shown in the illustration IS made up 
of three subcontours: 

Subcontour 1: pocket 
Subcontour 2: island within pocket 
Subcontour 3: island superimposed over pocket 
(subcontour 1) 

Beginning 
of program 

The program for milling the pocket is program 
number 40. The blank workpiece dimensions for 
graphics simulation on the TNC 155 are defined 
in the BLK FORM blocks. 

TOOI The tools are defined at the beginning of the pro- 
definition gram. Three tools are r&red to mill the pocket. 

Y+o.OOO i!-25.000 

2 ELK FORM 0.2 I )(+80.000 

Y+60.000 i!+o.ooo 

3 TOOL DEF 11 L+O.OOO 

Tool 11: for pilol drilling 
Tool 12: for roughing and clearing 
Tool 13: for finishing. 

F1+2.000 

4 TOOL DEFl2 L-4.900 

I 
R+2.000 

5 TOOL DEF13 1.-2.600 

R+2.000 
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Contour The label numbers of the subcontours are pro. 
definition grammed during contour definitions 

C,anned cycles 
V’ariable-contour pockets 
Example 

The TNC computes the intersecting points of the 
pocket contour from the programmed subcon- 
ICJIJS. 

Tool change/ The tool change position is also programmed in a 
Set-up clearance subroutine with the label number 1. 

Tool No. 11 for pilot drilling is then called and 
positioned at the set-up clearance. 

Pilot drilling The cycle “Pilot drill” contains all the data 
required for vertical feed and penetration. 
The cycle “Pilot drill” must be called separately. 

I I 

’ 6 CYCL DEF 14.0 CONTOUR GEOM. 

7 CYCL DEF 14.1 CONTOUR LABEL 

111121131 I I 

6 LBL 1 

9 TOOL CALL 0 2 

s 

10 L 2+100.000 

RO F15999 nm 

11 L x~0.000 Y-50.ooo 

RF MO6 

12 LBL 0 

13 TOOL CALL11 2 

s 140.000 

14 L 2+2.000 

RO F15999 M 

1 

15 CYCL DEF 15.0 PILOT bRILL 

16 CYCL DEF 15.1 SET-UP -2.000 

DEPTH -20.000 

17 CYCL DEF 15.2 PECKG -10.000 

I MO ALLOW +0.500 

16 CYCL CALL 

I 
Ml3 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Example 

Tool change/ The next tool change takes place by calling the 
set-up clearance subroutIne with the label number 1. Tool No. 12 is 

then called for rough-milling the pocket contour 
and positioned at the set-up clearance. 

Roughing-out The cycle “Rough-out” contains all the data 
required for rough-milling the pockets 
The cycle “Rough-out” must be called separately. 

The TNC then mills the contour of the pocket. 
taking the finishing allowance into account. 
The pocket is then cleared at the programmed 
angle. 

Tool change/ Again the tool change takes place by calling the 
set-up clearance subroutine with the label number 1. Tool No. 13 is 

then called for finishing the pocket contour and 
positioned at the set-up clearance. 

16 CALL LBL 1 REP 

20 TOOL CALL 12 Z 

s 140.000 

21 L z+2.000 

R F M 

22 CYCL DEF 6.0 ROUGH-OUrT 

23 CYCL DEF 6.1 SET-UP -2..OOO 

DEPTH -20.000 

24 CYCL DEF 6.2 PECKG -10.000 

F40 ALLOW 0.500 

25 CYCL DEF 6.3 ANGLE +4S.O00 

Fl40 

26 ,CYCL CALL 

Ml3 

27 CALL LBL 1 REP 

26 TOOL CALL 13 Z 

s 14o.cmO 

29 L z+2.000 

R F M 



Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Example 

Contour milling The cycle ‘Contour mill” contains all the data 
necessary for finish-milling the pocket contour In 
addition. the milling direction can be specified, 
i.e. ~the pocket contour can be finished wtth 
down-cut or up-cut milling. In the example, DR- 
is programmed for down-cut milling. 
A cycle call is required for cycle contour milling. 

Tool change/ 
STOP 

By calling the subroutine with the label number 1. 
the ‘TNC moves the tool to the change position. 
The program is then interrupted with STOP: the 
auxiliary function MO2 or M30 causes a return to 
the beginning of the program. 

30 CYCL OEF 16.0 CONTOUR MILL 

31 CYCL DEF 16.1 SET-UP -2.000 

DEPTH -20.000 

32 CYCL DEF 16.2 PECKG -10.000 

F80 DR- Flzo 

33 CYCL CALL 

Ml3 

Subroutines After the programmed STOP, the subroutines for 
the three subcontours are programmed according 
to the dimensions shown in the drawing. 

34 CALL LBL 1 REP 

35 STOP 

MO2 

1 
I 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Example 

Subcontour 1 Subcontour 1 “Pocket- is programmed in the sub- I 
routine with the iabel number 11, 36 LBL 11 

Because the contour elements are programmed 
37 L ~+!jo.ooo Y+40.000 / 

clockwise. the radius compensation for the RR M 
pocket contour is RR 

Subcontour 2 Subcontour 2 “islandn is programmed in the sub- 
routine with the label number 12. 

Because the contour elements are programmed 
counterclockwise. the raclius compensation for 
the island contour is RR. 

Subcontour 3 Subcontour 3 “Island” is programmed in the sub- 
routine with the label number 13. 

Because the contour elements are programmed 
counterclockwise. the radius compensation for 
the island confour is RR. 

38 CC X+60.000 Y+25.000 

39 CP IPA-18O.OW 

DR- R F M 

40 L x+2o.W0 

R F, M 

41 cc x+20.000 Y+25.W0 

42 CP IPA-180.000 

DR-R F M 

43 L X+60.000 

R F M 

44 LSL 0 

45 LBL 12 

46 L X+60.000 Y+25.000 

RR M 

47 L IX-15.000 

R F Mu 

48 CC 1X+0.000 IY-4.5001 

49 CP IPA+180.000 

DR+ R F M 

50 L Ix+15.000 

R F M 

51 cc Ix+o.wo IY+4.500’ 

52 CP IPA+180.000 

DR+ ,R F M 

53 LSL~O 

54 LBL 13 

55 L x+40.000 Y+47.000 

RR M 

56 CC IX-6.000 Y+47.000 

57 CP IPA+180.000 

DR+ R F M 

58 L IY-10.000 

R F M 

58 CC 1X+6.000 IY+o.OOO 

60 CP IPA+lSO.OW 

DR+ R F M 

61 L X+40.000 Y+47.000 

R F M 

62 LBL 0 

i 
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Canned cycles 
Variable-contour pockets 
Example 

Modifying 
a pocket 
contour 

In the preceding example. subcontour 3. with the 
sequence of contour elemen:s and the radius 
compensal~on RR (block 551. is programmed as 
an island superImposed on the first subcontour 

3y changing the radius compensation for sub- 
contour 3 from RR IO RL. :he Island becomes a 
pockets The resulting pocket contour ,nc~?ases I” 
SIX accordingly 

54 LBL 13 

55 L x+40.000 Y+47.o00 

RR M 

0 RL 

Y 

___ ___ 

~ ~ 

Q Q 
\._,' \._,' 

._ ._ 
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Canned cycles’ 
Datum shift 

Cyde 

Datum shift 

Incremental - 
absolute 

Cancelling a 
datum shift 

The datum (zero polnti can be shifted to any 
location withln a progran 
This feature allows you to carry out identical 
machlnlng operations (e.g. milling slots or 
pockets) at various locations or, a workpiece. 
without having to create and enter a new pro- 
yarn for each job. 

for a datum shift. also called a zero offset, you 
need only enter the coordinates of the new 
datum or zero point. 
The control then shifts the cwx-linate system. 
with the axes X, Y, Z and the 4’” axis, to the 
new. offset datum, All subsequent coordinate 
data are then based on the new datum. 

The coordinates can be entered as follows when 
defining the cycle: 

l Absolute: the coordinates of the new datum 
are based on the original workpiece 

datum 9. 

Absolute 
Y’ 

l Incremental: the coordinates of the new 
datum are based on the previously valid datum, 
which may have already been shifted. 

To cancel a programmed datum shift: 

l Enter an absolute datum shift with X O.OOO/ 
Y 0.000/z 0.000/1v. 0.000: 

l Enter the auxiliary function M02. M30 or block 
END PGM MM (depending on specified 
machlne parameters). 
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Canned cycles 
Datum shift 

Cycle 
definition 

Operating mode . 

Dialogue initiation 

: CYCL DEF 7 DATUM SHIFT 
I 

)@J Press ENT to select cycle?. 

DATUM SHIFT ? 

Numerical values can be assigned to all 
axes X, Y, 2, IV. for datum shift. 

Select axis 

Q 

incremental - absolute? 

il Enter coordinates of new datum. 

~ After entering the coordinates of the new 
datum: 

Press ENT. 

Sample display 

10 CYCL DEF 7.0 DATUM SHIFT 
Cycle definition ‘Datum shift” occupies up to 5 
program blocks. 

11 CYCL DEF 7.1 X + 20.000 

12 CYCL DEF 7.2 Y + 10.000 

13 CYCL DEF 7.3 2 + 10.000 

14 CYCL DEF 7.4 C + 90.000 



Canned cycles 
Mirror image 

cycle Mirror~imag~ng a” axis about the datum reverses 
the direction of the axis and changes the -i- 
sign of all coordinates of the ais This produces 
a mwaed (reversed) image of a programmed 
contour or hole patter”, Mirror Imaging is pos- 
sible only in the machining plarx. by reversing 
one or both axes simultaneouskii~ 

Mirror axis The axis or axes to be mirrored are programmed 
for mirror imaging. When specifying coordinates 
in the program. the signs for the axes are 
reversed. 
If  the tool axis is mirror-imaged, the error mes 
sage: 
= MIRROR IMAGE ON TOOL A:XIS = 
IS displayed, 

Machining 
direction 

Mirror-imaging acvx~ one axis: The machin- 
ing direction is reversed along with the signs of 
the coordinates. If  a contour WES originally milled 
counterclockwise. mirror-imaging will cause it to 
be machined clockwise. The milling direction 
does not change I” canned cycles. 

Mirror-imaging across two axis: The contour 
mirrored across one axis is reversed again across 
a second axis; the machining direction is also 
reversed a second time. maintaining the original 
direction. 

Datum 

Cancelling 
mirror-imaging 

When programming. make wie that the mirrored 
coordinate axis is located exactly between the 
mirrored contow and the contour to be produced 
by mirror-imaging. Program a datum shift prior to 
cycle definition if required. 

To cancel mirror-imaging: 

. Program rhe cycle “Mirror-image”, responding 

to the dialogue prompt by pressing ‘lml ii$ 

l Program the auxiliary function MO2 M30 or the 
block END PGM MM (depending on spew 
fied machine parameters). 

Counterclockwise 

f  

Clockwise 
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Canned cycles 
Mirror image 

Cycle 

definition 
Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCL DEF 8 MIRROR IMAGE Press ENT to select cycle 

MIRROR IMAGE AXIS ? Specify axis to mirror-image. e.g. X. 

To mirror-image across two axes simulta- m 
g 

Specify second axes to xwror- 
IleOUSly: image. e.g. Y. 

Press END to select axe!j and ter- 
minate entry. 

Sample display 
Cycle definition “Mirror image” occupies 2 pro 

Mirrored axis: X. Signs for X-coordinates are 
program blocks. 
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Cycle 

Canned cycles 
Rotating the coordinate system 

The coordinate system can be rotated about the 
datum r the machining plane within a program. 

7 
~ 

This ieature makes it possible tc mill pockets 
whose sides are not parallel to the original cooi- 
dina?e axes. without calculating efforts 

Rotation angle Only the rotation angle ROT need be pro- 
grammed for rotation. 
The rotation angle is always based on the datum 
of tha coordinate system - the centre of rotation. 
The reference axis for programming in absolute 
dimension is: 
l the + X-axis in the X, Y plane, 
l the + Y-axis in the Y, 2 plane, 
l the + Z-axis in the 2, X plane. 
All coordinate data following the rotation are 
based on the datum with the roteted coordinate 
system. 
The rotation angle can also be entered in incre- 
mental dimensions. 

Input range The rotation angle is entered in degrees (O). Input 
range: -360° to 1360’ (incremental and abso- 
lute). 

Rotatien~and 
datum shift 

Cancelling 

The “Rotation” and “Datum shift* cycles can be 
combined by programming them one after anoth- 
er. This makes a simultaneous shift and rotation 
of the coordinate system possible. 

To cancel coordinate system rotation: 
l Program rotation with rotation angle O” 

(ROT 0)~ 
l Program the auxiliary function MOZ. M30 or the 

block END PGM MM (deperding on speci- 
fied machine parameters). 

/ 
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Cy& 
definition 

Canned cycles 
Rotating the coordinate system 

Operating mode 

I 

CYCL DEF 10 ROTA-MN bE3 Press ENT to select cycle. 

ROTATION ANGLE ? Specify rotation angle 

a 
Incremental~Absolute. 

Press ENT. 

184 CYCL DEF 10.0 ROTATION 
Cycle definition ‘“Rotation” occupies 2 program 
blocks. 

185 CYCL DEF 10.1 RDT + 45.000 Rotation angle in degrees I”). 



Canned cycles’ 
Scaling factor 

Cycle Contours in the machining plane can be enlarged 
or reduced in size within a program, 

This feature makes it possible to create similar 
geometrIcal contours without having 10 re-pro- 
gram them and to program shrinkage and over- 
size allowances. 

Scaling 
factor 

Location of 
datum 

To enlarge or reduce the size of a contour. pro- 
gram the scaling factor SCL. 
The control system multiplies all coordinates and 
radii of the machining plane or $111 three axes X. Y 
and 2 (independent of a machine parameter), by 
this factor that are executed following the cycle. 

-‘r 

! 9- 

Input range: 0 to 99.999999. 
P- 

The position of the datum of the coordinate sys- 
tern does not change when the contour is 

Y -------- 

enlarged or reduced in size. 
To produce a geometrically similar contour at the 
Intended location on the workpiece. it may be 
necessary to program a datum shift and/or a 
rotation of the coordinate system. 
Before programming the scaling factor. werecorn- 
mend locating the datum at a corner of the con- 
tour. which saves calculating effort. 

Cancelling the To cancel the cvcle “Scalina”: 
scaling f&or l Program “Sc&ng” cycle Lith factor 1.0. 

l Program the auxiliary function M02. M30 or the 
block END PGM MM (depending on speci- 
fied machine parameters). 

Y 

Example (X, Y plane) 
Enlargement and datum shift 
Scaling factor 2.0 
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Cycle 
definition 

Canned cycles 
Scaling factor 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYCi. DEF 11 SCALING 

FACTOR ? 
ho Specify scaling factor. 

Press ENT. 

Sample display I I  ̂
Cycle detinltlon “Scalingn occupies 2 program 

All subsequent coordinate data are reduced by 
0.75 by programming the scaling factor 0.75. 
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cycle 

Canned cycles 
Dwell time 

The cycle “Dwell time” can be used within a pro 
gram to interrupt the feed motion for a specified 
period of time while the spindle is still running. 
e.g. for chip breaking with single-point boring 
opeiat~ons. The cycle “Dwell time” is run ~mme- 
dlately after cycle definitiw 

Dwell time is indicated in secon~zis. 
Input range: 0.000 s to 19.999.999 s. 

:j: 

: ,.,., 
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cycle 
definition 

Canned cycles 
Dwell time 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

I 
’ CYCLDEFSDWELLTIME Press ENT to select cycle I 

- 

DWELL TIME IN SEC. ? Specify required dwell. 

Press ENT. 

Sample display 
Cycle definition “Dwell time” occupies 2 program 

rl blocks. 

I 
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cycle 

Canned cycles 
Freely programmable cycles (Program call) 

The cycle “Program call” makes it more conven- 
ient io call programs. via CYCL CALL, ME9 and 
M99. that were created with the aid of parameter 
functions. such as area clearance cycles~ This 
gives these freely programmable (variable) cycles 
the fame status as the pie-programmed canned 
cycles~ 
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Canned cycles 
Freely programmable cycles (Program call) 

cycle 
definition 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYf&DEFlZPGMCAU 

PROGRAM NUMBER ? 
10 

Enter program number. 

Press ENT. 

I 

Sample display 
The called cycle is programmed ir program 23 



Canned cycles 
Spindle orientation (optional) 

Introduction Usec as a 5” axis. the TNC can control the 
main spindle of a machine tool and rotate it into 
a specified position, 
Applications of the spindle orientation feature in- 
clude certain tool change Systems that require the 
tool to be in a defined position relative to the 
changer, or for aligning the transmitter/receiver 
window of the HEIDENHAIN TS 510 infrared 
touch-probe system. 

CYCk 

Defining position Spindle positioning (orientation) is activated via 
an auxiliary function. The position can be defined 
by means of 
l machine parameters. or 
l cycle 13 “Spindle orientation”, 
Contact your machlne manufacturer or supplier 
for more information on machine parameters and 
the auxiliary function. 

Cycle 13 “Spindle orientation* can be used to 
program a specified angular spindle position. An 
auxiliary function, defined by the machine manu- 
facturer. must be programmed before spindle 
positioning is possible (not with CYCL CALL). 

If  spindle orientation is called via an auxiliary 
function, without having programmed a cycle 
definition. the TNC will align the main spindle 
according to a value defined in the machine 
p3Wllf3EXS. 

Input data Orientation angle: angle relative to angular 
reference axis of machining plane. 
Input range: 0 360” 
Input resolution: 0.50 

Display of the 
spindle position 
actual value 

The spindle position actual value can be displayed 
in place of the fourth axis. 
This is dependent on machine parameter 237 and 
is stipulated by your machine manufacturer. 
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Definition 

Canned cycles 
Spindle orientation (optional) 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CYUE DEF 13 ORIENTATION 

q q 

Press ENT to select cycle. 

OFUENTATlON ANGLE 7 
Specify required angular spindle 

E 

posltlo”~ 

Press ENT. 

Sample display 

Cycle definition occupies 2 progrm blocks. 
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Editing 

Calling a block 

Paging through 
a program 

Editing words 

Editing a program 

Editing is the term used to describe the process 
of checking, modifying or expanding a program. 
The editing functions help you to search for and 
modify program blocks and words. They are acti- 
vated by pressing a key. 

Call a specified block by pressing the q key. 
0 IS the symbol for program block. 

PI 

You can -page- through a program block-by- 

/lojk with the q and a keys. 

t skip to next lower block number 

to next higher block number 

Pressing the q and m keys moves the cur- 

sor around within the current block. The cursor is 
an “editing pointer” in the form of a highlighted 
field on your screen. Use the two cursor move- 
ment keys to place the cursor on the program 
word you want to edit. 

GOT0 
cl 

c 4 1 c + 
J 
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Editing a program 
Calling a block 

Calling a 
block number 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

GOTO: NUMBER = Specify block number. 

q Press ENT. 

Editing words Operating mode 

To edit a word in the current program block: )E Place cursor on word tci be edited. 
! 

The dialogue prompt for the word appears 
highlighted. e.g.: 

COORDINATEB 7 Edit entry data 

Press END to enter block 
When all corrections are complete: (or move cursor off-screen to right 

or left). 

To edit an additional word: 
Place cursor on word to be edited 
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Editing a program 
Deleting and inserting blocks 

Deleting a block The current block within a program is deleted by 

pressing the 3 key. 

DEL is an abbreviation for DEL&e, which means 
to erase or take out. 
Program blocks can be deleted only in 9 
mode. c 

When deleting individual blocks. make pure the 
block you want to delete is the currently active 
block. To be on the safe side. call up the block by 
number. 

After the block is deleted. the block with the next 
block number takes the place of the deleted 
block. 
The blocks are renumbered automatically. 

CYCk 
definition or 
program part 
deletion 

To delete cycle definitions or program sections. 
call up the last block of the cycle definition or 

program section, Then press the E key until all 

blocks in the definition or program section have 
been deleted. 

Inserting 
a block 

You can inserl new blocks at any point in an 
exlstlng program by calling up the block preced- 
ing the block you wish to insert 
The subsequent blocks will be renumbered auto- 
maticallv. 

I f  the storage capacity of the program memon/ is 
exceeded. the following errcx message will 
appear when the dialogue is initiated: 
= PROGRAM MEMORY EXCEEDED = 
This error message is also generated if you 
attempt to insert a block after the END block 
(end-of-program is displayed on current line). 

Editing 
while 
programming 

Incorrect entries made while programming can 
be corrected in two ways: 

ltzl “0” appears, 
Entered data are erased and a highlighted 

a NC’ Entered data are erased completely. 



Deleting 
a block 

Editing a program 
Deleting blocks 

Operating mode 

To delete the current program block: PWSS to delete block. 
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Editing a program 
Search routines/Parameter display 
Erasing a program 

Searching 
for specified 
addresses 

Blocks containing specified addresses can be 
found within a machining program by using 

the m and q keys, 

To search for an address. use the m and/or 

D keys to move the cursor to the word with 

the searched address and the 0 and/or 

5 keys to page through the program. Only 

those blocks which contain the searched address 
WIII be displayed. 
Search routines can be carried out only in 5 
mode. 

Erasing a 
program 

Press q t ~~~ o initiate the dialogue for erasing 

(clearing) a program. 
After pressing this key. a program overview ap- 
pears together with a highlighted pointer. Move 

the pointer with the ‘4 ‘m F F keys. 

Only the program whose number is currently 
highlighted can be erased. 
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Editing a program 
Search routines/Parameter display 
Erasing a program 

Searching 
for specified 
addresses 

Operating mode 

’ To display all blocks with the address M: Select a block with searched ad- 
‘g ‘3 dress. 

AUXILIARY RJNCTION M ? 
)E Lt_r dress. 

/ 1 Call blocks containing searched ad- 

Erasing a 
program 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

CLEAR = ENTIEND = NO ENT 

if erase is not desired or to terminate erase 
function: 
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Test run 
Parameter display 

Testing a 
program 

You can have the control system check a pio- 
grarr for geometrical errors without machine 
movement before actually running the program. 
During a test run. the TNC calculates program 
sequences just like during an actual program exe- 
cution~ The test run will be interrupted if an error 
message IS generated. The mode select 

key 3 also initiates the interactive input dia- 
L 

logu~, 

Intwupt and abort the test run at any desired 

location by pressing the 

Displaying 
and setting 
Q parameters 

In “Program run-single block” gor -Program 

run full sequence” 3 modes, you can display 
0 

the current values of Q parameters and change 
them if desired. You have to interrupt the pro- 
gram run at the desired location to do this. Press 

the, 
c7 

0 key and enter the parameter number to 

display the value on the screen on the dialogue 
line. You can then change the displaYed value if 
you wish (e.g. for test runs). 
The TNC will retain the set value until another 
one is programmed to replace it. 
YOU can page through the parameter list with 

the rg and m keys. 

The display is erased with the @ key. 

STOP 
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Starting a 
program 
test run 

Test run 
Parameter display 

Operating mode @ 

TO BLOCK NUMBER = 

IO run test up to a specified block number: (- 
I 

Enter block number, 

Press ENT, 

Displaying and 
setting 
Q parameters 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

1 Qo= 
I 

Specify parameter number. 

/ 
/ Q55= 1112 

I 

I 

Enter parameter value if required. 

Press ENT. 

Afw the program start% the TNC operates with 
the displayed 01 modified parameter value until it 
is replaced in the program by another value. 
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Graphics * 
Blank form definition 

Graphic 
simulation 

The machining of a workpiece can be simulated 
graphically on the screen. to checn the program 
wIthout machine-slide mwement oefore it is 
actually executed. 

The workpiece blank is always of cuboid shape. 
0:her workpiece shapes may be programmed 
separately if desired. 

Defining a The blank workpiece has to be defined for graph- j 
blank lc simulation: 

l Its position relative to the coordinate sys- 
tem and 

l its dimensions must be programmed. 

It is necessary to specify only comer points 
when defining the cuboid. These points are iden- 
tified as minimum point P,,, and maximum point 
P,,, (points with “minimum” and “maximum” 
coordinates). 
P,,, can only be entered in absolute dimensions. 
P MAX can be entered in either absolute or incre- 
mental dimensions. 
The blank workpiece data are saved in a corre- 
sponding machining program and are available 
when the program is selected. 
It is advisable to define the cuboid at the begin- 
n~ng or at the end of the program. This makes it 
easier to find the BLK FORM blocks when blank 
form dimensions change. 

The interactive dialogue is initiated by pressing 

The maximum dimensions of the blank may 
not exceed 14.000 x 14.000 x 14.000 mm. 

2 
Y 

‘Y I 

& 
I 

. p- I ‘. ,I . 1’ , 1’ /’ 
/ 

X 

* The graphics feature is available only on control 
system model TNC 155. 
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Graphics 
Cuboid corner points - BLANK FORM 

Entering Operating mode ~ L? 
corner points 

Dialogue initiation i 

DEF BLK FORM: MIN-CORNER ? Enter numerical value for x- 
coordinate, 

Press ENT. 

Enter numerical value for Y- 
coordinate. coordinate. 

@j @j Press ENT. Press ENT. 

5 5 
Enter numerical value fcsr Z- Enter numerical value fcsr Z- 
coordinate. coordinate. 

Press ENT. Press ENT. 

!  

1 SPINDLE AXIS PARAUEL X/W ? Specify spindle axis. e.g. Z. 

1 

DEF BLK FORM: MAX-CORNER ? Incremental - absolute? 

Enter numerical value fcr X- 
coordinate. 

Press ENT. 

Incremental - absolute? 

Enter numerical value for Y- 
coordinate. 

Press ENT. 

Incremental - absolute? 

Enter numerical value far Z- 
coordinate. 

Press ENT. 

L 

Sample display / The blank is parallel !o the main axl?s. 
1 BLK FORM 0.1 i! X+ 0.000 The coordinates of P,,, are X 0.000. Y 0.000 

and Z -15.000. 
Y+ 0.000 2-15.000 The coordinates of P,,, are X 80.000. 

Y 100.000 and 2 0.000. 

2 BLK FORM 0.2 X+80.000 

Y+lOO.OOO z+ 0.000 

1 
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Graphics 
Display options 

Graphics mode A machining program can be simulated graphi- 
tally in operating modes: 

B PROGRAM RUN - FULL SEQUENCE 

q @ PROGRAM RUN SINGLE BLOCK 

The machining program must be stored in the 
mar memory before it can be displayed, 
To call up the menu of display options OP the 

0 MOD 

GRAPHICS 

BLK 
FORM 

Display modes Four different types of display are available. I 

3D simulation The program is run in 3D simulation. Use 

the a and fi keys to rotate the workpiece 

about its vertical axis and the m and m keys 
Y 

to tilt it about the horizontal axx 
The position of the coordinate system (machining 
plane] is indicated by an angle displayed at the 
upper left of the display. 

Simulation in The program is run in plan view and two cross- 
three planes sectlons. similar to a workpiece drawing. The 

secttonal planes can be shifted by pressing 
---- /- 

U.S. standard + 
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Graphics 
Display options 

Plan view 1 The program is simulated in a plan view with 
five levels of depth shading, the deeper the 
levsl. the darker the shad!ng. 

Plan view 2 Same as plan view 1. but features 17 levels of 
depth shading. Image resolut!on on the other 
Iwo axes IS not as go& 

Fast image The finished workpiece can be displayed on the 
screen with the fast image data processing 
feature. 
The TNC “develops” the workpiece as confiqwzd i 



Graphics 
Operation 

Starting graphic After selecting the dewed graphics mode. start 
simulation 

Stopping graphic You can interrupt the graphic simulation at any 
simulation 

Resetting the 
blank form 

After interrupting the graphic simulation, reset the 
display to the blank workpiece (original cuboid 

shape) by pressing mu 

START 

STOP 

BLK 
FORM 
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Graphics 
Starting graphics mode 

Starting 
graphics mode 

Operating mode 

Select desired program 

L 

Call up graphics merw NElb 

Start graphic simulation. 



Notes: 
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Graphics: 
stop/start 

Graphics 
Starting graphics mode 

To restart graphic simulation: 
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Notes: 
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Graphics 
Simulation in three planes 

Shifting 
Phll3S Interrupt graphic simulation, 

or continually shift sectional plane. 

Press n\ ENT repeatedly to shift plane faster. 

- 

To stop shifting plane: 
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Graphics 
Simulation in three planes 

/ Restart graphic simulation )E) 
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Tilting and 
rotating 

Graphics 
3D simulation 

Interrupt graphic simulation 

Tilt view. e. g, up: 

i Restart graphic simulation. 
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Graphics 
Magnify 

Magnify The magnify feature allows you to enlarge any 
function desired detail of the workpiece, r 

The detail selected for magnification must be 
defined in the 30 graphics mode. 

The simulation itself can be realized in ail 
4 graphic modes, 0 MAGN 

Defining You can define the limits of the selected detail 
limits of with a wireframe model of a cuboid that appears 
workpiece detail in the upper left corner of the screen when you 

- 

::“,k!s, the - - / key to move the hatched 

area one pomt al a Mne toward the centre of the 

cuboid or. in conjunction wth @j to move it 
L 

continuously. Press m to interrupt continuous 
movements 

PESS to move the area back toward the 

outer edge. 

Defining Press t to select the next boundary (right- 
next boundary 

cl 

surface 
hand surface). 
In this way. you can select and move the left- 
hand, right-hand, front. rear. top and bottom WI- 
faces one at a time. 

Press a t o return to the preceding surface. 

Saving the 
detail 

After the last boundary surface (top) has been 

defined. save the detail by pressing s and 

then @ The blank is displayed on the screen 
iI 

in enlarged form. For a magnified detail of the 
actual contour. run a graphic simulation in any of 
the graphic display modes. 
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Graphics 
Magnify 

Limiting and 
enlarging 
a detail 

The COMOI system is in 3D graphic display 

mode, 

-- 

Select MAGN funcrion. 

To move left-hand boundary surface, e.g. 
to right: 

repeatedly (jog mode) 

Move this and remaining surfaces as de- 
scribed above. 
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Graphics 
Magnify 

) When the final (top) surface has been moved~ )m) 

I 

j TRANSFEFI GRAPHICS DETAIL 

The workpiece machining operation is simu- 
lated. Only the defined detail is displayed on 
the screen. 
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Program run 
Operating modes 

Program run - 
full sequence 

In the operating mode B ~Program run - full 

sequence”, the TNC executes the program stored 
I” rnemon/ up to a programmed stop 01 until the 
end of the program. After a programmed stop. 
the program run must be restarted to continue. 
The program run will also be stopped if the 
display indicates an error 

L 

Program run - 
single block 

In the operating mode @ “Program run - 

single block”. the TNC executes the program 
stored in memory block-by-block. The program 
must be restarted after each block is executed. 

Feed rate 

Spindle In the case of analogue output. the spindle speed 
speed can be modified via the spindle override. 

P188 

The programmed feed rate can be modified 

l via the internal feed rate override and/or 
l via the external feed rate override on the 

machine, 
depending on how the control system was in- 
stalled on the machine by the machine manufac- 
t”E?,. 

r 

/ External 
feed ial:e 



Program run 
Starting a program run 

The workpiece datum mw b& set before 
machining the first workpiece. 

Starting Operating mode 
program run - 
single block 

First program block displayed on current pro- 
: gram line. 

,@ Run first program DI?Ck. 

Second program block dIsplayed on current 
program line. 

- 

Starting Operating mode 
a 

program run - 
full sequence 

First program block displayed an current pro- 
i gram IIre 

)@ Run progran-. 

- 

The TNC executes the program continually. until it 
reaches a programmed stop or until the end of 
the program. 
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Program run 
Interrupting and aborting a program run 

Interrupt 
program run 

modes, you can ~nterrupl prbgram execution at 
any time by pressing the external stop button, An 
lnterruptlon IS indicated on the screen by 3 flash- 
mg #symbol (* * ~ means control system in ope- 
rati@ 

Abort 
program run 

Program execution must be interrupted and 
aborted before switching to another operating 
mode (except when running a program with 
background programming). 
To interrupt and abort a program run. press the 
external stop button and the stop button on the 
TNC. When a run is aborted, the* symbol will 
disappear from the screen. 

After aborting a program run. the TNC saves the 
following data: 
. the tool that was activated last, 
l coordinate transformations (datum. mirror- 

imace. coordinate system rotation. scaling fac- 
tor). 

l the last programmed circle centre/pole CC, 
l the last defined canned cycle, 
. the current status of program part repeti- 

tions, 
l the rerurn jump address for subroutines. 

@b 

rl STOP 

1 CALL LBL 18 REP. 20/8 1 
:.,, 
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Program run 
Interrupting and aborting a program run 

Interrupting 
program 
execution 

Operating mode 

1 To interrupt a running program: Interrupt program run. 

The “* ” symbol [TNC in operation) flash% 

Aborting program Operating mode 
execution 

To abort program execution: )@ Interrupt program run. 

Abort progiam run. 

The “* ~ symbol (TNC in operation) disappears. 
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Program run 
Interrupting and aborting a program run 

Emergency STOP In an emergency. you can switch off the machine 
and the control unit by pressing the emergency 
STOP button. The control systerr indicates the 
interrlrption with 

Changing from 
“full sequence” 
to 
“single block” 

= EMERGENCY STOP = 

To resume operation. first unlock the emergency 
STOP button by turning it clockwise. Then switch 
the power on again and clear the display by 

pressing @ 

If you have selected 3 (Program run - full P 

seqlJence) mode, you can switch to BJ (Pro 
El 

1 
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Resuming 
program 
execution 

Tool change 

Error messages 

Program run 
Resuming program exec 

Resuming progiam~executiai &er aborting is 
only possible under certain conditions! 

Resumption is only possible, where straight lines 

with $f are programmed in absolute measures q 
in Cartesian or polar coordinates. respectively. 
A resumption is not possible for 
l Straight lines with incremental dimensions (IX. 

IY. 12. .) 
l Chamfers (L) 
l Circular contours (C. CP. CT. CTP. CR. RND) 
l Machining cycles. 
Special caution is warranted when resuming: 
. programs with Q parameters 
l subroutines 
l program part repititions. 

. In the case of a tool change due to tool 
breakage, new tool compensation values 
(tool definition) must be specified and called up 
in “MDI” mode. Then set the tool to the work- 
piece surface. 

If. after aborting the program run. vou paged 

through the program with the Tj;l ‘3 keys, 

did not select a block with G0T” and did not q 
resume operatfon in the block I” which the run 
was Interrupted. the following error message will 
be displayed: 

= SELECTED BLOCK NOT ADDRESSED = 

Select the block which was interrupted by 

l using the u and h keys. 

. pressing E i and entering the block number. 

Caution when usinQ 

ution 

TOOLDEFlL... TOOL DEFl L... 
R... R... 

= SELECTED BLOCK NOT ADDRESSED = 



Remedy 

Program run 
Resuming program execution 

I f  a block is deleted or inserted after program 
execution has been interrupted. the previously 
read cycle definition is no longer active. When 
execution is resumed. the error message 

= CYCL INCOMPLETE = 
is displayed before the cycle call 

The l&t cycle definition preceding the cycle call 
must be executed. You must select cycle defini- 

tion with the q key. 

(see “Aborting pro- 
gram execution*). 

I f  the program run is resumed after interruption in 
a canned cycle. the following error message will 
appear: 

= PROGRAM START UNDEFINED = 

Remedy Either edit the program as required or select a 

previous block with the q key. 

I I I 
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Procedure 

Program run with 
background programming 

The TNC allows you to run a program in m 

mode while creating or editing another program 

in 
c 
3 1 mode or while a program is being trans- 

ferred via the V.24 interface. This feature is called 
“background programming”. 

First call up and start the program you wish to 

run ( ,g mode). Then, in operating mode @, 

call up the program you want to create or edit 
(see “Program call”). 
You can also transfer a program through the V.24 
interface (see “External data transfer” section V). 

Screen display The program input procedure is displayed in the 
upper portion of the screen. while the lower half 
displays the current program run. In contrast to 
the normal display for program execution, only 
the program number and current block number 
are shown in this case. Position data and statUs 
displays (active cycles for coordinate transforma- 
tlons. tool, spindle speed. feed rate and auxiliary 
functions) are shown as usual. 



Notes: 
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Dialogue The entry of paraxial positioning blocks can be 
initiation somewhat simplified: 

Like the combined point-to-point and straight-cut 
control models TNC 131iTNC 135. the input dia- 
logue is initiated directly using the axis address 

-- 

Paraxial machining 
Programming via axis address keys 

Nominal 
position value 

Enter the coordinate for the appropriate axis as 
the nominal position. The numerical value can 
be entered in absolute (based on workpiece 
datum) or incremental (based on previous nom,- 
nal position) dimensions. 

In either case. the tool will move from its curreni 
actual position, parallel to the selected axis, to 
the programmed target position. 

Radius 
compensation 

When programming via axis address keys, tool 
radius compensation has the following signifi- 
cance: 
l To decrease dis!ance traversed by the tool 

radius: press @, screen displays R-, 

l To increase d~sl~ince traversed by the tool 

radius: press R”1, screen displays R+. 
El 

. The tool moves IO the programmed nominal 
position, screen displays RO. 

If a radius compensation R+/R- is also pro- 
grammed when positioning the spindle axis, no 
compensation will be active on this axis. 

When the 4’” axis is used as a rotary table 
axis, no radius compensation will be taken into 
acccJun1. 

t 
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Paraxial machining 
Programming via axis address keys 

WRONG 

16 L X+15,000 Y+20,000 
RR F MO3 

17 Y+40,000 
R- FIOOM 

18 L X+50,000 Y+57,000 
RR F M 

Within a propram. waraxial Dositionino blocks ~ 
entered via an axis address key can ie inserted 
between positioning blocks containing FiO (no 
radius compensation) that were programmed via 
a con~touring function key. 

CORRECT 

18 L X+15,000 Y+ZO,OOO 
ROFM 

19 L x+10,000 Y+10,000 
ROFM 

20 x+40,000 
R+ F M 

21 L x+50,000 Y+2O,cm 
RO F M 
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Paraxial machining 
Programming via axis address keys 

POSmON VALUE ? 

TOOL RADIUS COMP.: R+/R-/NO COMP. ? 
Specify radius compensation if 

) pi [@I requi;ed, 
~ 

Press ENT. 

i REDRAm?F= 

AUXJLIARY FUNCllON M ? 

Sample display 

Kl 
) 

Specify feed rale if required 

Press ENT. 

Specify auxiliary function if required. 

Press ENT~ 

In block 119. the tool mcwes parallel to the X-axis 
by i46.000 plus the tooi radius. 
The feed rate is 60 mmlm~n.. spindle rotation is 
clockwise. 
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Playback 

PaIraxial machining 
Playback programming 

I f  the iool has been moved in manual mode (VIZ 
handwheel or axis address key). the actual posi- 
tion of the tool can be transferred to the machin- 
~ng program as a nominal positron. This method 
of entering data is called “playback” program- 
mng. 

Playback programmIng IS only practical for pa, 
axial machining operations~ Programming 
cornpI% contours wth thts technique IS not 
recommended. 

Procedure Move the tool manually. via handwheel or axis 
address key, to the required position. 

7 
In @ mode, within a positioning block. the 

actual value of the position is transferred as a 

nomin;3l position value. by pressing the ‘3 key. 

Radius 
compensation 

The actual position value already contains the 
length and radius compensation data for the tool 
currently in use. For this reason. enter the com- 
pensai:ion values L = 0 and R = 0 when defining 
this toal. 

When programming positioning blocks in play- 
back mode. enter the correct tool radius compen- 
sation R+ or R-. I f  a tool breaks or the original 
tool is replaced by another one. the new com- 
oensal:ion values can then be taken into account. 

POSITION VALUE ? 

19 x+10.000 
R F M 

TOOL DEF L = 0 
R=O 
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Paraxial machining 
Playback programming 

TOOI 
compensation 

The new compensation values are determined 
according to the following formula: 

R = RNEW - ROLD 

R radius compensation value for 
TOOL DEF 

RNEW radius of new tool 

ROLD radius of original tool. 

The new compensation values are entered during 
tool definition of the original tool (R = 0. L = 0). 
The compensation value R may be positive or 
negative, depending on whether the radius of 
the new tool is larger (+I or smaller (-) than the 
radius of the original tool. 

Length 
compensation 

The compensation value for the new tool length 
is determined in the same way as for TOOL DEF. 
In this case. the zero tool is the one originally 
used. 

TOOL DEF TOOLDEF TOOL DEF 

R=O !I=+... Fi=-... 

z 
t -z +Z 
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Paraxial machining 
Playback programming 

Input 

L example 
Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

L. @ 

IX/ or IY or /zI or IIVI 

F’OSITION VALUE ? 
b0 X Move tool manually to required posi- 

v  
tion if necessary 

0 + Transfer nominal Position value. 

v  

Press ENT. 

TOOL RhJSCOMP.: R+/R-/NOCOMP. ? Speclfy radius compensation if ) m pi required. 

v  

Press ENT. 

FEEDWWE?F= Specify feed rate if required. 

v  

iol 
ENT Press ENT. 

AUXIWRY FUNCTION M ? 
m 

Specify auxiliary function if required. 

v  

Press ENT. 

‘- 
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Paraxial machining 
Positioning with MDI 

Positioning ,” IS? 
-_ mode “Positioning wtth MDI”. paraxial 

posittoning blocks can be entered and executed 
(wlthout sawng)~ 
Each block musr be run immediately after being 
enterecl by pressing the external start button. 

Tool call 

Feed rate 

If a tool definition TOOL DEF has bee” saved in 
the TNC’s memory, a tool can be called via TOOL 

CALL ir @J mode. This also activates the new 
0 

tool coinpensation values. 
The tocll is called by pressing the external start 
button. 

The programmed feed rate can be modified 
l via :he internal feed rate override and/or 
l via the external feed rate override on the 

machine, depending on how the control system 
was installed on the machine by the machine 
manufacturer. 

Spindle speed In the case of analogue output. the spindle speed 
can be modified via the spindle override. 

0 START 

override 
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Paraxial machining 
Positioning with MDI 

Input example: Operating mode m 
position data 

IDialogue initiation 

POSITION VALUE ? Incremental absolute? 

5 axis. 
Enter numerical value for selected 

E Press ENT. 

TOOLflADWSCOMP.: R+/R-/NOCOMP. 7 
R Specify radius compensation if ) pl m requi;ed, ~ 

E Press ENT. 

FEEDRAJE?F= 
HII 

Specify feed rate if required. 
! 

Press ENT. 

AUXILIARY FUNCTION M ? Specify auxiliary function if required. 

Press ENT. 

BLOCKCOMPLEIE ,(gjj Run positioning block. 
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Paraxial machining 
Positioning with MDI 

Input example: Operating mode 
Ipi& 

tool call 
Dialogue initiation 

TODL NUMBER ? Enter tool number, 
! 

/ I 

@ Press ENT~ 

1 WORKING SPINDLE AXIS WV/Z ? Hz 
Specify spindle axis, e.g. Z. ! 

SRNDLESPEEDSRPM=? Specify spindle speed. 

BLOCKCOMPLEIE start tooi call. 
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Machine parameters 

Machine 
parameters 

To enable the machine to carry out the com- 
maxi:; issued by the control system. the TNC 
must ~know” specific machine data, e.g. traverse 
paths. acceleration data etc. These data are 
define,3 by the machine manufacturer via so- 
calkxl machine parameters. 

User 
parameters 

You can access certain machine parameters eas- 

ily while in MOD operating mode. e.g. switching III 
from HEIDENHAIN p!aln-language programming 
to starldard IS0 format. The user parameters 

available “~a the IMOD mode are defined by the 
3 

machine manufacturer. who can also provide fur- 
ther details on this subjects 

Programming 

Buffer battery 

The rnxhine parameters must be programmed in 
the coi%rol system during initial commissioning. 
This (can be done via an external data medium 
(e.g. ME cassette or FE disk containing stored 
machine parameters) or manually from the key- 
board. 
The machine parameters must be re-entered fol- 
lowing an interruption of power with dis- 
charged or missing buffer batteries. The con- 
trol sy!;tem prompts you for the data in interac- 
tive cliellogue. 

The buffer battery is the power source for the 
machine parameter memory and for the TNC’s 
prograin memory. It is located beneath the cover 
on th,s front panel of the control unit. 
Whe” .the message 
= EXCYANGE BUFFER BATTERY = 

I Battery type 
Mignon cells, leak-proof 

I IEC desianatio”: “LRGO 
: Recommended: VARTA type 4006 

1 

I 
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Machine parameters 

Input from 
external 
data medium 

) 71 Switch on power. 

1 

0 

J 

MEMORYTEBT 

The control system checks the internal elec- 
tronic controllers. Display is cleared automati- 

I 
cally. 

EXC+lANGEBlJFFERBAiY b Insert new battery 

Clear message. 

OF’ERKTNG PAFIAMREBB ERASED b@ Clear ernx message. 
( 

For data input from magnetic tape: 

L 

L 

MACHINE P- PROGRAMMING 

MACHINE P- MP 0 ? 

MPO:O b 
Insert cassette with parameters. 

Gn 
w Select operating mode on ME unit. 

Start external data transfer. 

MACHINE P- PROGRAMMING 

EXTEWAL DATA INPUT 

MPO:O 

tiachine parameters are programmed auto- 
natically. 
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Machine parameters 

For data input from disk: 

MACHINE PARAMEI-ER PROGRAMMING 

MACHINE PARAMETER MP 0 ? 

MPO:O b Insert disk with parameters. 

Select external data transfer. 

EXTERNAL DATA INPUT ? Press ENT to confirm. 

PROGRAM NUMBER = Enter number of program containing 
machine parameters. 

Press ENT. 

MACHINE PARAMETER PROGRAMMING 

MACHINE PARAMWER MP 0 7 

MPO:O 

Machine paramerers are programmed auto- 
matically. 

When all parameters have been entered: 

L NC: PROGRAM MEMORY ERABED Clear message. 
- 

RELAY EXT. DC VOLTAGE MISSING 

After traversing the reference points. the control 
system IS ready for operation. 

Switch on control voltage. 
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Machine parameters 

Manual input 
jwitch on power 

I 
1 MEMORYTEST 

The control system checks the internal elec- 
trcnc controllers. Display is cleared automatw 
tally. 

EXCHANGE BUFFEJ3 BATTERY Insert new battery 

OPERATING PARAMEi-ERS ERAS!3 b@ Clear eiior messagt3 

MACHINE PARAMEIER PROGRAMMING 

MACHINE PARAM!ZER MP 0 ? 

MPO:O 
ho table. 

Enter machine paramete MP 0 from 

Press ENS. 

After each machine parameter is entered, the 
screen display advances automatically to the next 

parametw Press @I after entering each para- 
meter. 

•J 

When all parameters have been entered: 

PDWER INTERRUPTED NE Clear message. 

NC: PROGRAM MEMORY ERASED bEl Clear message. 
I 

RELAY DCT. DC VOLTAGE MISSING 

After traversing the reference points. the control 
system IS ready for operation. 

Switch on control voltage. 
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Machine parameters 

r-.--..-.-. 

number input value 

MP 151 
MP152 
h”m)lC*, 

Input value 

NIP201 
MP,202 ,’ 
,A”D ?n* 

,MP205 ‘1 
MP 206 
MP 207 
Ml?208 
MP 209 
MP210 ~’ 

.- _. 

MP155, 
MP ‘I,56 
MP 157 
MP 168 
MP159 
MP 160 

MY253 
tVlPtp254 

,,, +JtP255 
MP 256 
MP257 ’ ‘, 
MP258, 
MY259 

,,MP 260 ,’ 
MP261:~ 

,, ,: 

MP193 :, ” 
MP t94 :. ‘, 
MI’195 ” ,” 
MP 19s,,,:,, ‘,” 
‘MP 197 
MP198 “’ 
MP199 z ,’ ,, 

MP 200 

MP24X “, ,,,. 
,w,244:~~:~ 
MP245 
MP 246 ‘,’ 
MP24J ‘, 
MPH8 

,,, 

MP249 
MP 260 ‘, 

MP 262 ,“: 
h AP263:: ,’ 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Introduction 

snap-on 
keyboard 

With the TNC lSl/TNC 155 you can enter pro- 
grams either in HEIDENHAIN format. featuring 
operaror prompting in plain-language interactive 
dialogue, or in standard IS0 6983 format. Pro- 
gramming in IS0 format can be an advantage 
when creating programs with external computer 
systems. 
A snap-on overlay keyboard. with standard 
address keys, is available for IS0 programming 
on the control unit. The keyboard is simply pla- 
ced over the control unit keyboard and held in 
place magnetically. 

Program input The key assignment of the overlay keyboard is 
functional after switching from HEIDENHAIN 
plain-language dialogue prompting to standard 
programming. 
Program input in IS0 format is dialogue-prompt- 
ed to some extent. Individual commands (words) 
can be entered into a block in any sequence. The 
control system sorts the programmed commands 
automatically when a block is complete and dis- 
plays any errors made while programming or 
executing the program with plain-language error 
messages. 

Block formal 
positioning 
blocks 

:: Positioning blocks may include: 
l 8 G-codes (preparatory functions) of various 

groups (see “G-codes”) plus an additional G90 
or G91 for each coordinate: 

. 3 coordinates (from X. Y, Z, IV) plus two 
circle centreipole coordinates (from I, J. Kj: 

. 1 feed rate F (max. 5 digits): 
l 1 auxiliary function M: 
. 1 spindle speed S (max. 4 digits); 
l 1 tool number of various groups (see -G- 

codes”) (max. 3 digits). 

Block format: 
canned cycles 

Blocks with canned cycles may include: 
. all individual data for the cycle (cycle para- 

meter PI: 
l 1 auxiliary function M: 
l 1 spindle speed S: 
l 1 tool number of various groups (see “G- 

codes’) (Tool call); 
l 1 positioning block: 
. 1 feed rate F: 
. cycle call. 

The TNC displays block format errors while the 
block is being entered. Ed g. 
= G-CODE GROUP ALREADY ASSIGNED = 
or after block entry is complete. e. g 
= BLOCK FORMAT INCORRECT = 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Changing programming modes 
External programming 

Changing from The changeover from HEIDENHAIN to IS0 pro- 
HEIDENHAIN to gramming format is made via a machine parame- 
IS0 programming ter. This parameter can be modified by means of 

the MOD function “User parameters”. User para- 
meters: are defined by the machine manufacturer, 
who can also provide you with further information, 

Remarks on 
external 
programming 

0 At program start. in front of the % sign and 
after each programm block. CR LF or CR FF or 
FF tmust be programmed. 

0 Aftc?r the block program end. CR LF or LF or CR 
FF or FF and additionally ETX (control C) must 
be programmed. In place of N a replacement 
sigr can be determined via machine parameter 
(sea data interface descriptipn TNC 151/1553. 

0 Intervals (blank spaces) between the individual 
words can be left out. 

0 Zeros after a point can be lefi out 

Beginning with software version 03: 

0 During input of DIN blocks the sign “*- is no 
longer necessary at the end of a block. 

l During output of DIN blocks the sign **” is no 
longer put out by the control. 

l During input of NC programs, commentaries 
that, are marked with “*- or *Y are ignored. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Changing programming modes 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

KI optional 

VACANT BLOCKBz 1618 Select MOD function “User parame- 

uBERPARAMErERB 

Dialogue defined by machine manufacturer 

Program input in HEIDENHAIN format: 

Exit supplementary mode. 

Program input in IS0 format: 

Exit supplementary mode. 

~~ &LAY EXT. DC MLTAGE MIBBING Switch on control voltage. 

After traversing the reference points. the control 
system is ready for operation. 

After switching programming modes, plain-lan- 
guage programs are automatically converted to 
IS0 format and vice versa. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Control system operation 

Entering single 
commands 

Single commands consist of an address and 
additional data. 
To em% a single command. first press the alpha 

SINGLE COMMAND: 
address key and then enter the additional data 
from t?e numeric keypad. GO1 
Conclude the entry for the single command by 
preswig the alpha address key to enter the next 

~:%itf& the block, press q 
DATA 

(code number) 

Editing 

x-10 

TIADDITIONAL DATA 
(dimension) 

ADDRESS 

You can make changes to a program immedia- 
tely while entering the block or later after pro- 

gram illput is complete. The pi m pi Fi 

cl 
-, keys are provided for this purpose (see “Edi- 

ting”). 
In contrast to HEIDENHAIN plain-language for- 
mat, you can move the cursor in IS0 format with 

the E] and q keys. 

When ,the highlighted pointer is located on 6 
single (command within a block, you can start a 

search routine by pressing the m pi keys. 

When ‘you are finished editing, use the 

to move the highlighted pointer q key I beyond the 

beginning of the block, the q key toqwe it 

beyond the end of the block, or press q 

ml dz!? 

Press ICE to delete incorrectly entered additio- 

Delete incorrectly entered address letters or 

entire single commands by pressing q . 
Delete single 
command 

Delete block 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Program management 

Program 
management 

The TNC’s memory can accommodate up to 32 
programs vwth a total of 3.100 program 
blocks. A program may contain up to 1.000 
blocks~ You can create a new prwram or call UI) 

an existing one by pressing 
CA”). 

The number of characters (bytes) contained in 
the program is indicated after the program rum- 
ber in the program library. e.g. 333/1278. 

Block number The block number consists of the address N and 
the actual block number. It can be entered 

manually via the N 0 key or ser automatically 

by the control system. The interval between indi- 
vidual block numbers is defined with the MOD 
function “Block number increment”. 
The TNC executes the program in the sequence 
in which the blocks were entered. The block 
number itself has no effect on the sequence in 
which the program is executed. 
When editing a program, blocks with any block 
number may be inserted between two existing 
program blocks. 

N20 

N30 

N40 

N50 

GO2 X+68 Y+90 * 

GO1 X+10 Y-IO * 

x-40 Y+5 * 

x+50 * 

IL Block numbers 
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Programming in IS0 format 
G-codes 

cstegories G-codes. also known as preparaton/ functions, 
mainly represent path characteristics for tool 
movement. They consist of the address G and a 
twodi,$t code number. The Gcodes are subdi- 
vided into the following groups: 

G-codes for cositionina 
Target position in Cartes& coordinates: 
GO0 - GO7 
Target position in polar coordinates: GIO - G16 

G-codes for cycles 
Machining cycles: 

Drilling cycles G83 - G84 
Milling cycles G37/G56 - G59JG74 - G78 
Cycle call G79 

Cycles for coordinate transformations: 
Cycles G28lG54lG72lG73 

Dwell I:ime cycle: GO4 
Spindle orientation cycle (optional): G36 
Freely programmable (variable) cycle: 

(Program call) G39 

G-cod,es for selecting machining plane 
G17 Plane selection XY? tool axis Z. 

angular reference axis X 
G18 Plane selection ZX. tool axis Y. 

angular reference axis 2 
G19 Plane selection YZ, tool axis X, 

angular reference axis Y 
G20 Tc~ol axis IV 

G-codes for milling and rounding corners and 
tangential contour approach 

G24 - G27 
G-codes for path compensation 

G40 - G44 

Miscelllaneous G-codes 

G29 Transfer of last nominal position value as 

G30 

631 

638 

650 

Blank foT definition for graphics. min., 
point : 
Blank form d@&iion for graphi&+ ny~ax. 
point 
Cotiesponds to STOP block iti : 
HEIDENHAIN, format 
Erase/edit protection (at beginning of 
program) 

G51, Next tool number when central tool 
mernoly is used 

G55 Touch-probe function, workpiece surface 
as reference plane 

G70 Dimensions in inches (at beginning of 
program) 

G71 Dimensions in millimetres (at beginning 
of program) 

G90. Absolute dimensions 
G91 incremental dimensions 
G98 Set label number 
G99 Tool definition 

G 

1 
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Entering 

G-codes 

Programming in IS0 format 
G-codes 

All the G-codes in a program block must be from 
different groups. e. 9.1 

NIOI GO1 G90. G41. 

Multiple G-codes programmed from the same 
group would contradict each other, e-g,: 

N105 GO2 GO3 

The TNC indicates this situation during program 
input by generating the error message 
= G-CODE GROUP ALREADY ASSIGNED = 

If a code number that is unrecognized by the 
control system is assigned to the address G. the 
error message 

= ILLEGAL G-CODE = 
is displayed. 



Programming in IS0 format 
Dimensions in inch/mm 
Erase/edit protection 

Dimensions 
in inch/mm 

670 Dimensions in inch (dialogue-prompted) __- 
-- 

671 Dimensions in mm (dialogue-prompted) __- 

After dialogue initiation via 
response to the prompt 

q and 

PROGRAM NUMBER 

the following dialogue prompt appears: 

MM = G71/lNCH = G70 

Respond to the prompt by entering G71 or G70. 

Block format (example) 

% Beginning of program 
2 Program number 
G71 Diinensions in mm 

Erase/edit 
protection 

-- 
‘-GM)!;; Erase/edit protection (dialogue- -- 

prompted) 

If  the [‘I r”l keys are used in the initial 

prograin block (e.g. %2 G71). after program input 
is complete, to select the dialogue prompt 

PGM PROTECTION ? 

the prc’gram can be safeguarded from being 
erased or altered by entering G50. 

Block format (example) 

% Beginning of ljrogram 
2 Program number 
G71 Dimensions in mm 
G50 Erase/edit protection. 

The erase/edit protection is cancelled by entering 
the code number 86357. 

Please see “Erase/edit protection” for explanation. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Tool definition/Tool call 

Tool definition 
G99 Tool definition (dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example) 

099 Tl L+O R+ZO 

G99 Tool definition 
T Tool number 
L Tool length compensation 
R Tool radius compensation 

Please see -Tool definition” for explanation 

Tool call 
1 Tool call 

Block format (example) 

TlG17 SlOOO 

T... Tool call + tool number 
G17 Selection of plane XY. tool axis Z 
s Spindle speed 

Please see -Tool definition” for explanation 

Next tool 
051 Next tool when central tool memory IS 

used. 

Block format (example) 

651 Tl 

G51 Next tool 
T Tool number 
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Cartesian 
coordinates 

Programming in IS0 format 
Dimensions 

Cartesian coordinates are programmed via the 

m m m m keys. Up to 3 target point 

coordinates can be specified for linear interpola- 
tion and up to 2 target point coordinates for cir- 
cular ilteroolation. 

Incremental/ 
absolute 
dimensions 

The G-code G90 “Absolute dimensions” and G91 
“Incremental dimensions” are modal commands, 
i.e. each remains in effect until cancelled by the 
other Gcode (G91 or G90). 
To specify coordinates in absolute dimen- 
sions, the Gcode G90 - Absolute dimensions 
must be entered before the coordinate or already 
be active. 
To specify coordinates in incremental dimen- 
sions, the G-code G91 - Incremental dimen- 
sions tmust be entered before the coordinate or 
already be active. 

P&W 
coordinates 

Polar coordinates are programmed via the cl H 

key (polar coordinate, angle H) and the q key 
(polar coordinate radius R). 
The pole must be defined before entering the 
polar coordinates. 
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Pole/circle 
centre 

Programming in IS0 format 
Dimensions 

The pole/circle centre is always defined by two 
Cartesian coordinates. The axis designations for 
these coordinates are: 
l I for the X-axis 
l J for the Y-axis 
l K for the Z-axis 
The pole/circle centre must be located in the 
appropriate machining plane: 

Ccxxdinates “, 
of pole/ 

circle centre 

Pole definition To transfer the last nominal position value as a I 
G29 pole. simply enter the code G29. I 

Example: 

N30 GO1 090 X+30 Y+50 

N40GZSGllR+50K-45 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Lit-bear interpolation 

Target position 
in Cartesian 
coordinates 

__- 

GO0 Linear interpolation, Cartesian, in 
rapid traverse. 

Block format (example) 

GO0 G90 X+(+80 Y+50 Z+lO 

GO0 Linear interpolation. Cartesian, in rapid 
traverse 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
x Xcoordinate of target position 
Y Y-coordinate of target position 
z Z-coordinate of target position 

Simultaneous traversing of three machine 
axes in a straight line is not available on 
models TNC 151 F/TMC 155 F/TNC 151 W/ 
TNC 155 W. 

%Q,. ; Linear interpolation, Cartesian. 
-- 

Block format (example) 

GO1 Linear interpolation, Cartesian 
G90 Absolute dimensions 
x Xvxxdinate of target position 
Y Y-coordinate of target position 
z Z-coordinate of target position 
F... Feed rate 

Paraxial 
positioning 

gggq T 
=&&& raverse in paraxial straight line. 

Block format (example) 

GO7 Paraxial positioning block 
G90 Absolute dimensions 
x Coordinate of target position 
F... Feed rate 

GO7 is active only in the block in which it is 
programmed (non-modal). 

,-, 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Linear Interpolation 

3t position 
lkw 
din&es 

GlO Linear interpolation. polar. in rapid 
traverse. 

Bloc’k format (example) 

G90 I+20 J+lO GlO R+30 H+45 

G90 Absolute dimensions 

I .., X-coordinate of pole 
J .,. Y-coordinate of pole 

GlO Linear interpolation. polar, in rapid 
tL3”HSe 

R .., Polar coordinate radius to end position 
H ,,~ Polar coordinate angle to end position 

Gll Linear interpolation. polar, 

Block format (example) 

G91 I+10 J-30 GllG90 R+30 Ii+45 n50 

G91 Incremental dimensions 
I ,.. X-coordinate of pole 
J .,. Y-coordinate of pole 
Glf Linear interpolation. polar 

G30 Absolute dimensions 
R ..~ Polar coordinate radius to end Position 

H ~.. Polar coordinate angle to end position 
I= Feed rate 

i + 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Circular interpolation 

Target position 
in Cartesian 
coordinates 

GO2 Circular interpolation, Cartesian, ~- 
clockwise, defined via centre point 
and target position. 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

~. 090 ,I+30 J+39 *2.X+69 Y+23 Fl50 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of circle centre 
J Ycoordinate of circle centre 
GO2 Circular interpolation, Cartesian, 

clockwise 
x X-coordinate of target position 
Y Y-coordinate of target position 
F Feed rate 

Circular interpolation, Cartesian, 
counterclockwise, defined by 
centre point and end position. 

Blocks format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of circle centre 
J Y-zoordinate of circle centre 
GO3 Circular interpolation, Cartesian, 

counterclockwise 
x Xcoordinate of target position 
Y Y-coordinate of target position 
F... Feed rate 

Circular interpolation, Cartesian, 
no specified rotation direction, 
defined by centre point and end 
pOSitlO”. 

Block format iexamolei I 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
XC Y 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of circle centre 
J Y-coordinate of circle centre 
GO5 Circular interpolation, Cartesian, 

no specified rotation 
x X-coordinate of target position 
Y Y-coordinate of target position 
F... Feed rate 

If circular interpolation with sbecified rotation ,. 
has not already been executed before circu- 
lar interpolation with G05/G15. this message 
will appear: 
= PROGRAM START UNDEFINED = 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Circular interpolation 

Target position 
in Cartesian 
coordinates 

GO2 Circular interpolation. Camasian. 
clockwise, defined by radius and 
end position. 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

GO209OX+69Y+23 R-2O!=l60 

GO2 Circular interpolation. Cartesian. 
clockwise 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
x... X-coordinate of end position 
Y... Y-coordinate of end position 
R-. Circle radius. central angle greater than 

180° 
F.,. Feed rate 

GO3 Circular interpolation. Cartesian. 
counterclockwise, defined by 
radius and end position. 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

GO3 G90 X+12 Y+32 R+20 Fl50 

GO3 Circular interpolation. Cartesian. 
counterclockwise 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
x... X-coordinate of end position 
Y Y-coordinate of end position 
R+, Circle radius, central angle less than 180” 
F..~ Feed rate 

GO5 Circular interpolation, Cartesian. 
no specified rotation defined by 
radius and end position. 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach IO stariing point of 
arc 

GO5 Circular interpolation. Cartesian. 
no specified rotation 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
x X-coordinate of end position 
Y Y-coordinate of end position 
R+.,. Circle radius. central angle less than 180’ 
F Feed raTe 
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End position 
in polar 
coordinates 

Programming in IS0 format 
Circular interpolation 

012 Circular interpolation, polar, -L 
clockwise. 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
J Ycoordinate of pole/circle centre 
G12 Circular interpolation. polar. clockwise 
H Polar coordinate angle to end posiiion 
F Feed rate 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
J Y-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
G13 Circular interpolation. polar. counter- 

clockwise 
G91 Incremental dimensions 
H Polar coordinate angle to end position 
F Feed rate 

Circular interpolation. polar. 
no specified rotation 
(also sea function G05). 

Block format (example) 
Preceding block: Approach to starting point of 
arc 

G90 Absolule dimensions 
I X-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
J Y-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
G15 Circular interpolation. polar, no specified 

rotation 
H Polar coordinate angle to end position 
F Feed rate 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Circular interpolation 
Tangential transition arc 

End position 
in Cartesian 
coordinates 

GO6 Circular interpolation. Cartesian. 
tangential transition to contour, 
defined by end position. 

Block format (example) 

GO6 GSO X+50 Y+lO 

GO6 Circular interpoiation. Cartesian 
tangential transition 70 contour 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
x... X-coordinate of end position 
Y ~.. Y-coordinate of end position 

End position 
in polar 
coordinates 

G16 Circular interpolation. polar, 
tangential transition to contour, 
defined by end position. 

Block format (example) 

GSO I+50 J+30 G16 R+15 H-60 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of pole 
J Ycoordinate of pole 
G16 Circular interpolation. Cartesian, 

tangential transition to contour 
R Polar coordinate radius to end position 

H Polar coordinate angle to end position 

Y 



Prlogramming in IS0 format 
Helical interpolation 

Helical 
interpolation 

Helical interpolation is the combination of a circu- 
lar interpolation in the machining plane and 
superimposed linear motion on the tool axis 
Please see -Helical interpolation” for further 
information. 

Helical interpolation is not available on 
models TNC 151 F/TNC 155 F/TNC 151 ‘WI 
TNC 155 W. 

Helical interpolation. 
clockwise. 

Helical interpolation, 
counterclockwise. 

Block format (example) 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
I X-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
J Y-coordinate of pole/circle centre 
G12 Circular interpolation. polar. clockwise 
G91 Incremental dimensions 
H Polar coordinate angle = 

angle of rotation 
z Height coordinate of helix 

r 

L 

Starting position 

I 
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Compensated 
tool path 

Tool path 
compensation 

Tool radius 
compensation 
with paraxial 
positioning 
blocks 

Programming in IS0 format 
Tool path compensation 

Tool path compensation means that the tool 
moves to the left 01 right of the programmed 
contour. with the cutter axis offset by the amount 
of the tool radius, thus producing the actual 
programmed conlow A transition arc K is 
inserted into the tool path automatically on outer 
corners. On inner corners the TNC automati- 
cally calculates a path intersection S to prevent 
back-cutting on the contour. 

Tool path compensation is programmed via G- 
codes. which are modal commands, i.e. they 
remain active until cancelled or replaced by an- 
other G-codes 

You can enter a tool path compensation in any 
positioning block. 

G40 The tool moves precisely on the pro- 
grammed contour. (Cancel path com- 
pensation with G41/G4Z/G43/G44). 

G41 The tool moves on a path to the left 
of the contow 

G42 The tool mcwes on a path to the right 
of the contour. 

In the case of paraxial positioning blocks, the tool 
path can be shortened or extended by the 
amount of the tool radius. 

G43 Tool path is extended 
G44 Tool path is shortened 
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Chamfers 

Programming in IS0 format 
Chamfers/Rounding corners 

G24 Chamfers 

N25 GO1 X . . . Y . . . (position Fl) 

N2fi 024 R . . . (chamfer) 

,N2ir X .~.. Ye .,.. hxiition P2) 

The fwction G24 can also be programmed in the 
positioning block for the comer PI to be 
chamfered. 

Please see “Chamfers” for further explanation. 

Progntm format 

The function G25 can also be programmed in the 
positioning block for the comer pi to be rounded. 

Please see “Rounding corners” for further expla- 
“atlo”. 

‘f 11 G25 Rounding comers 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Tangential contour approach and departure 

Tangential 
contour approach 

G26 Contour approach on an arc with 
tangential transition to flrst contwr 
element (dialogue-prompted). 

Program format 

N25 040 GO1 X . . . Y (position PS) 

N26 641 X Y . . . (position Pl) 

N27 026 R . . (arc) 

The function G26 can also be programmed in the 
positioning block for the first contour position PI. 
See ‘Contour approach on a” arc” for explana- 
*IO”. 

Tangential 
contour 
departure 

627 Contour departure on an arc with 
tangential transition to the previously 
finished contour element (dialogue- 
prompted). 

Program format 

N35 641 GO1 X . . . Y . . . (position P) 

N36 G27 R (arc) 

N37 640 X . . . Y (position PE) 

The function G27 can also be programmed in the 
positioning block for the last contour position P. 
See -Contour departure on an arc” for explana- 
tion. 
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Categories 

Programming in IS0 format 
Canned cycles 

Cycles are subdivided into the following catego- 
WS: 

l Machining cycles (for workpiece machining). 
. Coordinate transformations (for alterina the 
coordinate system). 
l Dwall time 
s Freely programmable (variable) cycles 
s Spindle orientation (optional) 
Machining cycles are defined via the G-zodes 
and imust be called up separately following cycle 
definition via G79 - Xycle call” or M99 - *Cycle 
call’ crM89 - “Modal cycle call’. This also 
applies to the freely programmable (variable) 
cycles and spindle orientation. 

Coordinate transformations are effective 
immecliately following cycle defuxtlon via G- 
codes and do not require a separate cylce call. 
This is also true of the Dwell time and Contour 
CyClEiS 

Programmable machining cycles (dialogue- 
womotedi: 

683 Peck drilling 
084 Tapping 

674 
675 
676 

Slot milling 
Rectangular pocket milling. clockwise 
Rectangular pocket milling, 
counterclockwise 

637 Definition of pocket contour 
656 Pilot drilling of contour pocket 
657 Rough-out contour pocket 
658 Contour milling (finish), clockwise 
659 Contour milling (finish). counterclockwise 

Programmable coordinate transformations 
(semi+Jialogue-prompted) 

628 Mirror image 
654 Datum shift 
672 Scaling factor 
673 Coordinate system rotation 

Additional cycles (dialogue-prompted) 

GO4 Dwell time 
636 Spindle orientation (optional) 
039 Freely programmable cycle (Program call) 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

Peck drilling 
683 Peck drilling (dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example:l 

083 Wl -2 PO2 -20 PO3 -10 

PO4 0 PO5 150 

G83 Peck drilling 
PO1 Set-up clearance 
PO2 Total hole depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 DVAl 
PO5 Feed rate 

See “Peck drilling” for explanation of cycle para- 
meters and cvcle procedure. 

Tapping 
684 Tapping (dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example) 

084 PO1 -2 PO2 -20 W3 0 W4 80 

G84 Tapping 
PO1 Set-up clearance 
PO2 Total hole depth (thread length) 
PO3 Dwell 
PO4 Feed rate 

See “Tapping* for explanation of cycle pan 
meters and cycle procedure. 
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Slot milling 

Programming in IS0 format 
Mxhining cycles 

__- 
074 Slot milling (dialogue-prompted) 

G74 
PO1 
PO2 
PO3 
PO4 
PO5 
PO6 
PO7 

Slot milling 
set-up clearance 
Milling depth 
Pecking depth 
Feed rate for vertical feed 
Longitudinal axis and length of slot 
Transverse axis and width of slot 
Feed rate 

et-m clearance 

See ‘Slot milling* for explanation of cycle para- 
meters and cycle procedure. 

LI 
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Milling 
rectangular 

Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

G75 Rectangular pocket milling, clockwise 
(dialogue-prompted) 

676 Rectangular pocket milling. counter- 
clockwise (dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example G76) 

G76 POl -2 PO2 -20 PO3 -10 PO4 80 

PO5 X+90 PO6 Y+50 PO7 150 

G76 Rectangular pocket milling. 
counterclockwise 

PO1 set-up clearance 
PO2 Milling depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 Feed rate for vertical feed 
PO5 1” axis and side length of pocket 
PO6 2”” axis and side length of pocket 
PO7 Feed rate 

See -Pocket milling’ for explanation of cyck? 
parameters and cycle procedure. 

Length 
of side 
2 

! 4 
Length of side 1 



Milling 
circulai 
pockets 

Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

017 Circular pocket milling, clockwise 
-.- (dialogue-prompted) 

aXI Circular pocket milling. counter- 
clockwise (dialogue-prompted) 

Block: format (example G78) 

G78 Circular pocket milling, counterclockwise 
Set-up clearance 

PO2 Milling depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 Feed rate for veriical feed 
PO5 Circle radius 
PO6 Feed rate 

See “Circular pocket” for explanation of cycle 
parameters and cycle procedure. 
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Pilot drilling 

Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

637 Definition of pocket contour (dialogue- 
prompted) 

Block format (example] 

637 PO1 41 PO2 42 PO3 43 PO4 

PO5 PO6 PO7 PO6 PO9 PlO Fll P12 

G37 Definition of pocket contour 
PO1 First subcontour (must be programmed as 

pocket) 
PO2 Second subcontour 

P12 Twelfth subcontour 

See “Contour cycle” for explanation of cycle. 

Y 

t 

PO3 43, 

656 Pilot drilling of contour Docket I 
(dialogue-prompted] 

Block format (example) 

656 Wl -2 W2 -18 W3 -10 

w4 40 w5 1.5 

G5,6 Pilot drilling of contour pocket 
Set-up clearance 

PO2 Total hole depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 Feed rate 
PO5 Finishing allowance 

See ‘Pilot drilling” for explanation of cycle para~ 
meters and cycle procedure. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

--- 

057 Rough-out contour pocket -- 
(dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example) 

PO1 set-up clearance 
PO2 Milling depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 Feed rare for ver?ical feed 
PO5 Finishing allowance 
PO6 Roughdut angle 
PO7 Feed rate 

Cycle parameters POl/PO2/PO3 must have the 
samesign. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Machining cycles 

ntour milling G58 Contour milling (finish), clockwise 
(dialogue-prompted) 

e59 Contour milling (finish), counter 
clockwise jdlalogue-prompted) 

Bbck format (example G58) 

1058 PO1 -2 PO2 -18 PO3 -10 

IF’04 80 PO5 120 

G68 Contour milling. clockwise 
PO1 set-up clearance 
PO2 Milling depth 
PO3 Pecking depth 
PO4 Feed rare for vertical feed 

PO5 Feed rate 

See “Contour millingn for explanation of cycle 
~parameters and cycle procedure. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Coordinate transformations 

Mirror image 
021) Mirror image 

Block: format (example) 

621) X 

G28 Mirror image cycle 
X Mirrored axis 

Two i~xes can also be mirror-imaged simul- 
taneously: the tool axis cannot be mirror-imaged. 

See *l\nirrar image” for explanation of cycle. 

Datum shift 
G5rl Datum shift 

Block: format (example) 

G5rlGSO X+50 091 Y+15 Z-10 

G54 Datum shift cycle 
G90 Absolute dimensions 
X Shift of X-axis 
GSI Incremental dimensions 
Y Shift of Y-axis 
Z Shift of Z-axis 

See “Datum shift” for explanation of cycle. 

Scaling factor 

072 Scaling factor (dialogue-prompted) 

Block: format (example) 

G72 l3.7 

G72 Scaling factor (cycle) 
F Scaling factor 

See “:Scaling factor” for explanation of cycle. 

- a--D, 
t 

Y 

t 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Coordinate transformations 
Dwell time cycle, freely programmable cycle 

Coordinate 
system 
rotation 

673 Rotation of coordinate system 
(dialogue-promixed) 

DWf!ll 
time cycle 

Block format (example) 

G90 073 H+120 617 

G90 Absolute dimensions 
G73 Coordinate system rotation Icycle) 

H Angle of rotation 
G17 Selection of plane for angular reference 

ax,s 

See “Rotation of coordinate system” for explana- 
lion of cycle. 

GO4 Dwell time (dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example) 

GO4 F5 

GO4 Dwell time (cycle) 
F... Dwell time in seconds 

See “Dwell time” for explanation of cycle. 

Freely 
programmable 
CVCk 

(Program call) 

639 Freely programmable cycle 
(dialogue-prompted) 

Block format (example) 

039 PO1 12 

G39 Freely programmable cycle 
(Program call) 

PO1 Program number 

See “Freely programmable (variable) cycle” for 
explanation of cycie. 

\ 
- 

/ 
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Notes: 



Programming in IS0 format 
Touch-probe function 
Spindle orientation cycle 

Spindle 
orientation 
(optional) 

636 Spindle orientation (optional. dialogue- 
prompted) 

Block format (example) 

636 S+45 

G36 Spindle orientation cycle 
S Angular position of spindle 

See “Spindle orientation- for explanation of cycle 

Workpiece 
surface as 

655 Touch-probe function. workpiece 

reference plane 
surface as reference plane [dialogue- 
promptedi 

Block format (example) 

655 PO1 10 W2 Z- PO3 G90 

X+50 Y+50 Z-20 

G55 Workpiece surface as reference plane 
PO1 Parameter number for measurement 
PO2 Approach axis and direction 
PO3 Probing point 

See chapter “Touch-probe” for explanation of 
probe function. 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Subroutines and 
program pat-t repeats 

A label number (program marker) is pro- 
grammed with the command G98 L, This label 
number can be included in any desired program 
block that does not contain a label call. N35 698 L15 GO1 . 

Label number 15 

A jumip command is programmed with the ad- 
dress *Y followed by the label number. Label call: 

Program part The program part is identified by G98 L (label c 
number) at the beginning of the program. Program part 

1 N35G98Ll5GOl... 

The label call “L.. ., .” forms the end of a pro- Program part repeat: 
gram part repeat. When programming a pro- 
gram r~~rt repeat, enter the number of repeti- 
tions after the label number. Separate the label 
number from the number of repetitions with a 

decimal point 0. e.g.: 

N70 L15.8 

L 15.8: call labei 15 
repeat program part 8 times. 

Subroutine The beginning of a subroutine is identified by 
G98 L (label-number). The end is formed by 
entering G98 LO (label number 0). 

N90 698 LO 

A subroutine call is also programmed by 
enterin(l the address L followed by the label 
number. 

/ Subroutine call: 



Jump to 
another 
program 

Programmhg in IS0 format 
Program jump/STOP block 

Use the B key to program a jump to another 

program. 

Block format (example) 

%29 

%. Program call 

See “Program call” for further iniormation. 

STOP block 
638 Corresponds IO STOP block in 

HEIDENHAIN .format. 

Block format (example) 

038 
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Setting 
parameters 

Defining 
parameters 

Block format 

Programming in IS0 format 
Parameter programming 

Parameters are markers for numerical values that r 
are based on units of measurement. They are 
identified by the letter “0” and a number and are 

entered [setj using the 

Parameter definition is the process of assigning 
a given numerical value or allocating a numerical 
value via mathematical or logical functions. Para- 
meter definition consists of the iaddress D and a 
code number (see table at rightIt. Parameter defi- 
nition is dialogue-prompted. 

Program definition requires a program block. 
The individual block components of parameter 
definition are identified by the letter P and a 
number (also see cycle parameters for machln- 
ing cycles). The significance of these components 
depends on their sequence in the block, which in 
turn. depends on the input dialogue. To check 
this, we recommend moving the highlighted poin- 

ter in the block with the D and E keys. 

The corresponding dialogue prompt for each 
block component will be displayed. 

DOO: Assignment 
DO1 : Addition 
DO2 Subtraction 
D03: Multiplication 
004: Division 
005: Square root 
D06: Sine 
D07: Cosine 
D08: Root sum of squares 
D09: IF equal. THEN jump 
DlO: IF not equal, THEN jump 
Dll: IF greater than. THEN jump 
D12: IF less than, THEN jump 
D13: Angle 
D14: Error number 
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Programming in IS0 format 
Parameter programming 

Example 1: 098 = ,‘?? 

DO5 098 PO1 +2 

DO5 Sqilare rook 
Q98 Parameter to which result is assigned 
PO1 Parameter or numwcal value in square 

rcmt 

Example 2: Q12 = 02 x 62 

DO3 012 PO1 +Q2 PO2 +62 

DO3 Multiplication 
012 Parameter to which result is assigned 
PO1 Factor 1 (parameter or numerical value) 
PO2 Factor 2 (parameter or numerical value) 

Example 3: IF Q6 less than Q5. THEN ,dmp to 
LSL 3 

D12 PO1 +Q6 PO2 +Q5 PO3 3 

D12 IF less than. THEN jump 
PO1 First comparative value or parameter 

PO2 Second comparative value or parameter 
PO3 Label number 
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Definition 
of blank 

Programming in IS0 format 
Graphics - Blank form definition 

The blank workp!ece (BLANK FORM) is defined 
by points P,,, and P,,,, - see “Ellank form- 
(Graphics). 
The tool 8x1s must be specified via G17/G18/G19 
in addition to P,,,, 
Othervase. this error message in/ill appear: 
= BLK FORM DEFINITION INCORRECT = 

Entering PM,,, 
030 

Block format (example) 

630 017 X+5 Y-E Z-10 

G30 Definition of P,,, 
G17 Plane selection and tool axis 
X X-coordinate of P,,, 
Y Y-coordinate of P,,, 
Z Z-coordinate of P,,, 

Entering P,, 
031 Definition of point P,,, (input in 

absolute or incremental dimensions) 

Block format (example) 

631091 X+95 Y+B5 Z+lO 

G31 Definition of P,,, 
G91 Incremental dimensions 
X X-coordinate of P,,, 
Y Y-coordinate of P,,, 
Z Z-coordinate of P,,, 
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Touch-probe 
Introduction 

Touch-probe Operated III coqunction wth a HEIDENHAIN 
touch-probe system. the ‘TNC control systems 
can au!omatically derect misalignment in 
ciamped workpieces. The misalignment is corn- 
puted. stored and automattcally compensated for 
when ihe workpIece is machined~ This makes ac- 
curate alignment of the workpiece dung set-up 
unnecessary The programmable probing function 
permits workpiece lnspecion before or during 
the machining procedure, In the case oi castings 
with vawing elevations, for example. the surface 
can be probed before machining. allowing the 
correct depth to be reached when machined lat- 
er. In the s,3me way. chanaes in position caused 
by a ruse in machine temperatures can be moni- 
tored a1 specified interval!; and compensated for. 

Versions The toxh-probe system is available in two 
“ewons: 
Touch-probe 111 system with cable; 
probe signal transmission and power supply via 
cable conrector. The touch-probe 111 system 
consists of the TS 111 probe head and APE 
interface eectronics~ 
Touch-probe 511 system featuring infrared 
transmission and battery [power supply. 
The touch-probe 511 system consists of the TS 
511 probe head, APE 510 (or APE 511 (for con- 
necting two SE 510’s) interface electronics and 
the SE transmitter/receiver unit, 

Both versions feature a st~sndard tool shank and 
can be clamped in the spindle like an ordinary 
tool. The s:yIus can be replaced. The batteries of 
the TS 511 probe head wil:h infrared transmission 
have a sewice life of 8 hours in probing operation 
and 1 month in standby mode, 

TS 110 TS 51C1 

Operation The probe head moves to the side or upper sur- 
face of rhe workpiece. Thl? feed rate for probing 
and the maximum stylus iovenriivei are deter- 
mined by the machine parameters defined by the 
machlne manufacturer, Tix probe signals the 
control system when it cc#ntacts the workpiece 
and the TNC saves the coordinates of the probed 
points, With the touch-probe function. workpiece 
surfaces. corners and circle centies can be easily 
determined and se1 for use as reference surfaces 
or reference points. 

Al 



Dialogue 
initiation 

Touch-probe 
Dialogue initiati~on/Error messages 

The touch-probe sy.stem operates in the following 
modes: 

g Electronic handwheel 

i t? Manual mode 
m-7 
B-3, single block/full sequence program run. 

lnltlate the input dialogue by pressing @. 

If you are currently in ,& Electronic hand- 11 ” 

wheel” or m ” Manual” mode, the menu of 

touch-proi$functions shown at the right will 
be displayed, Select the desired touch-probe 

function with the v\ 0 keys and press m. 

In a “Programming/editing” mode. the interac- 

tive dialogue for programming the touch-probe 
function “workpiece surface = datum” appears 
after the dialogue is initiated witl? @. 

Exiting 
touch-probe 
functions 

You can exit the touch-probe functions at any 

time by pressing [,“,“rl The control system will q 
return to the previously selected operating mode, 

EWX 
messages 

If the probe cannot locate a protsing point within 
the gauging distance defined by the machine 
parameters or if the probing point has already 
been reached when the touch-probe function is 
initiated, the following error message is displayed: 
= TOUCH POINT INACCESSIBLE =. 
If  when starting the touch-probe function the 
touch point is already reached. then the error 
message is displayed: 
= STYLUS EXTENDED = 
When using touch-probe systems featuring 
infrared transmission, the trans,mitter/receiver 
window (the side with two windows) must be 
aligned with the evaluator electronics~ If 11 is 
poorly aligned or if the transmission gap is ob- 
structed (ea. by the splash shielN3). the followins 
error messa$ is displayed: 
= PROBE SYSTEM NOT READY ==~ 
If the battery voltage in touch-probe system with 
infrared transmission drops below a specified 
value. this error message appears 
= EXCHANGE TOUCH PROBE BP,ITERY = 

CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE LENGTH 
CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE RADIUS 
BASIC ROTATION 
WORKPIECE SURFACE = DATUM 
CORNER = DATUM 
CIRCLE CENTRE = DATUM 

i 
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Touch-probe 
Cali bration effective length 

- 
troduction The effective length of the 5ylus and the effec- 

tive radius of ihe stylus tip can be determined 
with the aid af the TNC~ 
The control system automa-:~cally computes the 
necessary data via the touch-probe functions i 

,alibrating 
ids 

Sfective 
ength 

“CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE -ENGTH- and 
“CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE ?ADIUS- 
The length and radius data are saved and stored 
and taken into account when gauging the work- 
piece. 
The compensation data car) also be entered a: 
any time from the control unit keyboard. 

A ring gauge of known height and internal radius 
is required for calibrating the effective radius of 
the stylus tip ball. The ring gauge is clamped to 
the machine table. 

When gauging the effective length of the stylus 
tip ball, the probe moves TO a reference plane. 
After touching the surface, the probe is retracted 
I” rapid traverse to its original position. The effec- 
tive length is displayed when calibration is 
selected again 
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Input 

Touch-probe 
Calibrating effective length 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

I CALIBRATION EFECDVE LENGTH Press ENT to select probe funcl:ion~ 

CALIBRATION EWICTWE LENGTH 

Specify tool axis if required 

DATUM + oxx)o 

EFECllVE PROBE RADIUS := WDD 

CAUBRATiON EFFECTIK LENGTH 
Move probe system to vicinity 

v  
Y+ 

DANM + O.DW 
Enter datum if required: 
Select *‘Datum”. 

EEECTMI PROBE RADIUS := 0.m Enter datum in tool axis. e. a. + 5.0 

EFFElXELENGlH=D.DDO 

L mm. 

Press ENT. 

I 
CAllBtWTON Em!cnvE LENGTH 

)LqT Select tmve~se direction of probe if 
L_! 4 required. here Y-. 

EFFEClWE LENGTH = O.ODO 
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Touch-proble 
Calibrating effective length 

CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE LENGTH 

Y+ 

EFECTIW PROBE RADIUS = O.OUO 

EFFECTNE LENGTH := 0.000 

Atte: contacting the surface. the touch probe 
returns in rapid traverse ta its original position 

Move probe I” negative ‘Y direction. 

MANUAL oPEFlKnoN 

L 

The TNC switches automatically to the display The gauged length is displayed when calibration 
“Manual operation” or vElectronic handwheel”. is selected again. 
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Notes: 



Effective 
radius 

Touch-probe 
Calibrating effective radius 

The probe musl be locat,sd within the bore of the 
ring gauge. The effective radius of the stylus trp 
ball is determined by probing four pants on the 
bore. The directions of twerse are specified by 
the control system, e.g. X+. X-. Y-. Y- (tool axis 
= Z). 
After contacting each point. the probe moves in 
rapid traverse back to its original posriion: the 
TNC displays the coordinates of the contact 
points, 

The effective radius is di:;played when calibration 
is selected again 

Ring gauge /,’ 

:; 
\‘---._--I ~ 
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Input 

Touch-probe 
Calibrating effective radius 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation pgm 

Select touch-probe function. 

CALIBRATION EREcTnEMDlus 

EFEClWELENGTH=B.4BS 

Select ‘Radius ring gauge”. 

Enter radius of ring gauge. e.g. 10.0 
g mm. 

El Press ENT. 

Enter another tool axis if required 
(see “Effective length”). 

WJJBRb..ON EFFEmvE RADlus 

x+ x- Y+ 

ToOLAxls=z 

) 9 @ (3 ;Jeg;~gaePproximate center of 

Select probe traverse direction. 
e.g. x+. 

EFECTWE PROBE RADIUS := O.WJ 

EFFECTIVE LENGTH = BA!%i 

UUlBRAllON E- IWDIUB 

x- Y+ Y- 

ToOLAxls=z 

EFiECllVE PROBE RADIUB := I&DOD 

EFFECWE LENGTH = BASEi 
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Touch-probe 
Calibrating effective radius 

After probing the ring gauge. the probe returns in 
rapid traverse to its original positions 

CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE FWDIUS 

: x- Y+- Y- 

X (pmbe point) Y (probe point) 

2 (probe point) C (probe paint) 

Select next probe traveme direction, 

CALIBRATION EFFECTIVE RADIUS 

x+ Y-b Y- 

x (probe point) y  (pmbe point) 

Z (probe point) C (~pmbe point) 

‘IIV 

Move probe in negative ,X-direction. 

Aiter probing the ring gauge. the probe returns in 
rapid traverse to its orlgirlal position 

The TNC displays the actual values of the second 
probe point below the values of the first contact 
plNlt. 

Then probe the ring gaqe in the positive and 
negative Y-directions. 

When the procedure is cs,mpleted: 

L MANUAL OFi3imOlN 

! 

The TNC switches automatically to *Manual ope- The radius of the measured probe .:ip is displayed 
ration” or ‘Electronic handwheel”. on the appropriate line when calibration IS selec- 

ted again. 
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Touch-probe 
Basic rotation 

Description The touch-grobe function “Basic rotation” can be 
used to determine the amount of angular misa- 
lignment of a clamped workpiece. 

The TNC compensates for the angular deviation 
by means of a basic rotation of the coordinate 
system. 

Procedure 

Tha basic rotation must be carried ou in 
advance if you want to set the datum using 
the functions 
= CORNER = DATUM =: or 
= CIRCLE CENTRE = DATUM = 

The touch-probe moves tc the side face of the 
workpiece from two different staning positions. 
The directions of traverse are specified e.g. X+. 
X-. Y+. Y- (tool axis = Z). 
After contact with the side faces, the probe 
returns in rapid traverse to the respective original 
position. 
The TNC saves the coordinates of the contact 
points and uses them to compute the angular 
deviation. In order to compensate for the devia- 
tion, the control system rwst know the “nominal 
angle” of the side face. 
Enter the nominal angle OII the line after 
= ROTATION ANGLE =. 

All 



Touch-probe 
Basic rotation 

Input Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

Press ENT to select touch-probu 

BASIC ROTATION 

1 

K 
Specify angular pmmn of probed 
side face, e. g, Y-axis: + 90”. 

~ 

Press ENT. 

BASIC ROTATION 

x+ x- Y+ 

QDi, X y  Z Move to first starting position, 

A- 
l-l!+! Select direction of traverse. e.g, X+. 

BSIC ROTATION 

x- Y+ Y- 

Move probe in positive X-direction, 

After touching the side face. the probe returns in 
rapid traverse to the first starting position. 

BASIC ROTAnON b we to second starting positicn. 
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Touch-probe 
Basic rotation 

BASIC ROTATION Move probe in positive X-direction. 

X (probe point) Y (probe point) 

Z (probe point) C @mbe point) 

J 

After touching the side tace. the probe ret”ms I” 
rapid traverse to the second starting position. 

The TNC switches automatically to the previously The measured angle of rotation is displayed 
selected operating mode “Manual operation” or wher “Basic rotation’ is selected agEtin. 

“Electronic handwheel-. 
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Touch-probe 
Workpiece sutface~ = datum 

Description In the case of workpieces clamped paraxially to 
the table. you can use the touch-probe function 
“Surface = datum” to define the workpiece sur- 
face or side face on any axis as (datum. The TNC 
then bases all nominal position v8Iues for subse- 
quent machining on that surface. 

The probe moves to the surface of the work- 
piece. After contact with the su&ce, the probe is 
retracted in rapid traverse to its original position. 
The TNC saves the coordinates csf the contact 
point on the traversed axis and displays the value 
on the line -DATUM”. 
Any desired value can be assigned to the contact 
point by entering it from the keyboard. 

I 
2 
A 

-X 
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Input 

Touch-probe 
Workpiece ,sutface = datum 

Operating mode __ 

Dialogue initiation - 

)a Press ENT to select probe function. 

I 

!  

j SURFACE = DAM 

SURFACE = DAM Move probe in negative Zmdirection, 

Afier contacting the surface. the much probe 
returns in rapid traverse lo its origlnal position. 

‘IIr 

Enter any desired dam if required. 

Press ENT. 
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Touch-probe 
Corner = datum 

Description With :i‘e xuch-probe function Xorner = daium~. 
rhe TX computes the coordinates of a corner 
point ai the clamped workpiece. The computed 
value can pi used as the reference point for the 
subsequent machining procedure: all nominal 
posltlon values wil’ be based on this point. 

Procedure 

.,.,: ,,,,.,,,,,, ‘i,: ,,,,i ‘,’ 3~: ,., :, ,,,,,:::,, ,, 

The touch-probe moves to two side faces of the 
workpiece fwm IWO different start!ng positions 
per face, The directions of traverse are specified: 
Xt. X--. ‘t-. Y- /tool axis = 2). 
After contact with the surface, the probe is 
retracted in rapid traverse to its original position. 
The TNC saves the coordinates of the contact 
points and uses them to calculate two straight 
lines. The missing corner point is the intersectior 
of these lines. 

The screen displays the coordinates of the comer i 
porn:. The computed !~nes are disolaved beneath 
ihem by a pcini on each Iine and’the correspond- 
ing angle PA 
You can e%er any desired datum !rom the input 
keyboard. Instead of the calculated corner point. 
I f  “Basic ntation” ‘was defined before the touch- 
probe iunct~on scorner = datum”. the straight line 
comzned for “Basic rotation” may be used for 
the touch-arcbe funct!on ‘Corner = datum” as 
weli. 



Touch-probe 
Corner = datum 

Input Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation pi m 

Press ENT to select probe funclion. 

CORNER = DKJIJM 

xi x- Y+ 

ova to first starting position. 

Select direction of traverse, e.g. X+. 

After contacting the side surface. the touch probe 
returns in rapid traverse to its original position. 

Move probe in positive X-direction. 

1 

CORNER = DAW 

Move probe in positive X-direction. 

After contacting the side suriace. the touch probe 
returns in rapid traverse to its original position. 

The control system displays the actual values of 
the second probe point beneath the values of the 
first point. The first line is also indicated by a 
random point on the line and thm? angle of direc- 
mn. 
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Touch probe 
Corner = datum 

The second side face is then probed from two 
different starting positions. 

When this procedure is complete: 

r 

X(lhe21 U(Sne2) 

PA (angle of Cne 2) 

Specib any corner point coordinates 
for X and Y if required. 

Press ENT. 
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Touch-probe 
Corner = datum 

Input Operating mode __ 
immediately 
following Dialogue initiation - 
“Basic 

rotatio”” piizLi& 

FV 

Em 

Press ENT to select p&e function. 

--l 

CORNER = DANM 

TOUCH polnrrs 0~ EIASIC ROTATION ? 

x (Ill 1) Y (Ill 1) 

PA (q&e of Ill g 

Press ENT. 

used for bmc matron: 

‘rv 
Then probe the second z;ide face as described 
above. 

‘1r 

Press NO ENT. 
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Touch-probe 
Circle centre = datum 

in tne case ot clamped workpieces with cyllndrl- 
cal features (bore. circular- pocket or external 
cylinder), the touch-probe function “Circle centre 
= datum- can be used to determine the coordi- 
nates of the circle centre. 
The calculated circle centre can be used as the 
datum for the subsequent machining procedure. 
All nominal position values will be based on this 
point. 

In the case of bores and circular pockets, the 
probe must be located within the bore or pocket. 

To determine the circle centre. probe four points 
of the external cylinder or bore. The directions of 
traverse are specified, e. ~1. X+. X-. Y+. Y-(tool 
axis = Z). 

After each contact, the probe is retracted in rapid 
traverse to its original posiition. The TNC saves 
the coordinates of all computed contact points 
and uses them to calculal:e the circle centre. 

The coordinates of the circle centre are displayed 
on the screen with the specified radius PR. 

You can enter any desirecl values from the input 
keyboard. instead of the calculated circle centre 
coordinates. 

Y 

t 



Touch-probe 
Circle centre =r datum 

Input Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation M F] 

Press ENT to select probe function. 

7 

we to first starting posi-:ion. 

Select direction of traverse. e.~l. X+. 

Move probe in positive X-dire&m 

After touching the cylindrical surface. the probe is 
retracted in rapid traverse to its starting position. 

- 

C&KU CEF&3RE = DANM 

x- Y-b Y- 

Select next direction of travew?, e.g. 

Move probe in negative X-directmn. )@I 7 

After touching the cylindrical surface, the probe is 
retracted in rapid traverse to its starring posmon. 

The TNC displays the actual values of probe 
point 2. 
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Touch-proble 
Circle centre = datum 

Then probe two additIonal points on the cylindri 
cal surface, in positive and negative Y-direction. 

When this procedure is complete: 

‘1r 

CIRCLE CENlRE = ClNllJM 

X (midpoint) Y (midpoint) 

PF4 (tide radius) 

DATUM Y(nik@o@t) 

Specify any circle centr~! coordinates 
for X and Y if required. 

p/ 

:z 
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Touch-probe 
Programmable touch-probe function: 
“Surface = datium” 

Description You can probe a surface of a workpiece with 
program control. both before and while machin- 
~ng the part. In the case of castings with varying 
elevations. for example, the TNC, can probe the 
surface before machining. allowIng the correct 
depth to be reached during the subsequent 
machining procedure. In the same way, changes 
in position caused by a rise in machine or work- 
piece temperatures can be man tored and com- 
pensated for. 

Programming Initiate programming with the Eq key. 

The TNC will then prompt you for the parameter 
number at which the results of the measurement 
will be saved. After entering the probe axis and 
direction. specify the nominal position for the 
touch-probe cycle. The programmed touch-probe 
cycle requires two program blocks. 

Trawling at rapid rate. the probe moves to the 
advanced stop distance above the programmed 
nominal position (probe point). The advanced 
stop position is determined by the machine 
manufacturer via a machine paremeter. 
The probe then moves to the workpiece. on the 
probe axis and in the probing direction. travelling 
at the feed rate specified for measuring and 
touches the surface. After contact. the probe is 
retracted in rapid traverse to its original position. 

To compensate for deviations in the position of 
the workpiece surface. the datum must be shifted 
on the probe axis, using the “Datum shift” cycle, 
by the amount of the value saved under Q~ The 
gauged value can also be used in a tool definition 
as a length compensation factor, for example. 

II--- ~ 
Coordinates of probe point 
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input 

Sample display 

Touch-probe 
Programmable touch-probe function: 
“Surface = datum” 

Operating mode __ a 

Dialogue initiation - E% 

PARAMEi-ER NUMBER FOR RESULT 

WV 

ho Specify parameter number. 

Press ENT. 

7 

PROBE AXlSlPBOBl#lG DIRECTION ? 

lllr 

POSlIlDN VALUE ? 

Specify probe axis. e.g. 2:. 

Specify probing direction 

q Press ENT. 

Specify coordinates of probe point: 
select axis, e.g. X. 

Incremental - absolute? 

Enter numerical value. 

Select next axis, e.g. Y. 

After all coordinates have been entered: Press ENT. 
, 

32 TCH PROBE 0.0 RIEF. PLANE 

OlOZ- 

33 TCH PROBE 0.1 X + K&W0 

The X. Y plane is probed in the negative Z-direc- 
tion. The gauged value is saved at parameter 
010, The coordinates of the nomina probe point 
are x 10.000/Y 20.000/2 0.000. 
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External data transfer 
The TNC data interface 

V.24/RS-232-C 
interface 

The TNC control system is equipped with a V.24 
(RS-232-C) data interface for input and output 
of programs in plan-language or IS0 formats. 
This means that you can use the interface to 
transfer programs from the TNC’s memory to an 
external storage unit, L?. g. a magnetic tape unit 
or floppy disk unit. or to :some other peripheral 
device, such as a printer. You can also transfer 
data from an external storage unit to the control 
un,t. 

The interface port is located at the rear of the 
control unit. 

The interface operating mode (ME magnetic tape, 
FE floppy disk or operation with other external 
devices) must be specified in advance. 

Operating 
mode 

Baud rate 

Transfer 
blockwise 

The TNC’s V.24 interface can be switched to 
three different interface operating modes: 
ME mode: for connecting a HEIDENHAIN ME 

magnetic tape unit or a HEIDENHAIN 
FE floppy disk wt. Commands are 
entered from the keypad of the 
external unit 

FE mode: for connecting a HEIDENHAIN FE 
floppy disk unit. Commands are 
entered via l-NC menu. 

EXT mode: for connectirlg other peripheral 
equpment. 

The interface operating mode is defined via the 
supplementary operating mode (MOD) 
V.24 INTERFACE (see vlnterface definition”). 

ME-mode: 2400 baud 
FE-mode: 9600 baud 
EXT.mode: 2400 baud: i:he baud rate can be set 

to one of the values shown in the 
table at the right via the supple- 
mentary operating mode (MOD) 
BAUD RATE! (see “Interface 
definition”). 

The TNC lSl/TNC 155 Cain load machining pro- 
grams in plain-language or IS0 format from an 
external programming station or floppy disk unit 
via the V,24 data interfxe and simultaneously 
execute these programs (see “Transfer block- 
Wld)~ 

Op.3 rating mode: EXT 

f&ibie’baqd t&es? 

:,,,,, 170 baud ” : 
,,’ 150 baud 

‘300 baud 
,’ 600 baud 
l2oaQaud ,, 

~24oObaud, 
4 8QO~&ii 
96oObaud, 

1 baud = 1 bit per set 



Disk and 
magnetic 
tape units 

Connection 
options 

External data transfer 
Floppy disk unit/Magnetic tape unit 

HEIDENHAIN offers a floppy disk unit and two 
magnetic tape units for saving and storing 
machining programs or transferring programs 
that have been created at a” external program- 
m,ng stat,on. 
FE 401: Portable floppy disk unit for use with mul- 
tiple machines. 
ME 101: Portable magnetic tape unit for use with 
multiple machines. 
ME 102: Magnetic tape unit for permanent instal- 
lation at the machine. 

ME101 

ME102 

Each of the external storacle uni-:s is eouiuxd I 
with two V.24 data interfa>es identified di TNC 
and PRT. 

TNC 

TNC port: for connection to ths control unit. 
PRT port: for connection to a peripheral device. 

PRT 
These ports make it possible to connect a second 
device to the external storage unit, in addition ( 1 
to the TNC. I 

Operating modes 

Baud rate 

The FE 401 can transfer data &her in ME mode 
or in FE mode. The mode can be defined via a 
switch located on the unit. 
The ME lOllME 102 can transflsr data in ME 
mode only. 

The baud rate at the TNC port is defined as 
follows: 
ME mode: 2400 baud 
FE mode: 9600 baud 
The baud rate at the PRT DO~I ‘can be adiusted 
with the aid of a switch l&ted at the r&r of the 
external unit. 
ME lOl/ME 102: 110/150/300/Ei00/1200/2400 bd 
FE 401: 110/150/300/600/1200/2400/ 

4800/9600 bd. 
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External data transfer 
Interface definition 

V.24 
interface 
definition 

Baud rate 
definition 
for EXT 

Operating mode ~ 

Dialogue initiation _ 

optional except •l 

~ VACANTBLOCKB=~l12 

IIV 

Page through supplementary mode 
menu until V.24 INTERFPCE appears. -- 

v24 IMERFACE = 

To define for ME mode: 

ME 

Press DEL to confirm ME mode. 

/ To select FE interface or operation with other 
external unit: 

Page until FE or EXT appears 

v  
Press DEL to confirm and exit sup- 
plementary mode. 

The V.24 interface can be defined via machine 
parameters for operation ,with other external 
devices. 
For further information. see *TNC 151/TNC 155 
Mounting and interface description”. 

Operating mode ~ 

Dialogue initiation - 

r 

c optional except q 

Page through supplementary mode 
menu until BAUD RATE :ippears. 

BAUD RATE = 2400 )L Enter desired baud rate from table. 1 

Press ENT. 
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ME 101 magnetic 
tape unit/ 
FE 401 disk unit 
- TNC 

ME 102 magnetic 
tape unit 
- TNC 

ME 102 magnetic 
tape unit 
- PRT 

v4 

External data transfer 
Cables and connector pin assignment 

Data transfer cable 
No. 224 422 01 

-GND CHASSIS 

Cable connector 
No. 224 412 



External data transfer 
Cables and connector pin assignment 

Magnetic tape 
unit/floppy disk 
unit/TNC - 
peripheral device 

“’ .“’ ii 4-. 1 

1 
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External data tiransfer 
General information 

Data media The ME lOl/ME 102 magnetic t,ape units use 
minicassettes for data storage. They can store 
up to 32 different programs with a total of 1.000 
program blocks (approx. 35 kilobfles) per tape 
side. 
The FE 401 floppy disk unit KX?S 3.5” disks 
(double-sided. 135 TPI]. with a storage capa& 
of maximum 256 different programs with a total 
of 25,000 program blocks (appnx. 790 kilo- 
bytes). The FE 401 is equipped vvith two disk 
drives. Simultaneous disk axes:; via the “TNC” 
and “PRV interfaces is possible. e.g. for running 
a program and printing out hardcopy on a printer 
at the same time. The second disk drive is de- 
signed for data back-up (disk copy). 

Write 
protection 

The minicassettes and disks can be safeguarded 
against accidental era.sure or write-over, // 

Write-release 
The write-release tabs must be inserted in the 
magnetic tape cawxte for transferring data. 

VJrite-release 
side B 

side A 

The small sliding tab on the reverse side of the 
disk must cover the opening at lhe comer of the 
disk for transferring data. 

Protected Not protectfd 
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External data transfer 
Procedure for ME, FE and EXT Operation 

Data transfer 

ME mode 

FE mode 

EXT mode 

Data tan be transferred between the TNC and an 

external unit in @ PROGRAMMING/EDITING 
El 

mode. In addition, you tan transfer a program to 

the TNC and run it simultaneously in ZJ 
0 

PROGRAM RUN mode (See “Transfer blockwise”). 
The TNC interface must be adapted to the exter- 
nal unit (ME, FE or other peripheral, e.g. Printer) 
with respect to operating mode. 
In ME mode, commands are entered from the 
keypad of the magnetic tape unit or disk unit 
(switch in ME Position) and via the TNC menu 
(see illustration). 
In FE mode, commands are entered only from 
the TNC menu. You do not need to press any 
keys on the FE unit. 
For information on entering commands in EXT 
mode, please refer to the manufacturer’s instruc- 
tions for the external unit in question. 

Desired data 
transfer Option 

Press ME or FE 
keys (red lamp 
must light) 

TNC =’ ME 

ME =‘TNC 

TNC =‘FE 

FE =>TNC 

Dialogue 
initiation 

The dialogue for transferring data in any direction 
(tape/disk => TNC or TNC =s. tape/disk) 

is initiated by pressing @ The transfer mode q 
Options shown at the right are displayed on the 

Screen. Use the m m keys to move the high- 

lighted pointer to the desired mode and press 

10 ENT to select and Start the operating mode. To 

exit the menu, press IE1 
Ll - 

Interrupting 
data transfer 

Once data transfer has begun, it tan be inter- 

rupted by pressing n “F on the TNC or STOP on rl 

the ME/FE unit. I f  datatransfer is interrupted. the 
error message 
= ME: PROGRAM INCOMPLETE = 
appears. After this message is cleared with the 

El 
CE key, the menu of operating mode Options 

for data transfer is displayed. 



Program 
directory 

External data transfer 
External data storage unit -tTNC 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

ii )@ Press ENT to select mode. 1 

Magnetic tape/disk starts. 

All programs stored on the tape or disk are 
displayed but not transferred. 

1 To exit the operating mode: Press NO ENT to exit mode. 

The TNC is now in PROGRANIMING AND 
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External data transfer 
External data storage unit --f TNC 

Read-in Operating mode __ 
all programs 

Dialogue initiation _ q :T - 

tEAD-lNWPRoG1aAMs Press ENT to select mode. 
I 

/ ! 

-r 

j i 
/ PROGRAMMING P.ND EDITING 

i 0 BEGIN PGM 24 7) 

1 .., 

1 z... 

I programs stored on the tape/disk are now 
the TNC’s memory. ~The program with the 

ghest number is displayed. 
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Read-in 
program 
offered 

External data transfer 
External data storage unit + TNC 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

TD )m Press ENT to select mode. 1 

ENTRY = ENVOiIERFtEPD = NOEhJT 

22 

To transfer offered program: 

To skip offered program: 

)@ Press ENT to transfer program. 

Press NO ENT to skip to next 
program. 

ENTRY = EPJ’VOVERREAD = NOENT 

24 

The TNC displays all programs stored on the 
tape or disk. one after another. 
After displaying the program with the highest 
number. the TNC automatically returns to 
PROGRAMMING AND EDITING mode. 
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External data transfer 
External data storage unit --t TNC 

Read-in 
selected 
program 

Operating mode ~ 

Dialogue initiation _ 

READ-IN SELECTED F’ROGRAM 

IIr 

PROG,W NUMBER = 

Press ENT to select modz. 

~~-1 

/ 

Km Specify desired program number. 

Press ENT. 

! 

ECtERNAL DATA INPUT ‘\. 

Magnetic tape/disk starts. 

FV 

/ 

~ PROGRAMMING AND EDITING 

1 0 BEGIN PGM 24 MM I 

I I... 

I 2... 1 

he selected program is in the TNC’s 
wnory and is displayed. 
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Read-out 
selected 
program 

External data transfer 
TNC -+ external data storage unit 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

-RAM Press ENT to select mode. 1 ) q 

Magnetic tape/disk starts. then stops after 
leader output. 

OUTPUT = ENT/END = NOENT ml 

1 13 

14 24 .’ 

Move cursor to desired 
program number. 

Press ENT TV transfer seiected msio- 
gram to tape/disk. 

Ov = Ev/END = bjOl:rVr 

1 13 

14 24 

Cursor positioned at next program number, 

To exit operating mode: Press NO ENT to exit mode 
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External data transfer 
TNC - external data storage unit 

Read-out 
all programs 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

READ-OUTAUPF@GRAMK Press ENT to select mode. 
/ 

EXERNAL DATA OlQFW 

Magnetic tape/disk starts and data transfer 
i bqns. 

After data transfer is complete. the TNC returns 
lo PROGRAMMING AND EDITING mode. 
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External data transfer 
Transfer blockwise 

Program run 
from external 
storage unit 

In *Transfer blockwise” mode, machining pro- 
grams can be transferred via the V.24 (R-232-C) 
serial Interface from an external storage unit or 
the FE unit and executed simultaneously. This 
makes it possible to run machining programs that 
exceed the TNC’s RAM memory capacity 

Data 
interface 

The data interface can be programmed via 
machine parameters. Please refer to the 
-TNC 151/TNC 155 Mounting Instructions and 
Interface Description” for a detailed description of 
interface signals of the transfer protocol and the 
software installation required by your computer 
The II.24 interface of the TNC must be defined 
for external data transfer or FE mode. 

Starting 
“T~~llSf~~ 
blockwise” 

You c:an start the transfer of data from an external 
storage unit in “Single block” and “Full sequence* 

modes by pressing q The TNC loads the pro- 

gram blocks in available memory and interrupts 
data transfer when memory capacity is reached. 

No program blocks are displayed on the screen 
until available memory is full or the program has 
been completely transferred. 

Although program blocks are not displayed, pro- 
gram execution can be started by pressing the 

external START button. 
0 

Shod: positioning blocks are usually run when 
transferring data from an extemai storage medi- 
um. To avoid unnecessary interruption of a pro- 
gram run after is has started, a large number of 
program blocks should be saved as a buffer. For 
this reason. it is a good idea to wait until avail- 
able memory space is full. 

After the program run has started. the executed 
blocks are deleted as further blocks are called 
from the external storage unit. 
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External data transfer 
Transfer blockwise 

Skipping 
program 
blocks 

Transfer blockwise” 

mode before initiating the start, and enter a block 
number, all blocks preceding the specified block 
number will be skipped. 

Interrupting 
program 
execution 

To interrupt a program run: 

l press the external STOP button and the internal 
STOP key. 

The display “TRANSFER BLOCKWISY remains 
on the screen even after execution has been 
interrupted. The message disappears when you 

l call up a new program number 
oi 
l switch from program run “Single blockn or “Full 

sequencen to another operating mode. 

Program format The following conditions apply to program format 
in “Transfer blockwise” mode: 

l Program calls, subroutine calls, program part 
repeats and conditional program jumps cannot 
be executed. 

l Only the last defined tool can be called (except 
for operation with central tool storage). 

Block number The program destined for transfer may contain 
blocks numbered higher than 999. 
The block need not be numbered consecutively. 
but must not exceed 65,534. Four-digit block 
numbers in plain-language programs are dis- 
played on two lines on the screen. 

Graphics 
(as a software 
version 07) 

The TNC can graphically simulate on the screen 
programs that are transferred blockwise from an 
external memory It is only necessary to program 
the workpiece definition BLK FORM behind the 
BEGIN PGM block. 
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External data transfer 
Tr’ansfer blockwise 

Starting 
“Transfer 
blockwise” 

Operating mode 

Dialogue initiation 

PROGRAM NUNBEt’. m Enter desired program number. 

Press ENT. 

Wait until initial program blocks are displayed 
or, screen. 

Press START to run program 

interrupting 
“Transfer 
blockwise” 

To interrupt the program run: Press STOP to interrupt run. 

Press STOP to abort program run 

In [g mode. you can also abort program 

execution by switching lo 
g 
@ mode. 
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External data transfer 
TNC 155 graphics output to a printer 

You can check a machining program on the 
TNC 155 with the aid of the graphics feature. The 
image displayed on the screen can be output via 
the V.24 interface (EXT mode) and sent to a prin- 
ter for hardcopy print-out. 
The external printer is interfaced to the TNC 155 
via machine parameters 226 to 233. To start 

printing. press /$j while the graphic image is 

displayed on the screen. 
The following input values for machine para- 
meters 226 to 233 apply to the Texas Instru- 
ments OMNI SOO/Model 850 printer: 

The following input values apply to the EPSON 
matrix printer: 

Beginning with software version 03: 
When printing out the graphic the control auto- 
matically switches onto the interface operating 
mode “EXT”. if -ME- or “FE” operation is engaged 
via the MOD function. 



External Data Transfer 
Transfer of TNC 145 programs 

TNC 145 
program 
management 

The TNC 145 can manage only one program at a 
time in its main memory In contrast to the TNC 
150.,/TNC 15%,‘TNC 155. and TNC 355 programs 
this program has no program number and can 
therefore not be managed by the above men- 
tioned controls. 

Before transfer of TNC 145 programs. a service 
nurrlber mutt be entered. The TNC then stores 
the transferred TNC 145 program under this 
number. 
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External data transfer 
Transfer of TNC 145 programs 

All programs 
read in 

Operating mode TNC 

Operating mode ME 

m 
Dialog initiation pm/ 

El 
Enter service program rwmber. 
(maximum of 8 digits). 

Transfer to memory 

MM=ENT/WCW=WFN-E )I@ for dimensions in mm. 

for dimensions in inch.. 

0 BEGIN ,ffibj 12345678 ?4% )@ External data transfer. 

q Select ‘read in all programs.” 

The cassette contents with the TNC 145 programs 
are now stored in the TNC main memory under 
the sewice program number 12345678. 
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Technical description 
Specifications 

Control system 
versions 

Type of control 

operator 
prompting 
and displays 

TNC 151 with BE 111 (Y monochrome) or BE 211 (12” monochrome) video terminal. 
Incorporating programmable logic controller (PLC). 

TNC 155 with BE 411 video terminal (12” monochrome). 
Incorporating programmable logic controller (PLC) 

TNC . . . 6 = without separate input/output boards 
TNC . . . Q = inwts and outputs on 1 or 2 separate PC boards 

Coontoour;ng convolsys&?m for 4 axes. Optional: spindle or;enwr~on as 5’̂  axis (no interpolarion with 
remaining axes)~ Linear interpolar~on on 3 of 4 axes. circular inrerpolat;on on 2 of 4 axes (only If  4’” 
axis is parallel to one linear axis, limited contour programming with 4’” axis), /!e/ica/ ;nferpo/af;on~ 

Program input anddIsplay in HEIDENHAIN plain-language programming format 01 per I:;0 6983 
standard. 
mm/inch conversion for input values and displays. 
Display increment: 0.005 mm or 0.0002 in. or 0.001 mm/0.0001 in. 
Nominal positions (absolute or incremental dimensions) in Cartesian or polar coordinate,j. 
Input resolution up to 0.001 mm or O.OOO? in. or O.OOlO. 

Plain-language interactive dialogues and error messages (in eight languages). 
Display of current. preceding and next WO program blocks. 
Display of actual position/nominal position/distance to go/distance from reference mark&ailing error 

- 

and status indicator for all major program data, 

Program Semiconductor memory with backup battery for 32 NC programs. total 3.100 blocks, 
memory Programmable erase/edit protection. 

Central 
tool 
masazine 

Up to 99 tools. Suitable for tool changer with variable pocket allocation 

Operating 
modes 

Manual/electronic handwheel: control system functions as numerical position indicator. 

Pos;t;oning v/a manual da@ input: each positioning block is run after being entered: block is not saved. 

Program run -single block: Program is executed block-by-block after key is pressed. 
Program run - fulisequemx: Program started by pressing key, executed to programmed STOP or 
end of !xogram. 

Programming and edit;ng~. (also during program run): 
a) for linear or circular interpolation, 

manual/v per progw’r listing or pan drawing. or 
e,xrerna//~ via V.24./K-232-C data interface (Ed go via FE 401 floppy-disk unit or ME lCll/102 
magnetic tape unit iron- HEIDENHAIN or other peripheral devices) 

b) for paraxial operation additionally by transfer of current position data (actual values) Gth conven- 
tional workpiece machinig (playback mode). 

Earxfer b/o&v&e: Access to programs from master computer or FE 401 floppy-disk unit. Programs 
exceeding control system memory capacity can be transferred and run simultaneously. 

Supplementay operatfng modes: mm/inch. character height for position display. axis so~hware limits. 
user parameters (defined by machine manufacturer). 
Displays: vacant blocks, actual posiIion/nominal position/distance to go/trailing error/distance from 
reference mark. 
V.24 interface: MEIFEIEXT. baud rate. 
IS0 programming format: block number increment. 
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Technical description 
Specifications 

Programmable 
functions 

Straight line, chamfer 
Circle (defined by centre and end posItion of arc or radius and end position of arc), with tangential 
transtion from preceding contour (input: arc end position) 
Rounded corners [enter radius) 
Txqential contour approach and departure 
Tool number, tool length and radius compensation 
Spindle orientation (optional) 
Spindle speed 
Rapid traverse 
Feed rate 
Program calls from within other programs 
Subroutines/program part repeats 
Canned machining cycles for peck drilling. tapping, slot milling, milling rectangular pockets, milling 
cirwlar pockets. cycles for milling pockets with variable contours (up to 12 subcontours: intersections 
computed by control system) 
Coordinate system offset and rotation 
Mirror-imaging. scaling factor 
Dwell time/Auxiliary function M/Program STOP 
Manufacturer-specific cycles. 

Parameter 
programming 

Test run 
without 
machine 
mO”W”e”t 

Mathematical functions (=, i. -. x. +, sin. cos. angle o from R x sina and R x cost. II? mi- 
parameter comparison (=, t. >, <). 

TNC: 151 and TNC 155: analytical program test 
TNC: 155 only: graphic simulation of machining program: 
Simulation modes: in 3 planes. plan view with depth shading. 3D simulation. magnification. 

Program Moclification of program words. insertion and deletion of program blocks. search routine for finding 
editing program blocks with specific characteristics within a program. 

Program Control system facilitates resumption of program after interruption by saving all important program 
continuation after data. 
interruption 

Touch-probe 
functions 

Programmable: determine actual position of workpiece surface for setting up in “Manual” and “Elec- 
tronic handwheel” modes: calibrate, define angular clamping position of workpiece. define workpiece 
comer and circle centre. define workpiece surface as reference plane. 

Data 
interface 

Seria interface per CClTr recommendation V.24 or EIA standard K-232-C: 
Baud rates: 110/150/300/600/1200/2400/4800/9600 baud: 
Expanded interface with control characters and block check characters (BCC) for “Transfer block\visev. 

ErKW 
control and 
monitoring 

Coni:rol system displays prograrrming and operating errors in plain language. It monitors the furxtion- 
ing of major electronic assemblies. positioning and measuring systems and important machine func- 
tions. If  an error is detected, a plain-language error message is generated and the machine is shut 
down via emergency STOP. 

Reference mark Reference values are transferred automatically following power failure by passing over transducer re- 
analysis ference marks (includes interval-coded reference marks). 

Maximum + 30.000 mm or + 30 m/1181 inches. 
traverse path 

Maximum 
traversing 
speed 

16 m par min./630 in. per min. 

Feed rate and 0 to 150% via two potentiometers on the control unit console 
spindle override 

Position 
transducers 

HEIDENHAIN incremental !inear transducer (also avallable with lntewal-coded reference marks) clr 
rota-y encoder; 
gratng pitch: 0.02/0.01 or 0.1 mm, 
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Technical description 
Specifications 

Limit 
switches 

Software-controlled limit switch for machine axes IX+/X-/Y+/Y-/Z+/Z- and IV+/IV-): each traverse 
range is specified as machIne parameter: addltlonal programmable traverse range limits. 

integrated 
PLC 
(programmable 
logic 
interface 
controller) 

2048 commands 
1000 user flags (not power-fallure protected) 
1000 user flags (power-failure protected) 
1024 permanently assigned flags 
16 counte:. 32 timers 
Inputs/outputs for TNC 151 B/TNC 155 B: 
23 inputs (24 V =, apprax. 10 mA): 24 outputs (24 V =, max. 50 mA) 
PLC input/output board for TNC 151 CUTNC 155 a: 
63 inputs (24 V =, approx. 10 mA) 
PL 100: 31 outputs (24 V =, max. 1.2 A) 
PL 110: 25 outputs (24 V =, max. 1.2 A) + 3 bipolar output pairs (15 V =, 300 mA) 
External voltage supply for PLC input/output board 24 V = +lO% to -15% 
Macro programs for tool change [random or fixed addressing]. 
Input/output capacity can be doubled with a second power board. 

Control unit Transducers X/Y/Z/IV/spindle 
inputs Electronic handwheel (HR 150 or HR 2501 or unit with 2 electronic handwheels (HE 3101 
TNC 15VTNC 155 Touch-probe systems (TS 510/TS 110) 
(with standard Start. stop, rapid traverse 
PLC program) Feedback -Awlian/ function completeO, feed rate release 

Manual operation lopens position control loop); feedback emergency STOP test 
Reference end position XfYJZllV 
Reference pulse inhibitor XjYlZliV 
AXIS direction buttons X/Y/Z/IV 
External feed rate potentiometer 

Control unit One each analogue output for XlYlZllV (with automatic offset calibration). one analogue output for 
outputs spindle 
TNC 15VTNC 155 Axis release for X. Y. Z. I’V 
(with standard Control system in operation 
PLC program) M strobe signal 

S strobe signal 
T strobe signal 
8 outputs for M. S and T functions. coded 
“Coolant OFF. -Coolant ON’ 
“CCW spindle rotation” 
*Soindle STOP” 
*CW spindle rotation- 
Spindle interlock 
Control system in “Automatic” mode 
Emergency STOP 

SUPPlY 
voltage 

Multirange 100/120/140/200/220/240 V. +lO% to -15%, 48 to 62 Hz 

Power con- 
sumption 

TNC 151: approx. 60 W (with 9” or 12” video display unit) 
TNC 155: Logic and control unit approx. 45 W. BE 411 video display unit approx. 40 W 

Ambient 
temperature 

Operation: 0 to 45O C (0 to 118’ F) 
Storage: -30 to 70’ C (m-22 to 158O F) 

Type of en- IP 54 
closure: 
control console 

Weight Control unit: 12 kg (26 lb) 
BE ii1 9” video display unit: 6.8 kg (15 lb): BE 21l/BE 411 ly video display unit: 10 kg (22 lb) 
PL lOO/PL 110 PLC input/output board: 1.2 kg (3 lb) (TNC Q). 
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Technical description 
Specificatibns 

Electronic handwheels 
For connection to HR ‘150: for installation in machine control console (only one handwheel possible) 
TNC 151/TNC 155 HR :?50: portable unit with 1 handwheel 

Attaches magnetically to machine. 
HE 310: portable unit with 2 handwheels 
4 ax:s~control keys for switching both handwheels to individual axes. where simultaneous motion on 
X-Y. X-Z, Y-IV, IV-Z is possible. 
Safety switch 
Emergency STOP switch 
Attaches magnetically to machine. 

Traverse per 
handwheel 
revolution 

10/5,‘2.5/1.25/0.625/0.313/0.156/0.078/0.039/0.02 mm (selectable via TNC keyboard) 

Maximum 
traversing 
rate 

2.4 m per min. (A 4 rps) if not limited by TNC parameters 

Power supply from TNC 

Cable length 

Enclosure 

HR ‘150: 1 m (3 h). max. 10 m (33 ft) 
HR X50: 3 m (10 ft). max. 10 m (33 ft) 
HE 310: 3 m (10 ft). max. 20 m (66 ft) 

IP 64 (HR 250 and HE 310 only) 

Ambient 
temperature 

Operation: 0 to 45’ C (0 to 118O F) 
Storage: -30 to 70’ C (~22 to 158’ F) 

Weight HR ‘150: 0.3 kg (0.66 lb) (without rotary knobihandwheel) 
HR:!50: 1.1 kg (2.4 lb) 
HE 310: 3.9 ka 18.6 lb) 
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Data interfaces 

Disk drives 

Floppy disks 

- 

Technical description 
Specifications 

Floppy-disk unit 
FE 401: compact portable unit for use on multiple machines 
[can also be used with TNC 131/TNC 135/TNC 145 and TNC 150) 

2 interfaces per CCITT recommendation V.24 or EIA standard RS-232-C 
Baud rates: 
with 1 interface: 240019600 baud 
with 1 interface: 110/150/300/600/1200/2400/4800/9600 baud 

2 disk drives, Including one for copying 
Panasonic JU 343 

- 
BASF 3 l/2 inch. double-sided 135 TPI 
Storage capacity: approx. 790 kilobfle (approx. 25.000 program blocks). max. 256 different programs 

supply voltage MultIrange 100/120/140/200/220/240 V 
+lO% to -15%. 48 to 62 Hz 

Power input Max. 18 w 

Ambient Operation: 15 to 45O C (59 to 113O F) (approx. 10 min. after starting: 10 to 45’ C [50 to 11:3O F]) 
temperature Storage: -40 to i60’ C (~-40 to 140’ F) 

Weight 4.9 kg (11 lb) 

Magnetic tape unit 
ME 101: compact portable unit for use on multiple machInes 
ME 102: intearated unit for permanent installation in machine control console 

Data interfaces 2 interfaces per CCITT recommendation V.24 or EIA standard RS-232-C 
Baud rates: 
with 1 interface: 2400 baud. fixed 
with 1 multiranoe interface: 1!0/150/300/600/1200/2400 baud 

Cassette drive 

CEXS.C?tteS 

Philips Mini-DCR 

Philips Digital Mini-Cassette. No. 892044010101. with write-protect tab 
Storage capacity: approx. 35 kilobyte per side (approx, 1000 program blocks per side) 
Erasure time: aoorox. 180 sec. 

Supply voltage Multirange 
100/120/140/200/220/24C’ V 
+lO% to 15%. 48 to 62 Hz 

Power input 16 W 

Ambient 
temperature 

Operation: 4 to 45O C (39 to 113’ F) 
Storage: -30 to 70’ C (-22 to 158O F) 

Weight 4.7 ko 110 lb) 
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Technical description 
Specifications 

311 Touch-probe systems 
TS 511 
with infrared 
transmission 

Touch trigger 3D probe 
Probing repeatability better than 1 pm (40 pinch) 
Probing speed: max. 3 mlmin. (9.8 ft per min.] 
Stylus with shear point 
Ruby probe tip 
Shank and stylus shape available to customer specifications 

Infrared transmission path: 
2 signal transmitters (0’ and 18OO) 
1 stilrting signal receiver (for O”) 
Optional signal radiation direction to spindle axis (specify when ordering): 90/60/30” 
Distance between 3D probe and transminer/receiver: 500 to 2000 mm (20 to 79 in.) 

Power supply: 
4 “micro-sized- NiCd accumulator batteries 
Maximum operating time per charge: 
measuring mode 8 hr., standby mode 1 month 
Delivery includes second battery set and external charging unit (220 V, 50 Hz) 

Enclosure: IP 55 

interlace to CNC control unit 
The interface consists of transmitter/receiver and evaluator electronics system. 
SE--Transmitter/receiver: 
Diameter: 80 mm (3 in.) Length: 49 mm (2 in.) 
Cable length: 3 m (10 ft) 
Enclosure: IP 66 
APE,-Evaluator electronics system: 
In die-cast aluminium housing: (LxWxH) 175 mm x 80 mm x 57 mm (7 x 3 x 2 in.) 
Maximum cable length: 20 m (65 ft) 
Enclosure IP 64 

TS 110 
with cable 

3D Touch-trigger probe 
Tectlnical data same as 3D probe with infrared transmission, but without infrared transmitTer/rec,?iver. 
Cable length: 3 m (IO ft) 

Evalluator electronics system: 
In die-cast aluminium housing: (ixWxH) 175 mm x 80 mm x 57 mm (7 x 3 x 2 in.) 
Maximum cable length: 20 m (65 ft) 
Enclosure: IP 64 
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Dimensions 
Logic and control block 
TNC 151 B/Q TNC 151 BR/QR 
TNC 151 F/W TNC 151 FR/WR 
I- - 

L 
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Dimensions 
Logic and clontrol block 
TNC 155 B/Q TNC 155 BR/QR 
TNC 155 F/W TNC 155 FR/WR 



TlO 

Dilmensions 
BE 111 9” video display unit 



Dimensions 
BE 211 12” video display unit 

Dimensions mm/inch & 



Dilmensions 
BE: 411 video display unit 

! 

! 
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! 
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Dimensions 
PL lOO/PL 110 PLC input/output board 

L 

Dirnersions mm/inch & 

m.1 . 
I 
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Index 

A 

Absolute dimensions Kl 0, P24 

-, IS0 format DIO 

-, plain language P19 
Advance stop distance t - P98 

Angle (parameter function) - P87 

Angle reference direction - K2 
Approach command M95 P69 

Approach command M96 P68 

Arc with tangential connection (see Tangential Arc) P54 

Auxiliary functions (M) P32 

-, affecting program run P34 
-. list P34 

-, variable P35 

T14 

Basic rotation 

-, ently 

BauC rate 

-, entry 

Baud rate 

Blank form (BLK FORM) 

Blank form (Graphics) 

Block call 

Block number 

Block number increment 

Block. deleting 

Block. inserting 

Buffer battery 

-All 

-Al2 

El4 

- v3 

v2 

PI72 PI76 

- P172 

- P164 

P2 

E14. 05 

- P166 

P166 

E3. P208 

C 

C (see circular path C) 

Cable connection (ME. FE and EXT) 

Calibration 

-, effective length 

--, ently 

-, effective radius 

--, entry 

CC l:see circle centre and pole) 

CE key 

Central angle 

Central tool memoly 

Chamfers 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Changeover mm/inch 

Changing programming modes 

Circle centre 

-, I!;0 format 

-, plain language 

_ P44 

v4 

-A3 

-A3 

-A4 

-A7 

A8 

P22. P44 

- P4 

P50 

D9. PI2 

_ P42 

D20 

P43 

El 2 

03 

P20 

Dl 1 

P23 



Index 

C continued 

Circle centre = Datum A23 

Circular interpolation P44 

-, IS0 format D14, lD15. D16. D18 

-, plain language P47. P49 

Circular path C P44 

-, IS0 format - D14. D16 

-, plain language P47. P49 

Circular path CR P50 

-, IS0 format D15 

-, plain language P51 

Circular pocket P116 

-, IS0 format D26 

-, plain language P119 

Code number El8 

Conditional jump P84 

-, IS0 forma D31 

-, plain language P85 

Contour approach in a straight line P64 

-, path angle (7 equal to 180’ P65 

-, path angle a giearer than 180” P66 

-, path angle (I less than 180’ P67 

Contour approach on an arc P62 

-, IS0 format 021 

-, plain language P63 

Contour departure in a straight line P64 

-1 path angle o equal to 180’ P65 

-, path angle (1 greater than 180° P66 

-, path angle o less than 180° P67 

Contour departure on an arc P62 

-, IS0 format D21 

-, plain language P63 

Contour geometry (cycle) P128 

-, is0 format 027 

-, plain language P129 

Contour mill P138 

-, IS0 format D29 

-, plain language -PI39 

Contour pocket -P122 

-, example P143 

-, program format P142 

Contouring key P20 

Control unit, switching on E4 

Coordinate axes Kl 

Coordinate system Kl 

Coordinate transformations P94 

Coordinates Kl. PI9 

-, caites1an Kl, P20 

-, polar (see Polar coordinates) K2. P24 

-, programming P21. P25 

Corner = Datum Al7 

Cosine (parameter definitlon) 

CR (see circular path CR) 

CT (see rang&al arc) 

P82 

P50 

P54 
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Index 

C continued 

Cycle 

-, call 

- P94 
P94 

T’l6 

-, define 
-1 delete 
-, parameter 

P94 
_p166 

D23 

D 

D (Address) 
Data transfer 
Datum shift 
-, ISO format 

-, plair language 
Departure command M98 
Dialogue prompting 
Directory (program management) 
DR (Direction of rotation) 

-, angle 
-. cirwlar interpolation 

-. circtllar pocket milling 
-, pocket milling 
Dwell time 
-, IS0 format 
-, plain language 

-, in machining cycle 

D30 
-VI 
- P150 

D30 
- PI51 
- P68 

P2 
P6. D5 

-P44 
K2, P154 

-P44 
- PI16 
- PI10 

P158 
D31 

YrP159 
P98 

E 

Editing P8. P164ff 

-, during execution - PI 95 

Electronic handwheel M2 

Ellipse (programming example) - P88 

Emergency STOP - P192 

END key P3 

Enlargement - PI 56 

-, graphics - P184 

ENT key P3 

Erase/edit protection P6 

-, IS0 format 08 

-, plain language P9, PI 1 

Error messages - 124 

Error number (Parameter function) - P9 

EXl IV.24 Interface) -v3 

F 

F [Address) 
F (see Feed Rate) 
Fast image data procewng 
FE (see Floppy Disk Unit) 

D30. D31 
P32. D12 

- P175 
v3 



Index 

F continued 

Feed rate - P32. D12 

-, in machining cycle P98 

-1 override M 1, PI 88. P204 

Floppy disk unit (FE) v3 

FN (see Parameter function) P78 

Freely programmable cycles (pragam call) __ P160 

-, IS0 format D31 

-, plain language __ P161 

G (Address) 

G-codes 

GOT0 (see Block Call and Conditional Jump) 

Graphics 

-, starting 

-, StoppIng 

D6 

D6 

__ P164 

__ P172 

P176. P179 

- P176. Pi77 

H 

H (Address) 

Helical interpolation 

-. IS0 format 

-, piain language 

D13 

P60 

D18 

P61 

I 

I (Address) 

IF equal. THEN jump 

IF greater than. jump 

IF less than. jump 

IF unequal, jump 

IF-THEN jump (see Conditional jump) 

Incremental dimensions 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

lnfeed per c”t 

Input all programs 

Interpolation. 3D (see Linear interpolation) 

lnterpolaticn factor 

Dll 

P84 

P86 

P86 

P86 

P84 

KIO, I’1 9. P24. DlO 

DIO 

PI9 

PllO 

v9 

P36 

M2 

J (Address) Dll 



I nldex 

K 

K (Address) Dll 

k (see %epover”) Pi 11 

L 

L (see Linear Interpolation) 

Labels 

-, call 

-, number 

-, setmlg 

LBL 

LBL CALL 

LBL SET 

Linear interpolation 

Linear interpolation. 2D (see linear interpolation) 

Linear interpolation, 3D (see linear interpolation) 

- P36 

P70 

P70 

P70 

P70 

P71 

P71 

P71 

- P36 

P36 

P36 

M 

M (.4ddress) 

Machine axes 

Machine parameters 

P32 

K3 

P208 

Machining cycles 

-, IS0 format 

-, pi&n language 

MA’SN key 

Magnetic tape unit 

Magnify function (graphics) 

Manual operation 

Mawfacturer cycles 

ME (see Magnetic Tape Unit) 

Measuring system 

Milling depth 

Mirror image 

-, ISC format 

-, clain language 

MOD-Function 

MP (see Machine Parameters) 

P94. P96 

D22 

P95 

P184 

v2 

P184 

Ml 

P92 

v2 

K5 

P104. PI IO. P116 

- P152 

D30 

P153 

El0 

P208 

N 

N (Address! 

NC: Software number 

Nesting 

NO ENT key 

05 

El8 

P74 

P3 



Index 

0 

Operating modes, on-screen display E6 

Output all programs v13 

Overlap factor (see stepover) Plll 

P 

P (Address) (see Cycle parameters and Parameter definition) 

Paging 

-, in cycle definitions 

-, in parameter definitions 

-, I” a program 

Parameter 

-, definition 

-, display 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, function 

-, setting 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

Paraxial machining 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Path angle 

Peck drilling 

Pecking depth 

Peripheral device 

Pilot drill (cycle) 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Plan view (graphics) 

Playback mode 

PLC: Software number 

Pocket milling (rectangular pocket) 

Polar coordinates 

-, angle 
--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, radius 
--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

Pole 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Position display 

Position display. large/small 

Positioning with MDI 

Power interruptions 

Program 

-. call 

-, call (cycle) 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

- 023. D30 

P164 

P95 

P79 

PI 64 

P78 

P78 

P170. PI71 

D30 

P79 

P78 

P78 

D30 

P79 
P197 

D12 

P199 

P64 

P98 

P98 

Vl 

PI 30 

D27 

P131 

PI 75 

P200 

El8 

PI10 

K2. P24 

P24 

DlO 

P25 

P24 

DlO 

P25 

P22 

Dl3. Dl6 

P23 

E9 

El4 

P204 

E4 

Pl 

P6 

P160 

D31 

P161 
Tl9 



hdex 

P continued 

-, editing 

-, editing protection 

-, entiy 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

Program. erasing a 

-, erase protectlo” 

-, Mel 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, ,unp 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, number 

-, protection 

Program pan repetition 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

Program run 

-; aborting 

-, full sequence 

-, lnteriupflng 

-, resumng 

-, single block 

Program STOP 

-, checking (see Program test and Search routines) 

editing (see Editing a program) 

1: length 

Program test run 

-, directory 

-, management 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

- P164 

P6. P8 

P6 

- Dl 
Pl 

- P168 

P6. P8 

- P70 

D34 

P71 

P70. P76. P84 

D29 

P77 

- P6 

P6. P8 
P72 

- D34 

P72 

- PI 88 

- P190 
P188. P192 

P190 

p19:3. P194 

P18;3. PI 92 

P17 

P1713. PI 68 

- P164 

P6 

- P170 

- V8 

P6 

D5 

P7, P9 

Q DEF key 

0 key 

Q-Parameters. displaying 

P78 

P78. D30 

- P169 

R 

R (Address] D’IO. D20 

Radius compensation P26 

-, I” cOntInuO”s operation P26 

-, fcr paraxial machining - PI 97 

Read-in program offered -VlO 

Read-in selected program -Vll 

Read-out selected program -v12 

Rectangular pocket (see Pocket miil\ng) - PI10 

RedlJction - P156 

T20 



Index 

R continued 

Reference point K5 
-, traversing E4 

Reference position K5 

Reference signal K5 

Relative tool movement K3 

REP (see Programm part repetition) P72 
Repetition P72. P75 

RND (see Rounding comers) P59 

ROT (see Rotation angle) Pi 55 

Rotating the coordinate system Pi54 

Rotation angle (ROT) P154 

-, IS0 format D31 

-, plain language P155 

Rough-out cycle PI 32 

-, IS0 format D28 

-, plain language Pi32 

Rounding corners P58 

-, IS0 format D20 

-, plain language P59 

Rounding radius P58 

S (Address) 

Scaling factor 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

SCL (see Scaling factor) 

Search routines 

Set-up clearance 

Simulation in 3 planes. graphics 

Simulation. 3D 

Sine (Parameter definition) 

Slot milling 

Snap-on keyboard 

Software limits 

Special tool 

Spindle axis 

Spindle orientation (cycle) 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Spindle rotation (M-function) 

Spindle speeds 

Square io~t (Parameter definition) 

-, from root sum of squares 

-. from square number 

Standard programming (see Programming in IS0 format) 

Stepover k 

STOP 

Straight lines 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

P17. D9 

P156 

D30 

P157 

PI 57 

PI 68 

P98 

P174 

P174 

P82 

P104 

Dl 

El4 

P14 

PI6 

PI 62 

D33 

P163 

P34. P96 

P16. PI8 

P80 

P83 

P80 

Dl 

-Pill 

Pi7 

P36 

D12. D13 

P37. P41 
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tndex 

S c:ontinued 

Subroutine P73 

-. repetition P75 

Supplementary operating modes El0 

T 

T (Address) 

t (see Advance stop distance) 

Targential arc 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Tapping 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Toc~l 

-, call 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, change 

-, compensation 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

--, in playback mode 
-, definition 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

-, length 

--, IS0 format 
--, plain language 

-, lnumber 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

P9 

P98 

P54 

D17 

1’55, P57 

PI 02 

D23 

PI 03 

PI2 

PI6 

D9 

_ PI7 

P16 

PI2 

D9 

1’15. P17 

P’l5. P201 

P12 

D9 

PI 5 

PI 2 

D9 

PI 5 

I’1 2. PI 6 

D9 
P15. Pl7 

--, IS0 format 

--. plain language 

TOOL CALL 

TOl3L CALL 0 

TOOL DEF 

Tool path compensation 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

-, contour intersection compensation with M97 

-, on external comers 

-, on internal corners 

-, termination with M98 

-, Gth paraxial positioning blocks 

--, IS0 format 

--, plain language 

Total hole depth 

TOUCH PROBE key 

Touch-probe 

Touch-probe function. general information 

D9 

‘15, P17 

P16 

P16 

PI 2 

P26 

D19 

- P28 

P28 

P28 

PI 99 

G. P68 

P197 

D19 

- PI99 

- P98 

A2 

Al 

A2 

T22 



Index 

T continued 

Transfer blockwise v14 

Traversing speed (see also Feed rate) P32 

-, constant. on eXternal comw3 P29 

Trigonometric functions P82. P87 

U 

User parameters - El& P208 

V 

V.24 Interface 

-, definition 

Vacant blocks 

Vl 

v3 
E8 

W 

Workpiece 

-, axis (see also spindle axis) 

P19 

P16. P90 

-, datum (setting) 

Workpiece datum. setting 

Workpiece surface = Datum 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

Write proteaion 

K6, K9 

K9 

A14. A26 

D33 

_ Al 5. A27 

v7 

zero tooi 

-, IS0 format 

-, plain language 

P12 

D24 

P107 

T23 



Error messages 

A 

ANGLE REFERENCE MISSING 1’48. P54 

ARITHMETICAL ERROR - P87 

B 

BLOCK FORMAT INCORRECT - Dl 

C 

CIRCLE END POS. INCORRECT 

CYCLE INCOMPLETE 

CYCLE PARAMElER SIGN FALSE 

1’46. P54 

P194 

- P99 

D 

DEFINITION BLK FORM INCORRECT - D38 

E 

EMERGENCY STOP 

EXCESSIVE SUBPROGRAMMING 

EXCHANGE BUFFER BATTERY 

EXCHANGE TOUCH PROBE BA-ITERY 

P192 

P72. f’73. P74 

E3. P208 

A2 

G 

G-CODE GROUP ALREADY ASSIGNED .Dl.D7 

I 

ILLEGAL G-CODE D2 

J 

JUMP TO LABEL 0 NOT PERMITTED P70 

L 

LABEL NUMBER ALREADY ALLOCATED - P70 

T24 



Error messages 

nn 

ME: PROGRAM INCOMPLETE v7 

MIRROR IMAGE ON TOOL AXIS PI 52 

P 

PATH OFFSET INCORRECTLY STARTED 

PGM SECTION CANNOT BE SHOWN 

PL4NE INCORRECTLY DEFINED 

POWER INTERRUPTED 

PROBE SYSTEM NOT READY 

PROGRAM MEMORY EXCEEDED 

PROGRAM START UNDEFINED 

P44 

P176 

- P42. P58 

- 03. E4. E8 

A2 

P166 

P’i 94, Dl 0, D14 

R 

REL4Y EXT. DC VOLTAGE MISSING 

ROUNDING RADIUS TOO LARGE 

D3. E4 

P58 

S 

SELECTED BLOCK NOT ADDRESSED 

SPINDLE ! 

STYLUS EXTENDED 

P193 

P96 

A2 

T 

TOOL CALL MISSING 

TOOL RADIUS TOO LARGE 

TOUCH POINT INACCESSIBLE 

P96 

- Pza. P29 

A2 

W 

WRONG AXIS PROGRAMMED 

WRONG RPM 

- PI53 

PI6 
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Auxiliary functions M 

MO5 

MO6 

MO8 

MO9 

Ml3 

Ml4 

M30 

M89 

M89 

M90 

M91 

Constant tool path feed rate at external and internal comers 

within positioning block: coordinates refer to the reference point 
(Reference point substituted for workpiece datum) 

M92 within positioning block: coordinates refer to a position defined by . 
machine manufacturer via machine parameter. e.g. tool change position 
(workpiece zero is replaced) 

-- 

M93 M-function assignment reserved by HEIDENHAIN 

Function Active at block Remarks 
begin- end Page 

ning 
~~ 

Stop program run/Spindle STOP/Coolant OFF . 
-- 

Stop program run/Spindle STOP/Coolant OFF/if required: clearing . 

the status display (indepedent of machine parameters)/Return to block 1 
-- 

Spindle ON: clockwise . 
~~ 

Spindle ON: counterclockwise . 
-- 

Spindle STOP, Coolant off (with standard PLC-program) . 

Tool change/Stop program run (if req’d.. depends on specified machine . 

parameters)/Spindle STOP 

Coolant ON . 
-- 

Coolant OFF . 

Spindle ON: clockwise/Coolant ON . 
~- 

Spindle ON: counterclockwise/Coolant ON . 

same as MO2 . 

Variable auxiliary function . 
- fir 

&la call. modal (depends on machine parameters) . P94 
-- 

. 

. 

P29 

. 
-___ 

M94 Reduction of displayed value for rotary table axis to below 360° . 
(programmed setting of actual value) 

-~ 

M95 Changed approach behavior for start in internal comers: . 

no calculation of point of intersection P69 
-- 

M96 Changed approach behavior for start at external corners: . P68 
insening a tangential circle 

M97 Contour compensation on external corners: . P28 
point of intersection instead of tangential circle 

M98 End of contour compensation active blockwise: . P30, P68 
radius compensation RYRR is cancelled only for the next positioning block 

~- 

M99 Cycle call active blockwise . P94 
-~ 



Address codes (ISO) 

Address Function Input range 
code Numbers Parameter 

% Program stalt or call 0 - 99999999 - 

A-axis (rotation about X-axis) + 30000.000 00 - Q99 
B-axis (rotation about Y-axis) i 30000.000 00 - 099 
C-axis (rotation about Z-axis) t 30000.000 QO - Q99 

D Parameter definition 0 - 14 - 

(Program parameter Q) 

F Feed rate 0 - 15999 00 - Q99 
F Dwell with GO4 0 - 19999.999 00 - Q99 
F Scaling factor with G72 0 - 99.999 - 

G G-code 0 - 99 - 

H Polar coordinate angle 
in incremental dimensions * 5400.000 00 - Q99 
in absolute dimensions + 360.000 QO - Q99 

H Angle of rotation with G73 rt 360.000 QO - 099 

I X-coordinate of circle centrelpole * 30000.000 QO - 099 
J Y-coordinate of circle centre/pole + 30000.000 QO - 099 
K Zcoordinate of circle centrelpole + 30000.000 00 - Q99 

L Set label number with G98 0 - 254 - 

L Jump to label number 
L Tool length with G99 

1 - 254.65535 - 
k 30000.000 QO - Q99 

M 

N 

P 
P 

Q 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

S 
S 

Auxiliary functions 

Block number 
in ‘Transfer blockwise” mode 

Cycle parameter in machining cycles 
Parameter in parameter definitions 

Program parameter “Q 

Polar coordinate radius 
Circle radius with GOZ/G03/G05 
Rounding-off radius with G25/G26/G27 
Chamfer length with G24 
Tool radius with G99 

Spindle speed 
Angular spindle position with G36 

0 - 99 - 

1 - 9999 
1 - 65534 - 

01-12 - 
01 - 03 - 

0 - 99 - 

f  30000.000 00 - 099 
f  30000.000 00 - Q99 
0 - 19999.999 00 - Q99 
0 - 19999.999 00 - 099 
t 30000.000 00 - Q99 

0 - 30000.000 - 
0 - 360.000 - 

T 
T 

Tool definition with G99 
Tool call 

0 - 254 - 

0 - 254 - 

U-axis (linear movement parallel to X-axis) * 30000.000 QO - 099 
V-axis (linear movement parallel to Y-axis) + 30000.000 QO - 099 
W-axis (linear movement parallel to Z-axis) ?k 30000.000 00 - Q99 

X X-axis k 30000.000 QO - Q99 
Y Y-axis i 30000.000 QO - 099 
Z Z-axis t 30000.000 00 - 099 

* End of block - - 



Auxiliary functions M 

M Function Active at block 
begin- end 
mng 

Remarks 
page 

MOO Stop program run/Spindle STOP/Coolant OFF . 
-- 

MO2 Stop program run/Spindle STOP/Coolant OFF/if required: clearing . 
the status display (indepedent of machine parameters)/Return to block 1 ~- 

MO3 Spindle ON: clockwise . 
-- 

MO4 Spindle ON: counterclockwise . 
~- 

MO5 Spindle STOP. Coolant off (with standard PLC-program) . 
-- 

MO6 Tool change/Stop program run (if req’d.. depends on specified machine . 
parameters)/Spindle STOP 

MO8 Coolant ON 

MO9 Coolant OFF 

Ml3 Spindle ON: clockwise/Coolant ON 

Ml4 Spindle ON: counterclockwise/Coolant ON 

M30 same as MO2 

MS9 Variable auxiliary function 
- -or 

. 
-- 

. 
-- 

. 
~~ 

. 
-- 

. 
-- 

. 
-- 

MS9 Cycle call. modal (depends on machine parameters) . P94 
-- 

M90 Constant tool path feed rate at external and internal comers . P29 

M91 within positioning block: coordinates refer to the reference point . 
(Reference point substituted for workpiece datum) 

-~ 
M92 within positioning block: coordinates refer to a position defined by . 

machine manufacturer via machine parameter, e.g. tool change position 
(workpiece zero is replaced) 

-- 
M93 M-function assignment reserved by HEIDENHAIN . 

-- 
M94 Reduction of displayed value for rotary table axis to below 3600 . 

(programmed setting of actual value) 
-- 

M95 Changed approach behavior for star7 in internal comers: . 
no calculation of point of intersection P69 

-- 

M96 Changed approach behavior for start at external comers: . P68 
inserting a tangential circle 

M97 Contour compensation on aflernal comers: . P28 
point of intersection instead of tangential circle 

~- 
M98 End of contour compensation active blockwise: . P30. P68 

radius compensation W/RR is cancelled only for the next positioning block 
~- 

M99 Cycle call active blockwise . P94 
-~ 
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